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Expert systems are receiving a widespread attention across various
disciplines of science, engineering, and business. This thesis describes a part of

a

larger research effort conducted at the University of Manitoba and Manitoba
Hydro that focuses on joint application of expert systems, computer graphics, and
systems analysis to practical problems within the field of water resources. These

three elements, along with engineering expertise, form the basis of the intelligent

decision suppoil approach. This approach was used in the development of

a

computer tool designed to support reservoir and energy scheduling. The thesis

describes the experiences gathered during the work on the project, and
recommendations based on the lessons learned from

future development.
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1. ïNT'R.OÐ{.]CT'ION

l.n Froblenr
Artificial intelligence (AI) is the area of study that explores ways of making
computers reason, make judgement, and learn. During its thirty years of research

and development,

AI has mainly been focused on two goals. one is

the

development of computational, machine-based, models of intelligent behavior

inciuding both its cognitive and perceptual aspects. The other goal is more
engineering and practice oriented and

it consists of the development of computer

programs that can solve problems normally thought to require human intelligence

fDuda and Shortliffe, 1983]. In spite of the fact that neither of these goals have
been completely achieved so far, the field has accumulated theoretical knowledge

and developed techniques mature enough to be applied to practical problems in
robotics, medicine, image analysis, and various branches of engineering.

A class of AI problem-solving computer programs intended to serve as
consultants and support in decision making and, in doing so, can reach
performance comparable to that

of a human expert are often called "expert

systems". Developers of these programs try to capture and encode the knowledge

human specialists use while solving problems

in their everyday work.

Development of expert systems came with a more pragmatic approach in
has resulted

in

emergence

examines methods

AI that

of knowledge engineering, â new profession

that

of acquiring knowtedge from experts and representing it

correctly. Instead of trying to emulate the most elusive aspects of human reasoning
such as the use of analogy or mental images, this approach focuses on a relatively
*-^Ll^*
¿-i
:J^-l
lìalTow proûiem
an(¡
ines io pfovrcie
a- computer
wrth enough explicit knowiecige

needed to solve

it.

Because of their sftong emphasis on knowledge, these computer

applications are also called "knowledge-based expeñ systems".

A great potential for expert systems development is seen in various fields of
engineering. Knowledge-based systems that encode design manuals and procedural
codes thus putting this inactive and static knowledge into active forms are often

constructed in order to assist engineers in performing routine, time consuming

tasks. In water resources engineering (WRE) however, expert
applications need to do more than this

systems

in orde¡ to be successful. The main

characteristics of the systems this field of engineering deals with are uncertainty
and their ever growing complexity. Through their long term experience, experts

that do analysis and planning, or manage operation of water resources systems,
have gathered much expertise and heuristic knowledge, and have learned how and
where to apply intuition and engineering judgement in their

work. In addition

to

this, a number of these experts have seen systems analysis and its sophisticated
optimization techniques make their way into water resources engineering during
the last two decades. Application of these techniques was an answer to the growing

complexity of water resources systems. It has resulted in a substantial body of,
often poorly documented and mainly individual, expertise. Obviously, a successful

application of expert system technology in water resources engineering would, in
addition to encoding knowledge already available in books and manuals, capture
some of this private expertise and make

it available to other individuals within

an

organization.

of the main characteristics of almost any task in water resources
engineering is having to deal with massive spatially and time varying data.
One

Interactive computer graphics appeils to be a good tool for making data
management easier

for

managers, planners and policy makers [Loucks et al.,

19851. Since in transferring engineering knowledge and explaining different

conceprs we often use graphs and pictures, the need to combine computer graphics
and expert systems in order to assist water resources engineers in performing their
tasks is obvious.

X..2

Furpose
This research describes an actual development of an expert system in water

resources engineering. The selected problem includes the use

of

linear

programming in planning and operation of a complex water resources system that
consists of a number of reservoirs, rivers, hydro generating stations, and control

structures. The research goals are to crrry out knowledge acquisition and capture
the diverse engineering and systems analysis expertise necessary to perform the
task, to formulate appropríate rules, and to enter the rules into a computer code.

Another aspect of this research is to integrate the available expert system
technology with interactive computer graphics, to explore how these two tools
interact, and to observe benefits and problems that arise from this interaction. This
approach is based on the concept of intelligent decision support [Simonovic and

Savic, 1989] that links engineering expertise, the systems approach, expert systems,
and interactive computer graphics. The research focuses on how the experiences
gained so far in knowledge engineering and the available technology and tools can

be used in practice, rather than on achieving computer performance that may be
compared with that of human experts.

1"3 Scope
This thesis examines application of the Intelligenr Decision Supporr (IDS)
concept to a case study that involves a joint project between the University of
Manitoba and Manitoba Flydro. Manitoba Hydro operates a system composed of a
number of reservoirs, lakes, natural and conÍolled flows, and thirteen hydro and

three thermal generating stations.

A linear programming optimization model

called EMMA is used to optimize planned short-term and long-term operations of

it

is

necessary in the decision-making process in planning and operation of the system

it

the system. The use of EMMA is expertise-intensive and frequent. Since

is selected as the case study in this research.

A review of the four basic elements and ideas behind the IDS approach in
Section 2 is followed by the description of the previous work on the project in
Section 3. The problem selected as a case study and the acquired engineering
knowledge that is used at Manitoba Hydro in solving
Section

it

are presented in detail in

4. Description of the developed IDS system is given in Section

experiences gained during this research are summarized
recommendations for possible future development.

5, and the

in Section 6 along with

CE{APT'ÐR. 2.

IÌ{T'Ð[,LTGÐNT ÐECÏSåON

S{JPPC}R.T'

Standard knowledge engineering (KE) relies on communication between the

expert and the knowledge engineer in creating an expert system application. The

approach that

is

used

in this research is different from classical

engineering procedures [Simonovic and Savic,

1989]. It is called

knowledge

the engineering

expert system approach (EES) and it replaces the knowledge engineer by a water
resources engineer who has additional knowledge about expert systems techniques.

Unique expertise in the engineering field can thus be combined with knowledge
about expert systems technology in an efficient manner. Judging from the expert

systems applications reported

in the literature and at different

conferences it

appears that approaches similar to EES are widely accepted within different
subdisciplines of civil engineering. In conffast to traditional expert system research
where the focus is on general procedures and frameworks, with the EES approach
the research concentrates on the application and development of technology as

it

directly relates to the specific engineering field and the particular problem
environment.

The EES approach is the fundamental characteristic of the IDS concept,

graphically illustrated in Figure

1.

trn order

to assist in water

resources

engineering planning, decisions, and operations, this concept combines the
following four basic elements : (i) engineering expertise, (ii) systems approach,

(iii) computer graphics,

and (iv) expert systems. The concept envisions rhe expefr

system as a part of a larger system more suited to the user's needs. It extends
the

hybrid model-based decision supporr approach [Fedra er al., 19g6]. An approach
simílar io ihe EES was taken by Palmer et al. [1987, 1988] who use experr systems
to integrate databases, mathematical programming, and computer graphics.

The presented concept envisions decision and policy makers and engineers
as

major users of the decision support software. In this environment, the computer

is seen as a tool for establishing a link ben¡reen the expert and the decision maker, in

other words, between science and policy. The computer's role is therefore
expanded from a tool for computational analysis to a vehicle for communication,

experimentation, training and learning. The major strength of this concept is that
the products are application and problem oriented. In this way, new technology

can be successfully combined with more classical techniques of engineering
analysis, data processing, and systems analysis.
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Figure 1. Graphical illustration of Intelligent Decision Support concept in
water resources (after Simonovic and Savic, 1989)
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2'l

Ðxpçl$--Sysle¡ns

z.L.t Expert Systern Ðlemer¡ts
The British Computer Society defines an expert system as "the embodiment

within

a computer

of a knowledge based component from an expert skill in such

a

form that the system can offer intelligent advice or take an intelligent decision
about a processing function." Expert systems may function as an assistant or
partner to an expert, or to

fill the void between an average

a

worker or a novice and

the expert [Jenkins and Jowitt, 198]1. A complete expert system should consist of
the following six elements:

1)

user interface,

2) explanation
3) knowledge

4) working
5)

subsystem,
base,

memory,

inference engine, and

6) knowledge acquisition

subsystem.

The user interface provides for communication between the user and the
expert system. It prompts the user for input which it translates to the form used by
the expert system and it presents generated results to the user. Development of a
good and friendly user interface is a significant step towards the acceptance of an
expert system by the final user, which means that it can be critical for success of an

entire project.

The explanation subsystem tries to explain the reasoning behind any
action the expert system takes. This can be a trace of the execution of the expert
system or the ability to give answers

if the user wants to know why the expefi

system is asking a particular question or performing an action.

The }<nowledge base contains knowledge about the application domain of
the expert system. The simplest way of encoding this knowledge is through a set of

rules that define conditions and the corresponding actions to be taken

if

these

conditions are met. In cases where a large number of rules makes their structuring
or grouping helpful, semantic nets and frames can be used. These two approaches

have been described by V/aterman [1986]. Most expert systems reported in
engineering literature have successfully used simple sets of rules, although their

further development may indicate the need for a more sophisticated knowledge
representation.

The working memory contains information about the current problem to

be solved.

It

contains relevant information provided by the user or derived

through the expert system's reasoning about that particular user-defined problem.
The inference engine controls the reasoning process of the expert system.

It has to perform some kind of search through the knowledge base in o¡der to find
knowledge necessary to derive conclusions or to ask the user intelligent questions
on the way towards the final solution. The two most often used search techniques
are backwards chaining and forward chaining. In backward chaining, the system
starts with a solution and, using appropriate rules from the knowledge base, fries to

find the data and conditions that will lead to that solution. In forward chaining, the
system starts from known data and facts and, using applicable rules for deriving
conclusions, progresses towards the final solution.

The knowledge acquisition subsystem modifies the contents

of

the

knowledge base. In the ideal situation, this process should take place through
machine learning

- automatic generation of knowledge

based on generalizations

drawn from the knowledge base and the problems solved by the expert system. At
the current level of

AI development however, this is usually accomplished through

manual update of the knowledge base by the system developer, or direct
intervention by the expert.

2.n.2

Ðxperf Sysfem
Development

ÐeveXopmens

of an expert system is usually

accomplished through

cooperation of: experts whose knowledge is to be used by the system, knowledge

engineers whose task is to perform knowledge acquisition and representation,
computer programmers responsible for encoding the formulated knowledge into

a

computer code, and end users who will interact with a computer.

Tools for expert systems development include programming languages and

shells. Programming languages, such

as

Lisp or PROLOG, offer much flexibility,

but do not provide any assistance in knowledge representation fBarlishen, 1989].

Shells usually support some kind of knowledge representation and search
techniques, and often provide friendly user interfaces. In addition to this, most

shells offer an explanation facility, which can range from a simple trace of
execution of the expert system to developer-defined or generated explanations
[Barlishen, 1989]. Some widely available shells are friendly enough to encourage

knowledge engineers or experts to directly enter knowledge into computers
without help from programmers.
The development of an expert system usually consists of the following
phases [Rolston, 1988]: selection of a suitable problem, construction of a prototype

expert system, formalization

of knowledge compatible with the chosen

development tool, implementation, evaluation of the expert system's performance,
and long-term evaluation with necessary adjustments and corrections in the expert

system in order to increase its usefulness. Due to the nature of expert systems,

many aspects of the application domain remain unknown until an actual
implementation. Unlike in classical programming, the exact specifications of what

can be done and how, are impossible to make in advance [Bobrow et a1., 1986]. As
a consequence, in most cases, several iterative cycles are needed for development

of an expert system.

2.2 Engineering Ðxpertise

It

has been said that "engineering consists of acquiring and manipulating

knowledge so it can be used productively", and expert systems try to do the same

thing [Hogley and Korncoff, 1986]. Some of that knowledge, especially the part
that is closely related to basic scientific principles or whose origin can be traced

back to well known facts, is well documented

in books and design manuals.

Engineering expertise means having skills in using this, often large amount of
knowledge and number of rules that have to be obeyed, in an efficient and accurate

manner. Expert systems that encode design manuals and procedural codes, thus

putting this inactive and static knowledge into active forms, can assist

an

inexperienced or average engineer to approach the level of an expert. They can
help perforrn routine time consuming tasks faster and in a more consistent way.

Another type of expertise comes from a long term experience in working on
a particular problem.

It

means knowing when and how to apply intuition and

engineering judgement gained through work on a large number of cases. This kind

of engineering expertise is important in dealing with problems where the ffaceback to known facts or underlying physical principles is difticult to establish, when

available data are inaccurate or incomplete, or when a severe time or budgetary

constraint is imposed. Formulating and capturing some of this very scarce
expertise means making

it

permanently available to other engineers within an

organization.

In water

resources engineering, knowing how

to apply intuition

and

engineering judgment plays a very important role for a number of reasons. The
10

goal of water Íesources management is to ensure that water is available, in
sufficient quality and quantity, atthe right location and time, and to protect humans
and their activities from the harmful effects of water [Kindler, 1986]. Uncertainty
and complexities that are present in most water resources systems, stemming from

their nature and size, diversity of water use and resulting conflicts of interests, and
the impact these systems have on the environment and society make it very hard to

accurately and completely describe these systems. Advancements in technology
and massive use of computers have resulæd in the fast acquisition of large volumes

of data. Proper and timely interpretation and analysis of these data also requires

lot of experience. All this results in the need for good approximation

a

and

judgement in analysis, planning, or management of water resources systems, and
therefore for potential application of expert systems.

The multidisciplinary nature of the problem, the uncertainty, and the
complexity inherent in water resources systems result in a number of engineers
specializing and becoming experts in narrow suMomains of the problem. An
important future role for expert systems is seen in capturing the diverse expertise

of all these experts thus facilitating communication between them and providing
benefits to all other potential users of their knowledge.

2.3 Systems Approach

The systems approach can be defined in water resources as the use of

rigorous mathematical methods to help determine preferred planning or
operational decisions for complex systems. This approach combines knowledge of
the available analytical tools, understanding of when each of them is appropriate,
and skills in applying them in everyday practice. It is mathematical and intuitive, as
are planning and operations processes.

11

Systems analysis has been making its way to water resources engineering in

parallel with the massive introduction of computers into the

field. Two

major

factors played an important role in this process: (i) the reduction in time required

to make operating decisions; and (ii) the ability to incorporate into the decision
making process all aspects of a very complex physical system. Coming up with the

right answer in a timely manner results in significant benefits in the case of large
water resources systems.

It

has been observed that the acceptance

of

systems

analysis has been a rather slow process [Baritt-Flan and Cormie, 1989] and that

it

occurred as the confidence in its optimization models grew. It can be expected that
the acceptance of expert systems will take place in a similar manner.

Water resources engineers who use systems analysis methods in their work

have developed a new kind

of

expertise which includes both thorough

understanding of these methods and skills in applying them to various practical
problems in the

field. They

have learned how to represent the physical systems

they are dealing with to the models they are using. They have developed expertise

in making correct assumptions, simplifications, and approximations. Expert
systems can facilitate the use of analytical tools for those not familiar with them,
and they can probably provide a significant help and save time to experts by doing
as much as possible

of intelligent data pre- and post- processing.

2.4 Connputer Graphics
Most of the systems in the field of water resources consist of large numbers

of different elements and their databases are usually hard to maintain and update.
This is one of the reasons why they are difficult to analyze, model and present.
According to Loucks et al. i1985l the primary purpose of developing computer
mocieis anci using computer technology is to derive and manage data. The input and

output files of these models are in the form of long, cumbersome tables and

t2

sequences of numbers. Interactive computer graphics can enhance the use of these

models and other software packages, as well as the utility of databases. It appears

to be a good tool for making data management easier for managers, planners, and
policy makers. Within a decision support context, this is particularly important in
order to allow the user to have more time to concentrate on actual decision making.

The success of any modelling attempt is related to the involvement of
nonmodelers

in model use [Loucks et a1.,1985]. The best way to involve

nonmodelers is through a "friendly" interface, which usually refers to a pictorial

display of information and the ability of the user to modify that display.
Interactive computer graphics, in a general sense, refers to a display of pictorial

information generated by a computer and to the man-machine interaction in
modifying that display fSimonovic and Grahovac, 1990].
Widely available ha¡dware and software designed to facilitate development

of interactive computer graphics applications provide for combined use of
alphanumeric, symbolic and graphical elements in color schemes, maps, graphs,
etc. This can be used to display the current state of a system or output from
mathematical model, and

to

a

assist data input, editing and display. As a result of the

wide availability of graphical input and ouþut devices and the efficiency and
appeal

in transfening information, interactive computer graphics is increasingly

becoming the standard means of interaction between the user and the computer.
seems logical

It

to adopt this standa¡d wherever appropriate for communication

between the user and the expert system.

t3

CF{,APTER. 3.

REV{EW TF' PRÐVãO{]S WORK

3.f. Ðecision $uppont Systems
The Term Decision Support Systems (DSS) was introduced approximately

two decades ago, and there has been a little agreement

till today

between different

authors about the main characteristics and the architecture of these systems. DSS

are computer-based systems that support decision making. The borders that
separate them from other computer-based systems are not yet well defined. Most

of the available literature on DSS comes from the fields of business and
management. Fiew authors have written about the subject in the water resources

engineering context. These are the reasons why the development of DSS in
business and management is briefly reviewed in this section of the thesis. Some of
the most interesting works on the subject in engineering are also presented.

3.X..1-

Ðecision Support Systems

in Business and Managernent

In his book on DSS, R.J. Thierauf [1988] gives an overview of the evolution
of information systems in business. Prior to the introduction of computers, these
systems were primarily concerned with recording historic events, and they relied

on manual methods of entry and retrieval. These systems made no attempt to
integrate records that might Serve several functions at the same time.

When computers were introduced in business, they were used as large
accounting machines that could perform usual jobs quickly and efficiently. The

information systems developed in this phase did not give managers more conffol
over operations. The use of a single data entry for multiple purposes franscending

the traditional boundaries within a business environment came with
development of Integrated Data Processing Systems.

t4

the

The next step in the evolution towards DSS was the development of
Integrated Management Information Systems. These systems provide decision

oriented information that can be used in planning, control, and evaluation of
activities in an organization. A class of these systems that can process relevant data
and feed

it back to the appropriate source in suffîcient time to change or control the

operating environment are called Time Management Information Systems.
Numerous applications of this kind are in use in hotel accounting and reservation
systems, airline reservation systems, and patient hospital records. Management

Information Systems (IrfIS) have had their main impact on structured tasks where
operating procedures, decision levels, and flows of information were predefined.
They greatly reduced the cost and turnaround time, and their implementation led to
the development of DSS.

DSS are designed to support decision making for problems with sufficient
structure that justifies the use of computers but where the user's judgement is

essential. Structure in a problem is in this context defined as the possibility of
quantifying objectives and decision variables. Emphasis in DSS is on providing

a

supportive tool that does not automate the decision process, impose solutions, or

replace the decision maker. According to Thierauf, the most important
characteristics of DSS are:

1)

The focus on problem finding and solving. The concept of problem

finding is based on the use of the data base and quantitative models to discover
trends and possible problems.

2)

Interactive processing mode and query capabilities, especially the

capability to answer "what ifl' questions.

3) A comprehensive systems approach.
DSS should be adaptive over time and provide support regardless of
problem structure. A great emphasis should be on user-machine interface and the
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use of graphic displays to distill quickly the essence of massive

data. According to

Thierauf [1988], future developments in DSS will be towards broader "what

if'

questions, the use of more complex quantitative models, and less structured
problems.

Davis [1984] addressed the difference between DSS and the Knowledge
Based Systems (KBS). According to this author, DSS assist in decision making by

performing complex computations and by helping to manage large amounts of
data. For each particular problem, these two tasks follow a predefined structure
that has to be accommodated by the DSS. This is the main difference between DSS

and KBS that are used without structural restraints and that are built recursively

from the ze¡o level to a comprehensive base of information.

3.L.2 Ðecision Support Systems

in Ðngineering

DSS in business and management evolved exclusively from computer
applications designed to manage data. In engineering however, DSS were
additionally influenced by the previous use of numerous computational models for
simulation and optimization. Guariso and Werthner [1989] define Environmental

DSS as computer-based systems that help decision makers to utilize data and

analytical models in the solution of unstructured problems in environmental
engineering and management. The authors propose an architecture fo¡ these
systems that consists of the following elements:

1) a friendly

2)

user interface,

the system manager control unit that conftols all other parts of the

system,

3)

the data base that has to deal with spatial data and time series,

4)

the model base with a set of quantitative models,
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5)

the knowledge base containing declarative knowledge necessary for

handling the models and data.

According to Guariso and V/erthner [1989], the main difference between
DSS and Expert Systems (ES) is that unlike a DSS, an ES ties to take decision itself
and therefore replace the human expertise and the expert. This is illustrative of the

controversy and the confusion that still exist in the literature not only about DSS
but ES as well.

DSS have been scarcely addressed

in the water

resources engineering

literature. One interesting project, named I{ERMES, was initiated at Manitoba
Hydro in 1984 and some of its parts are already in use [Herzog et a1.,1985]. The
project envisions the development of a DSS that could be used as a laboratory for
conducting experiments by constructing, running, observing, and analyzíngenergy
management models related to a system of reservoirs and hydro and thermal
generating stations. IIERMES

will

use diverse and changing models for load,

energy market, and flow forecasting along withe a linear programming
optimization model and a relational data base. An extensive use of computer
graphics and spread sheet programs is envisioned within the Documentation
Subsystem for preparation of management reports.
Palmer and Holmes [1988] describe a DSS used to aid in drought decisions.

The system provides guidance for initiating voluntary and mand atory restrictions

of water use. It incorporates an expert system component that contains human
decision making expertise represented in a series of rules and facts. The DSS
consists of the foliowing elements:

1)

an expefr system that incorporates necessary expertise and integrates all

other elements into a single system.

2) alineat programming model that is used for optimization,
3)

computer graphics interface used for the display of information, and
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4)

datz base management tools for the storage and manipulation of data.

This architecture, instead of confronting ES and DSS and adding to the
confusion about these two terms, brings an innovative concept of incorporaiing ES

within DSS. This concept is very similar to the IDS described in Section 2 of this
thesis, and it focuses on providing the most efficient decision support tool that can
be made using available technology and knowledge.

3.2 {nteractive Computer Graphics
Water resources engineers often have to deal with massive spatial and time-

varying data. There is a general agreement between the authors that addressed the
problem during the last decade about the utility of computer graphics in easing this

task [Fedra 1985, Fedra and Loucks 1985, Fedra et al., 1986, Herzog et al, 1985,
Loucks et a1., 1985, Palmer and Holmes, 1988, Taylor and French, 19851.

Interactive computer graphics appears to be a good tool for making data
management easier

for

managers, planners and policy makers [Loucks

et

al.,

19851. In the field of water resources computer graphics should: (i) facilitate data

input and editing; (ii) provide an effective interface between models and modelers;
and

(iii) improve

the comprehension of spatial and time-dependent information

[Taylor and French, 1985]

.

When the objective

is the communication of complex patterns

or

relationships, graphical display of information is certainly by far superior to any

alphanumerical format [Fedra,

1985]. Since in transferring

engineering

knowledge and explaining different concepts we often use graphs and pictures, the
need to combine computer graphics and expert systems within a DSS in order to
assist water resources engineers in performing theh tasks is obvious.

To know what one wants, one needs to know what he or she can get. [Fedra,

1985]. Therefore, the use of menus enhances the user's understanding of the
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computer models he or she is using by making it clear what exactly can be done at
any point of the user-computer interaction. The use of menus also speeds up the

work with the computer by letting the user select from

a predefined set

of possible

. options instead of making him or her type on the keyboard the name of the option.

It also allows users without the knowledge of any classical program-ing languages
to use computers lFedra and Loucks, 1985].
Since all the factors mentioned above may play a role in the acceptance of a

DSS by potential users, the advantages of adopting interactive computer graphics
and a menu-driven user interface within a DSS are obvious. The style of the visual

part of the interface has to be considered from the beginning of the project and witl

require a considerable design effort [Fedra and Loucks, 1985].

The reviewed literature provided no specific recommendations about
graphical presentation and user interfaces for computer applications
resources engineering.

It

seems that the developers of these interfaces

in water

follow the

common sense in designing graphical displays, and that this usually gives good

results. Some of the developers have background in water resources engineering,
which provides them with additional insights into the needs of the final user
[Taylor and French, 1985]. The development of interactive computer graphics
applications by non-programmers is made possible by the availability of numerous

user-friendly software tools for the task.

The selection of software and hardware for these interactive computer
graphics interfaces does not seem to be an issue. It is usually predetermined by the
equipment and computational models already in use within an environment where a
DSS is being developed. Fortunately, most of the equipment that is curently in use

supports some kind of graphical presentation and compatible libraries of graphical
routines are usually available.
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3"3

Ðxf¡erf

S.vsferns

This thesis describes the second phase of the project initiated at the
IJniversity of Manitoba and Manitoba Hydro in 1988. The fust phase started by an
extensive review of available literature about expert systems and their applications

in engineering and other fields [Barlishen, 1989]. The research that followed
focused on expertise in water resources, ways of eliciting this knowledge, and

suitability of application of expert systems in the field. A brief summary of the
results of the first phase of the project follows.

3.3"L Knowledge Acquisition

Eliciting knowledge may take the largest portion of the development time

for an expert systems project. Present methods of acquiring expertise through
human communications are slow and inefficient. These techniques involve

a

combination of observing the expert solve problems, questioning him or her
directly, and relying on the expert to perform some degree of formalization of his
or her thinking process. There are no strict guidelines for obtaining a successful
transfer of knowledge in an engineering environment. The success depends on the

ability of the expert to articulate and explain the necessary information, and the
ability of the inexperienced person to learn and understand.
The first task of an expert system developer is to learn about the domain.
Since the expert's time available for the project is usually very limited, the best way

to begin is by examining the available static knowledge from books, manuals, and
repofts before attempting a direct discussion. Experience can also be gained by

running any relevant computer models. The second task is the development of

a

small prototype system that will be carefully expanded to deal with more
complexity and expertise as the expert system grows. This incremental approach
lBarlishen et a1.,1990] requires selection of an appropriate scope for the initial

prototype. Finally, through knowiedge acquisition sessions, the knowledge
engineer attempts to describe the manner and resources with which the expert
works in order to obtain an acceptable solution.
Both phases of the project described in this thesis focussed on the same case

study. The linear programming optimization model called EMMA is used at
Manitoba Hydro to optimize planned short-term and long-tern operations of the
system composed of a number of reservoirs, lakes, natural and controlled flows,
and hydro and thermal generating stations. The first step in the research was to

identify different kinds of expertise and knowledge that the expefi that

uses

EMMA

in Manitoba Hydro needs in his work. These include: (i) knowledge of the relevant
technical aspects of the physical system; (ii) knowledge about how to consistently
represent the physical and time structure of the problem in the analytical model he
uses,

(iii) knowledge

about the algorithm used by the model, and (iv) knowledge

necessary for inte¡pretation of the model output.

The complexity of the domain and time constraints prohibited expert system

developers from gaining quickly the

full understanding of the problem domain.

However, two appropriate problem areas were identified as potential applications

for prototype expeil systems, "intelligent" pre- and post-processing of data for the

model. The prototype pre-processor is an expert system designed to perform
"intelligent" editing, comparing important input parameters to historical data. The
user is advised about potential problems with the values set for inflows, reservoir

levels and energy production coefficients. On the oufput side, the post-processor
expert system deals with feasible and infeasible solutions. For feasible solutions,

it

helps the user assess the practicality of the operating plan by looking at historical
reservoir releases and levels. For infeasible solutions, the prototype expert system
post-processor tries to identify all possible causes.
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At first, both the expert and the system developers were a little discouraged
by the lack of significant progress in the knowledge acquisition. All the difficulties
experienced were attributed to the lack of problem understanding by the members

of the research team. It was only by developing the prototype expert systems thata

more suitable and achievable project focus was identified. Joint effort by the

expert and another Manitoba Flydro engineer and the members of the team
indicated that the initial expert system development scope appeared to have been

too narrow. Thus, the initial effect of knowledge acquisition was a learning
experience for everyone involved.

In order to perform an effective knowledge acquisition procedure in
engineering environment, a set

an

of recommendations has been prepared and

presented by Barlishen et al. [1990].

The development team:

1)

Persistent and patient people who

will

ask questions, understand the

problem, and continually demonstrate what they have learned should be selected

for members of the development team. Background engineering experience in the
domain field is very valuable.

2) If the team is relatively

inexperienced, start with a small, simple,

preferably structured, problem to gain experience.

3)

Considerable effort should be invested in determining a model of the

expert's problem solving process. Try to separate the problem into modules, so at
any time only a portion of the expert's expertise

will

be under consideration.

4) Strong emphasis should be placed on incremental development.

Start

wittr common problem scenarios and build in complexity and specific cases.

5) Expert systems are advice providers, therefore, help and explanation
facilities are very important.
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6)

I-ong development times should be expected. Constantly evaluate

progress and do not be afraid to start again.

The expert system developer:

1) A co-operative,

enthusiastic expert, who is aware of the large time

commitment required should be selected. Educate the expert about expert systems,
what to expect and when.

2)

Learn about the domain.

If qualitative information is required,

make

sure that the expert's view of the terms is clear and make a user aware of this

interpretation. Establish not only the knowledge an expert possesses, but also how
and when it is used. The knowledge implicit in rules should be made explicit to the
user through help and expianation facilities.

3)

Knowledge acquisition is an iterative process rather than a linear one.

Knowledge is elicited piece by piece. Rules are often the most natural and
understandable form of knowledge presentation for engineering problems

4) A regular

.

meeting time should be established with the expert, even

if

some meetings turn out to be more of coffee-break discussions. Tape record the

sessions. Try to

fill in the gaps in your interpretation of the expert's reasoning

through continued questioning or criticism of prototypes. Procedures used to
obtain the expert's knowledge depend on the specific problem and expert involved.

Acquisition process should rely on a combination of observing the expert solve
problems, and discussions and questioning to analyze what was done. The best way

to establish rules is by working through several problems with the expert and
examining the differences and similarities between them. Considerable experience
can be gained by "playing around" with the tools or techniques used by the expert.

It seems that the only way to uncover true expertise is to interpret what was learned
in a session by establishing rules or a small prototype system. An expert may find
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it easier to criticize than to explicitly say what is needed. As
idea

will

sessions proceed, an

be developed as to which knowledge acquisition approaches work best

with the expert.

3"3"2

Ðxpert System Ðevelopment_Tools
In parallel with the work on knowledge acquisition, different tools for

building expert systems were examined. The research focused on three tools:
RuleMaster 2 Unix version by Radian Corporation, PCPLUS by Texas Instruments

Inc., and MPROLOG by Logicware Inc.. Four basic criteria were chosen for the
evaluation of the tools:

(i) extensibility, (ii) ctarity, (iii) flexibility, and (iv)

efficiency. Extensibility was defined as the capability of the tool to interact with
other software. Clarity was the measure of how easy it was to understand and use

the

tool. Flexibility was concerned with the ability of the tool to adequately

represent knowledge, and to reason about the knowledge base. Efficiency was
defined as the response speed of the tool.
The extensibility of the tools varied considerably due to the use of different

hardware and programming languages

in their development. RuleMaster

2

produced expert systems written in C language, which allowed for integration with

the analytical model and direct access to the data sfuctures used at Manitoba
Hydro. PCPLUS, based on PC Scheme language (a subset of LISP language), could
not be iniegrated in a similar way due to the lack of a version that could be run on
the Apollo workstations used in Manitoba Hydro.

The clarity of the three tools was an irnportant issue because none of them
came with a "real" and comprehensive example illustrating the tool's use. In their

original documentation, both RuleMaster and PCPLUS provided only very simple
examples, that did not even begin to exploit all their capabilities. MPROLOG's
documentation provided only program fragments and did not go much beyond the
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examples without any practical application. Since its documentation was the most

complete, PCPLUS appeared at first to be the easiest to understand of all three

tools. As the members of the team gained more experience, it became much more
convenient and efficient to use RuleMaster 2 and its editor.

Flexibility of the tools was not, for the most part, a major concern. Both
RuleMaster and PCPLUS produced essentially what can be referred to as rule
based systems. The knowledge representation scheme of PCPLUS was enhanced

by the tool's abitity to make it frame based. This allowed organizing related rules

into frames, which added more structure to the knowledge base and enabled more

efficient search during a consultation. MPROLOG, being based on Prolog
language, was very flexible with respect to knowledge representation. The
reasoning schemes, or search mechanisms, provided by the three tools varied to
some extent. RuleMaster produces expert systems that search their knowledge base

using both, forward and backward chaining. In the Manitoba Hydro case study,

forward chaining was the most natural choice since the two prototypes were
essentially diagnostic in nature. PCPLUS uses a backward chaining search strategy
although it could also search in the forward direction. MPROLOG has the built in
backward chaining search technique.

The explanation facility of any development tool is very important due to
the fundamental explanatory role of expert systems. The explanation facility of
PCPLUS was the most complete. The one provided by RuleMaster was ambiguous

at times although

it

could generally produce good explanations during

a

consultation. MPROLOG required that the developer provide the explanation
facility.
The efficiency of the tools was a concern only with PCPLUS. An earlier
version of a post-processor expert system prototype was impiemented on an IBM
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AT class machine, and the response time of a consultation was considerably longer
than for other tools.
The tool ultimately selected for further implementation of the expert system
was RuleMaster

2.

The choice was made based on this tool's ability to produce

highly integratable, portable, and efficient C language functions, and its relatively
convenient development facilities.
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CÉ{^APT'ÐR. 4.

MANãT'Tts,A HVÐRO CASÐ ST'UÐV

4.1 Fhysical Characteristics

oflhe Manitoha-å{ydro

System

Manitoba Hydro is a Provincial Crown Corporation with the responsibility

of operating the integrated power system of Manitoba and Winnipeg Hydro. The
integrated generation system is composed of 13 hydro-power plants with a total
capacity of 3548 MW and 3 thermal plants with a total capacity of 404 MW.
Manitoba's supply is augmented by a seasonal diversity agreement with Northern
States Power Company (NSP) which provides 300 h/tw of winter capacity until

1993. The 1330 NtW Limestone Generating Station is under consftuction, with
first power expected later this year [Manitoba Hydro, 1989].
More than 907o of the total systern capacity is hydro, as shown in Table

i.

Because of such a strong dependence on the hydro-electric generation, a relatively

large variation in the annual hydro energy potential is the main characteristic of the

system. The annual production varies between 26000 GWH for good water
conditions and 16000 GWH in drought conditions, while the average is 22000

GWH. Because the major objective of the utility is to meet the load under drought
conditions, surplus energy is available in most years. Nine Íansmission lines to the

neighboring utilities permit the interchange

of

surplus energy and the

improvement of the system reliability.
The hydraulic system receives water from the Nelson River basin, shared by
the provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Ontario in Canada and the
states of North Dakota and Minnesota in the United States, and the Churchill River

Drainage basin, shared by the provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba.

The flow from the Churchill River at Southern Indian Lake has been diverted
through the Rat and Burntwood Rivers to the Nelson River hydro-power stations.

The hydro-power plants of Manitoba can be grouped into three subsystems: (a) the

Winnipeg River system which receives water from the Lake of the Woods andLac
Seul; (b) the Grand Rapids plant on the Saskaæhewan River; and (c) the Nelson

River system which receives water from both previous systems through Lake
Winnipeg and an additional flow from Southern Indian Lake. The lakes, although
shallow, are capable of storing huge amounts of water due to their large areas.

Table 1. 1992 Manitoba Hydro Operating Capacity (MW)
Winnipeg River (6 generating stations)
Grand Rapids
Jenpeg
Kelsey

560
440
10

216

Laurie River (2 generanng stations)
Kettle
Long Spruce
Limestone

TOTAL HYDRO

10

12æ
910
1330

4828

Brandon and Selkirk Thermal
NSP Diversity

SYSTEM CAPACITY

369

3m
5491

Source: Manitoba Hydro, 1989

It is characteristic for the Manitoba system that high river flows occur in
spring and summer while high demands for power occur during the winter. The
lakes are normally capable of storing all flows upstream of generating stations
except during the high spring

runoff. Due to these specific circumstances, accurate

short- and medium-term flow forecasts for the system may be obtained from
upstream flows, water levels in the lakes, and precipitation measurements.
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The generating plants on the Nelson River and the Winnipeg River cannot
store large amounts of water in their forebays. The releases from the plants are

determined by the operation of the distant upstream lakes and by natural flows.
Therefore, they are operated as run-of-river plants without high head variations.
The other aspect of storing water far from the power plants is that significant time
has to pass before the released water can be used for generation of energy. Some

of

the reservoirs in the system are operated exclusively for power production, while
others are multipurpose.

All

the lakes and reservoirs in the system are subject to

regulatory limits.

4.2 Reservoir and Energy Scheduling Engineer
The operations planning of the Manitoba Hydro system is performed in the

System Operations Department by the Reservoir and Energy Scheduling (RES)

Engineer. The purpose of operations planning is the preparation of an operating
schedule of reservoir releases, hydro and thermal generation, and imports and

expofts of energy lCormie and Barritt-Flatt, 1987]. In preparing the plan, the
objectives that must be considered by the RES Engineer, in order of priority, are
to:

1) ensure that winter energy supply exceeds the forecasted Manitoba load
even under the most severe winter weather conditions;

2) ensure that sufficient summer energy is supplied;

3) ensure that reserve energy is available within the hydraulic system to
satisfy any firm energy commitments in subsequent years, under the worst drought
conditions;

4) maintain winter operating reliability to avoid a system blackout during
winter months;
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5) maintain summer operating reliability to avoid a system blackout during
summer months;

6) meet social responsibilities to other lake or reservoir users, e.g.
environmental requirements

of fish and other wildlife,

concerns

of

other

businesses and recreational users regarding lake levels or fluctuations in levels, and
agreements with outside control boards;

7) operate as economically and efficiently

as possible.

The RES engineer also has to take into account various constraints imposed
on the hydraulic and electrical systems. Physical consfaints include water and fuel

supply, generating station capacities, and sizes and rating curves for reservoirs.
Regulatory constraints include licences, agreements, and environmental orders
restricting actions that can be taken at certain sites. Practical constraints deal with
how close to the hydraulic and electric limits the system can be operated.

The operations plan is derived on the basis of separate studies of flow
forecasting, power demand forecasting, export and import energy market
forecasting and system maintenance. The role of the RES Engineer in the System
Operations Department is to synthesize the above information and to determine the
operation decisions keeping in mind the set goals. The derived operations plan is

reviewed regularly and updated with new forecasts of precipitation, river flows,
domestic power demands, and export market prices as they become available.
Beside the hydrological and energy market situation, the operations plan has to take

into account the availability of the generating equipment. Maintenance required by
the generating units in the system needs to be scheduled to minimize the impact on
revenue while maintaining system reliability levels. The prepared operations plan
is used as a guide to the real time hourly operation of the system, where the specific
actions are implemented.
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In order to efficiently make decisions, the RES Engineer at Manitoba Hydro

has used a number of different

tools. In the early period before 1970 extensive use

of simulation was characteristic for reservoir management at Manitoba Hydro.
Long term simulation programs were written for each of the major river systems

with the operating rules developed and refined through trial and error until

a

satisfactory result was obtained. Familiarity with the simulation results gave the
RES Engineer an understanding of what could be expected from the river system

and what constituted normal operations. Several different computer programs
were required with many hand calculations. Good judgement and experience was

required to minimize the effort. The typical time to prepare a complete schedule

for budgeting purposes was one month [Cormie and Barritt-Flatt, 1987].
The development of the Nelson River since the 1970's has changed the
nature

of the Manitoba Hydro

system and more than doubled

its

generation

capability. The hydraulic system has become much more complex with

the

regulation of Lake Winnipeg and the diversion of the Churchill River into the
Nelson River. During this period, the public has become demanding and more
aware of the system operations, which has resulted in the need to incorporate
interests other than hydro energy generation in the planning and operations of the

utility. The growing

demands and increasing complexities

of the system

have

placed an increasing burden on the RES Engineer.

The traditional techniques of analysis to aid in decision making were not
capable of analyzing the system as a whole with all of its interdependences and

growing complexities in the timely manner required for operations. In order to
improve and speed up the analysis required by the RES Engineer, the development

of the Energy Management and Maintenance Analysis (EMMA) optimization
model was initiated at Manitoba Hydro in 1981.
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4.3

The role of EMMA in the operations evolved as the confidence in the
model's results grew and as the computer program became more sophisticated.
The comprehensive character of the tool provided a great deat of flexibility in its
application to different operations problems. The scale, complexity, and impact of
the system whose operation is optimized by EMMA raises a number of political,

environmental, and social issues. Accounting for all of these issues in the model

requires much knowledge, experience, and intuitive reasoning that cannot be
learned from books. Implementation of the EMMA model requires a thorough
understanding

of the details related to its solution algorithm, preparation of

massive input, and interpretation of output. To date, only one person at Manitoba

Hydro has the required experience to properly formulate and analyze a planning
problem using EMMA model. Since the use of EMMA is so expertise-intensive
and since the interest in formulating and capturing this expertise was very strong,
the project described in this thesis concentrated on the development of a decision
support system around

EMMA. The potential benefits were seen in improving

and

facilitating the expert's work, as well as making transfer of his knowledge to
inexperienced colleagues faster and easier.

A detailed description of EMMA,

necessary for understanding of the conducted knowledge acquisition process and
the developed IDS tool, follows.

EMMA is a deterministic optimization model that uses linear programming

in order to optimize planned short-term or long-term operations of the system.
EMMA calculates schedules of reservoir releases, power generation, maintenance,
and energy imports and exports for a specified stream flow and load scenario and

within a specified time horizon conveniently divided into time steps. The algorithm
used by the program ensures that loads are met while maximizing revenues and

minimizing costs. Since EMMA is a deterministic model, the expert performs
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appropriate adjustments in input data and repeatedly runs the program in order to
account for the stochastic nature of the problem. EMMA's intrinsic complexity
stems from the nature of modelling operation of the interconnected power utility, a

task that includes dealing simultaneously with three distinct subsystems: the
hydraulic network, the electrical network, and the maintenance subsystem.

The hydraulic network is composed of reservoirs, lakes, and rivers.
Reservoirs generally have two possible outlets, a penstock that routes the flow
through a power plant, and a spillway. Lakes may have natural outlets or they can
be controlled by control structures. The storage capacity of lakes and reservoirs
can be discretized using horizontal segments in order to represent more accurately
stage-storage curves and stage-discharge relationships. The uppermost segment

can further be divided into smaller horizontal parts called figments for a more
accurate calculation of the lake level and the volume of water in storage

There are two types of rivers in the hydraulic system, inflows into the
system's lakes and reservoirs and flows between them. Inflows are described by
the flow scenario. Flows between lakes and reservoirs can be controlled by one of

the following three elements: a natural outlet, a control structure, and a hydro
generating station.
The following hydraulic constrainfs are taken into account by EMMA:

1) sum of fÏgments:

Sum of figment storages is equal to the storage in

the last segment;

2) flow continuity: For any lake or reservoir, the change in storage is
equal to the difference between the inflows (all natural inflows, and penstock,
spillway, gated control, and natural outlet discharges from any upstream lake or a
reservoir) and the outflows (one or more penstock, gated conffol, spillway, and
natural outlet discharges);
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3)

run-of-E

iven:

Operation

of a generating station with

another

generating station upstream and no reservoir between them is coordinated in order
to account for the fact that water cannot be stored between these two stations;

4) same stage: If necessary,

the initial elevation of a lake can be set to be

equal to the elevation at the end of the planning period;

5) generating station fiow bound: The outflow from a spillway or a
powerhouse is limited by a function of the upstream lake level; and

6) control structure fiow bound: The ouflow from a control

sh-ucture

is limited by a function of the upstream lake level.

The elecffical network consists of hydro and thermal generating stations,

transmission lines for the exchange of energy with the adjacent utilities, the
domestic load given by the load scenario, and energy import and export markets.
The transmission lines are referred to as tielines by the RES Engineer at Manitoba

Hydro and the same term is used in this thesis.

The domestic load is represented by a load duration curve for each time

step. The load duration curve represents intensity of the load during a time step
reorganized in descending instead of chronological order. In other words, for a

certain load, the curve specifies the time (or the fraction of the total time step)

during which the load will be exceeded. Load duration curves are approximated
by

a

number of strips and the instantaneous peak. The concept of the instantaneous

peak load ensures that there is enough generating capacity in the system to meet the

consumption when

it

reaches its highest value during the time step. The strips

ensure that the system produces the required overall amount of energy during the

time step. There is at least one on-peak and one off-peak strip to account for
varying energy prices according to these classifications.
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An example of a load duration curve representation using one off peak and

two on peak strips is shown in Figure 2.
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2. Load duration curve approximation using 2 on-peak and 1 off-peak
sÍips (after Barritt-Flatr and Cormie, 1988)

The tielines to other utilities are used for firm or interruptible energy
imports and exports. A firm purchase or sale of energy has to be supplied through

the contract time, and it is therefore treated as a constraint by EMMA.
Intemlptible energy exports and imports are a part of the optimization process and
are only limited by the available tieline capacity.
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The constraints that can be formulated for the electrical system arel

1) enengy supply and dernand: For every load duration curve strip,

the

system load plus firm exports are supplied from hydro generating stations, thermal
generating stations, and imports;

2) hydro production:

The powerhouse discharge over a time step is

converted into energy for each strip of the corresponding load duration curve;

3) hydro shaping:

The capacity utilized at a hydro generating station

decreases moving from the on peak to the off peak part of the load duration curve,

or that it remains the same

if

the station is base loaded;

4) generation source shaping:

The capacity utilized at a thermal

generation source decreases moving from on peak to off peak part of the load
duration curve, or that it remains the same if the station is base loaded;

5) peaking:

The maximum change in storage or drawdown in a reservoir

caused by the peaking downstream hydro station during on peak strips in a time
step should not exceed the maximum permitted value;

6) tieline total load: The sum of import and export

time does not exceed

total time for each tieline;

7) import fraction limit:

The total interruptible (not firm) import

energy is limited to a percentage of the required system energy for each time step;

8) tieline minimurn energy: A minimum

amount of energy has to be

delivered fo¡ firm energy contracts;

9) grouping constraints:

The total energy production at a group of

seiected energy sources o¡ other energy variables (hydro and thermal stations,

imports, and exports) over strips, úme steps, or the entire time horizon can be
made larger than a minimum or smaller than a maximum value expressed as a
function of the system load;
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10) waste heat: The maximum capacity of a thermal plant is limited when

the thermal pollution of the cooling water exceeds a specified maximum
temperature or maximum temperature change.

The maintenance system is modelled in order to allow for an annual
maintenance schedule that

will take into account maintenance requirements of all

stations as well as system operation requirements. It also enables the RES engineer

to constantly review the predetermined maintenance schedule. EMMA can model
preferences of station staff for maintenance periods. The following consffaints are
taken into account:

1) crew scheduling: For each maintenance crew, holidays

have to be

accounted for;

2) required maintenance:

Sufficient maintenance has to be provided for

each generating station;

3) maintenance space:

The peak load has to be met after maintenance

and the possibility of forced outages are accounted for;

4) available capacity:

The available capacity for each generating sration

is not exceeded by the sum of energy generated and scheduled maintenance;

5) crew availability:

Maintenance done by a crew within a time step does

not exceed their availability in hours.

The electrical and hydraulic systems interact where a generating station is
located on a river. Maintenance comes into play when a generating station or a
tieline goes out of service and cannot be used for a certain period of time.
The objective function maximized by EMMA adds revenues from sales of
energy and the value of water left in storage at the end of the time horizon, and

it

subfacts costs attributed to energy production and imports, water releases, and
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maintenance. These revenues and costs can be used to reflect a number of issues
lCormie et al, 1988]. Fositive cost coefficients for water in storage may reflect its
expected future value for energy generation, while negative values may account

for possible flood damages that may occur if upper reservoir segments are full.
Cost coefficients attributed to energy may reflect fuel and maintenance costs for
the plants. Export and import energy cost coefficients can be used to describe the
structure of the interruptible market and the firm contract energy prices. The cost

coefficients associated with scheduled maintenance may be used to reflect noneconomic scheduling preferences, and coefficients attributed to releases can
express benefits and costs associated wittr flow assignments.

EMMA handles the nonlinearities present in the problem using piece-wise
linearization and iterative approximation. Piece-wise linearization is used, for
example, in approximating the stage-storage curves for the reservoirs. Iterative

approximation is needed to model the nonlinearities of the nonseparable hydro
production function. This is a multivariate function of the release and storage,
which are both decision variables in the optimization process. In order to linearize
the problem, a constant value is assumed for the production coefficients, defined as

produced energy per a unit

of release. Using the assumption of constant

production coefficients an LP problem is formulated and the solution provides the
values of releases during the planning period. The values obtained for releases are

then used to determine new production coefficients for the next iteration. The
process terminates when there is no significant difference between the assumed and

calculated values of the production coefficients.

EMMA requires massive input preparation, and can produce a number of
reports. There arc L7 different kinds of dat¿ that have to be included in an input
file:
1) job title that seryes

as a reminder
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of what the EMMA run is about,

2) report selection

that determines which of the 30 possible reports are to be

made during the program's execution,

3)

linear programming parameters that control the precision and the

execution of the LP algorithm,

4) network and constraint

size data that defîne the total number of elements

in the hydraulic, electrical, and maintenance subsystems,

5) time structure data that define the planning horizon and the time

steps to

be used in the problem,

6) load duration

curves that give the load scenario for each time step,

7) lake data that

describe each reservoir and lake in the system,

8)

data that describe each hydro generating station,

9)

data that describe each

control structure at a lake outlet,

10) data that define the characteristics of each natural outlet in the system,

11) local inflow data that define the scenario of inflows into the lakes and

reservoirs,

L2) data that describe every generating station other than hydro in the
system,
13) tieline data that describe all the interconnections with other utilities and

the respective

en

ergy market characteristic

s,

14) generation strip groups data that,

if necessary,

group energy sources by

a strip of the load duration curve, and impose a minimum or a maximum
performance on these sources,
15) generation time groups data that,

if

necessary, group energy sources in

all strips of the load duration curve by a time step, and impose a minimum or a
maximum performance on these sources,
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16) generation period groups data that,

if

necessary, group energy sources

in all strips of the load duration curve over all time steps by
minimum or

a

a

period, and impose

a

maximum performance on these sources, and

L7) data that describe each maintenance crew in the system.

4.4 Ðxpert system content
The preceding phase of the project, conducted by Barlishen [1989], that
focused on knowledge acquisition in water resources engineering and used EMMA
as a case study, greatly contributed to the phase of the project described in this

thesis. It established a knowledge acquisition procedure that consisted of regular,
tape recorded, weekly interviews with the expert from Manitoba

Hydro. It

also

provided the expert with experience in formulating step-by-step procedures and
organizing the knowledge he uses in his work to forms that can be transferred into
computer codes.

At the beginning of the project, the knowledge

engineers explored the

EMMA algorithm and numerous constraints and decision va¡iables it incorporates.
They were discouraged because this did not enable them to emulate the expert's
work and to obtain useful results by running the program.
The problems were overcome when the expert, helped by another colleague

from Manitoba Hydro, recognized that EMMA can be used to perform one of the

following three tasks:

1)

to provide a basis for preparation or update of the annual budget,

2)

to prepare a weekly operating schedule for energy generation, imports

and exports, and

3)

to evaluate benefîts from installing additional capacities, or to examine

some other change in the long term operation of the system.
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.

In this thesis, these three tasks are referred to

running

EMMA. Once the knowledge engineers

as

motivations o¡ contexts for

realized that the main part of the

expertise is not in running EMMA, but in performing one of the three tasks and

using EMMA as a tool, they could proceed with the knowledge acquisition
successfully.

Further interviews with the expert revealed that different sequences of

EMMA runs have to be performed in order to obtain useful results within each of
the three contexts.

All of these runs have to be made with

appropriate adjustments

in input data and with attention to particular parts of EMMA output.

Major breakthroughs were made in a short period of time when the
knowledge engineers concenffated on underlying system analysis and probabitistic

principles and tried to understand what the expert was trying to accomplish with
different EMMA runs. Once EMMA was understood

as

just another tool that the

expert uses in performing useful tasks, it became easier to understand the different
data adjustments the expert makes, and how they interact with the LP algorithm in

order to handle the complexity and the uncertainty of the system whose operation is

optimized.

One irnportant conclusion about the development of expert
systerns may be drawn

from this experience in knowÌedge acquisition:

the project is more likely to succeed if

it

concentrates on a particular

task performed by the expert instead of trying to capture a body of
knowledge related to a tool or a problem

area. Cunrent rnethods of

knowledge acquisition, which rely mainly on communication between
experts and }<nowledge engineens, are better suited

for reveating

of a pnoblem solving procedure along with the
necessary

steps

accompanying

criteriâ, than for coveríng a broad area ofl knowledge. The

latter will usually make it extremely hard for the expert to organize
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and f'on¡nulate nelevant l<nownedge, and almost irnpossible fon the

to achieve satisflactony understanding of the
explored dornain. The f,irst, and by xro means easy, step in the
developrnent of an expert sysfern is to define exactly what it is
Icnowledge engineer

supposed

to

do.

Only one expert in Manitoba Hydro has the necessary expertise for the
correct use of EMMA. The first year of the project was spent in examining the
ways of eliciting this knowledge. The flust prototype expert system appears to have
been focused on a too n¿urow area of intelligent data pre-processing for EMMA

[Barlishen, 1989]. Choosing one of the three "real" expert's tasks explained on
pages 40 and 41 would have been more successful and less frustrating

for

the

knowledge engineers. This thesis focuses on the second phase of the project. This
phase started with the knowledge acquisition that covered the three motivations for

running EMMA. The acquired knowledge is presented in the following section of
this chapter.

4.4.L Firmness Test

In performing any kind of analysis of the system's operation, the

RES

engineer has to take into account the possibility that contingencies, such as major
outages or severe droughts, can cause problems in supplying energy to customers.

In order to meet the objectives outlined in Section 4.2, the RES engineer has to
ensure that the system has energy reserves available at all times to cope with these

conúngencies. In the use of EMMA, sufficient energy reserves can be maintained

in the system by planning for enough energy in storage at the end of the planning
horizon. The RES engineer has to represent the system in the model in the way that

will

ensure that the optimal policy formulated by EMMA

reserves.
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witl not reduce these

The amount of reserve energy held in reservoir storage at the end of the
time horizon is determined by performing the procedure known as the firmness

test. This procedure has to be performed before running EMMA

because its

results are important for correct preparation of input and interpretation of results.
The firmness test consists of the following three parts:

F

inmness T'est

- Farf

X.:

The first step in performing the test is to evaluate potential scenarios the
system has to be prepared

for.

The scenarios examined in most cases are major

outages or severe droughts.
Outages to generation or transmission facilities that affect the energy supply

should be considered when setting energy reserves. An outage should be a low

probability event.

A drought will probably be the contingency with the largest affect on the
energy supply to a hydro

utility. The larger

the hydraulic component of the system

the larger the energy reserves necessary for drought. Reserves are usually
evaluated for droughts outside the planning horizon. For outages,

if

they occur in

the planning period, drought reserves may have to be used. Drought reserves are

usually set to withstand the worst drought on record, thus making sure that the
system

will

sequence

have enough reserves to meet energy demand even

if

the worst

of low flows on record should occur. These resewes also protect the

system from outages and other contingencies because the probability of
simultaneous severe droughts, long-lasting outages, and spells of extremely cold
weather with high consumption of energy is especially small. The worst drought
on record is identified by the RES engineer at Manitoba Hydro by performing the

following three step procedure:
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1)

Câlculate the total monthly energy production

in the system for all

available flow records using only inflows into the system and not water drawn

from storage. Add thermal generation and committed imports to the calculated
series of hydro generation

2)

.

Compare the energy supply from Step 1 with the con'esponding monthly

demands for energy and identify droughts as periods when the¡e is deficiency of
energy.

3)

The worst drought on record coresponds to the period

with

the largest

cumulative energy deficiency calculated as the sum of deficiencies from the
beginning until the end of the drought. The corresponding sequence of of monthly
energy production from Step 1 will be used in the following parts of the firmness
test.

F

irmness Test - Fart 2:

The second step in performing the firmness test is to calculate the amount of
necessary energy reserves for the end of the planning period. This is accomplished

using the following four step procedure:

1) Monthly energy demands

have to be estimated and plotted for the time

EMMA plus a couple of durations of the

span extending over the planning period in

worst drought on record beyond the planning time horizon.

2) A scenario with the occurrence

of the worst drought on record should be

assumed for each of the years covered by the time span from the Step 1 above. For
each of these scenarios, monthly energy generation, available from the Sæp 3 in the

Firmness Test

- Part 1, should be plotted against the corresponding monthly

demands from Step 1 above.
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3) For each scenario from Step 2 above, energy deficiencies for each month
should be calculated by subtracting the estimated demands from the Step 1 above

from the available energy from the Step 2 above.
4) Going backwards in time until the end of the planning time horizon to be
used in EMhdA and summing up energy deficiencies,

it is possible to calculate

reserves that are necessary in the system for each of the scenarios from the Step 2

above. The largest of these values coresponds to the worst scenario the system
should be protected from. This reserve is the result of the firmness test and it has to
be left in the system at the end of the time horizon in each

F

EMMA run.

irmness Test - Fart 3:

The amount of energy evaluated in Fi¡mness test - Part 2 is only available to
the system at the end of the planning horizon in EMMA runs.

If

the system relies

mainly on hydro generation, this usually means planning this energy in storage in
its lakes and reservoirs. The problem of allocating the necessary energy reserves
between the reservoirs in the system can be solved in the following order:

1) Multipurpose reservoirs are targeted not to drop below their normal
levels corresponding to the end of the planning time horizon.

2) Energy in storage between the normal level and the minimum level is
calculated for each of these multipurpose reservoirs. Thus allocated reserves are
summed.

3) The remaining energy reserves,

if

there are any, are allocated iteratively

to all other reservoirs of the system, filling them gradually in the way that
minimizes the probability of spillage. The probabilities of spillage can be
calculated based on the historic records for each reservoir. When all of the
necessary reserves cannot be allocated to the reservoirs of the system additional
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generation capacities, new reservoirs, or water diversions are necessary in order to

firm up the energy supply.

In preparing EMMA input, the reserves allocated in the firmness test are
given the highest value exceeding any other source of energy or export value in the

system. This forces the LP algorithm to keep these reserves in the system until the
end of time horizon, and to use all possible alternatives before

to meet the energy demands.
energy demands reservoirs

If energy reserves

will

it

starts using them

are required to meet the firm

be drawn below target levels at the end of the

planning horizon. This is observed by examining the levels of these reservoirs in
the program's output. EMMA takes care of the firmness test reserves through
their values in the objective function instead of treating them as constraints. This

way, the program provides clear solutions in the cases when the firmness test
reserves are reduced at the end of the time horizon. Treating these reserves as
constraints would result in infeasibilities , which are hard to trace due to the large

overall number of constraints in EMMA.

4"4"2 Freparation

of .Annual Eudget

The following 5 steps are necessary in order to obtain results that can be
used in preparation or updates of the annual budget:

1) The firmness

test should be performed in order to evaluate reserves that

are necessary in order to ensure reliable supply of energy to the customers in case

of a severe drought or outage in the system. This test is performed just once, and
outside EMMA, for the specified time horizon and its results are used thereafter

for all subsequent runs of the progr¿rm.

2)

The scenario called the severe case should be examined first. This

means that a low water supply (say 95Vo probability of exceedence) and an early
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freeze-up date are assumed. This run formulates a release and energy production

pian that satisfies the system demand in cases where operating conditions are
severe. Keeping firmness test reserves ensures that the system will be capable of

coping with contingencies

if

they should occur in addition to these severe

conditions.

3) The scenario called the expected

case should be examined next. This

means that the water supply with 507o probability of exceedence and the expected

freeze-up date are assumed. This run formulates a release and energy production

plan that satisfies the demand in cases where the likeliest flow and load scenario

occurs. Hydro generation will be larger in this scenario than in the severe case
because more water is available

in the system. This will also result in smaller

expenses for non-hydro energy supplies. However, an annual budget cannot be

prepared based on the results of this run because the system should be able to
perform

if

4)

the severe scenario occurs.
The severe case should be run repeatedly, gradually increasing the lower

bounds on hydro generation for the first three or four time steps. This is
accomplished by adjusting the part of the input that describes the hydro generaring
stations of the system. This process should be stopped when these increased energy

outpuis from hydro stations reach the corresponding values from the expected case

described in the Step 3 above.

If EMMA

starts reducing the system's reserves

determined in the firmness test before this happens, the severe case runs in this step

should be stopped. The idea behind this step is to increase hydro generarion and
releases

in the immediate future for the severe scenario, and compensate for that

with expensive thermal generation in late¡ time steps. This way, the system will
perform economically in the immediate future, with a small probability, equal to
that of the occurrence of the seve¡e scenario, of paying penalty for this in later time
steps. In most cases however, inflows into the system
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will

be larger than predicted

in the severe case, and the system will avoid penalty. When hydro generation for
the immediate future in the expected case and a severe case re-run coincides, the
budget can be prepared based on the expected case run.

5)

The fînal step is called the convergence test. Levels in the system's

reservoirs and forebays operated according to operational rules should now be recalculated manually, based on the releases from the latest EMMA

run. EMMA

should be run with these levels in order to make sure that the operating policy

converges. The levels are constrained by making appropriate adjustments in the
part of input that describes lakes of the system.

The time horizon in all these EMMA runs lasts

till to the end of the fiscal

year because that period is relevant for the preparation of the budget. The RES
engineer uses 12 time steps, each 1 month long. In updates of the annual budget,

if

they are required, the time horizon remains the same and the number of time steps
decreases because the beginning of the time horizon is always the current moment

in time. Initial lake levels are constrained to be equal to the actual observed levels
in the system. Final levels are left free to allow the LP algorithm to optimize them.
The resulting energy production, reservoir levels, and other physical data

from the final run of the program can be used in preparation of the annual budget.
The objective function in EMMA gives only relative dollar values that can be
compared only between different EMMA runs within one context. Therefore

it

cannot be used in preparation and updates of the annual budget.

4.4.3 Operational Flan
The use of EMMA for the purpose of preparing an operating plan for
releases, generation of energy, imports, exports and maintenance depends on
whether the system is in a drought or not. The system is in a drought if reserves in
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the reservoirs are below usual and inflows are not big enough to enable sufficient
energy production, which makes it necessary to use water in storage.

The five step procedure used for preparation and updates of the annual
budget can be used in this context

if the system

is in a drought. The RES engineer

uses the following simplified 3 sæp procedure when the system is not in a drought.

1)

Firmness test should be performed as described

in Step 1 in

Section

4.4.2. Since the operating plan is prepared every week, and the fïrmness
reserves are stable, this step need not be performed every

test

time. Once evaluated,

the firmness test reserves can be used for all subsequent EMMA runs during the
year.

2)

The expected case, as described in Step 3 in Section 4.4.2, should be run.

Since the conditions in the system are favorable and since this cannot change

rapidly, the RES engineer knows that the available reserves are plentiful and that
the severe case run is not necessary. Keeping firmness test reserves ensures that the
system

will

be capable of coping with contingencies.

3) Finally, the convergence

test, as described in Step 5 in Section 4.4.2,

should be performed based on the expected case EMMA run from step 2.

The time horizon in all these EMMA runs lasts to the end of the fiscal year.
The RES engineer uses 3 or 4 initial time steps, each one week long, for immediate

future because they are the most important for planning of the operation of the
system and because the flow and load data are more certain. For the following 2 or
3 time steps, bi-weekly periods are used, and monthly time steps are used thereafær

for the entire period until the end of the time horizon. Initial lake levels

are

constrained to be equal to the actual observed levels in the system. Final levels are

Ieft free to allow the LP algorithm to optimize them.
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4.4"4 [,ong Term Study

EMMA can be used to evaluate benefits of introducing additional hydro or
thermal generating capacities, a water diversion, or a new reservoir in the system.

It can also be used to examine some other change in the long term operation of the
system. The following 5 steps are necessary in order to obtain results that can be
used in long term studies of the system's performance.

1) The firmness

test should be performed in order to evaluate reserves that

are necessary in order to ensure reliable supply of energy to the customers in case

of a severe drought or outage in the system. This test is performed just once, and
outside EMMA, for the envisioned future time horizon, and its results are used
thereafter for all subsequent EMMA runs within the long term study.

2)

The system without the examined change is first entered to EMMA and

different sequences of flows and loads (5Vo,25Vo, 507o,757o,957o probability of
exceedence.) or other scenarios of interest are examined.

3) The convergence test, as described in Step 5 in Section 4.4.2, should

be

performed based on the EMMA runs from Step 2 above.

4)

The system with the examined change, such as a new thermal generating

station or a new reservoir, is examined next. This means performing EMMA runs

for the same scenarios as in Step 2 abve.

5) The convergence test, as described in Step 5 in Section 4.4.2, should be
performed based on the EMMA runs from step 4.

All

these

EMMA runs are made for the time horizon of one year divided

into 12 monthly steps. Both initial and final levels in the lakes and reservoirs in the
system are left free in order to let the LP algorithm choose the optimum values.

However, the initial and final levels at each lake are constrained to be equal to each
other in order to make sure that the energy supply is determined from inflows and
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available storage and not mined during the study period. This procedure gives a

realistic comparison of the system's performance with and without the examined
change, because

it takes its optimal

response in both cases. The resulting energy

production, reservoir levels, and other physical data obtained for the utility with
and without the examined change should be used for further evaluation of benefits

and not values of EMMA objective function

itself. The objective function

in

EMMA gives only relative dollar values that can be compared only between
different EMMA runs within one context.

4.4.5 Freoaration of Input
Extensive interviews with the expert covered all items in an input data set

for EMMA. They revealed that a sophisticated knowledge base and a number of
other models and special data preparation programs are used in order to prepare
input for EMMA. The knowledge engineers tried to extract knowledge about basic
concepts that are used in preparing these data and about the meaning and the role of

each data item in the program's algorithm.

All

these explanations were encoded

later into the developed computer application in order to assist a novice engineer in

gaining knowledge necessary for a correct use of EMMA. Printouts of the screens
that appear during a consultation with the expert system part of the developed IDS
system can be found in Appendix

A. At the current level of sophistication of the

IDS system, these explanations look more tike an extended version of EMMA
manual. Their envisioned role is to serve as explanatory screens and provide the
user with a broad understanding of the data and concepts used in EMMA.

The knowledge engineers in fact tried to supplement the EMMA manual

[Cormie et al., 1985] with what they felt were necessary explanations about
procedures for prepating data, hints about what values to use whenever possible,

and the role of different items in EMMA
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input. Their background in civil

engineering enabled them to focus the knowledge acquisition on the areas where an
inexperienced engineer would find problems in using the program. The acquired

knowledge is fragmentary

in nature and cannot be presented

independently,

without repeating the entire EMMA manual. The compiled information necessary

for the use of EMMA that includes the knowledge elicited through knowledge
acquisition can be found in Appendix A where the screen ouÞut of the developed
expert system is given.
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CÉãAPT'ÐR 5.

ÐÐVET.OPMÐNT TF' ÐECTSTON S{JPPOR.T SVST'EM

It has been pointed out in this thesis that, to date, only one person

at

Manitoba Hydro has the required expertise and experience to properly formulate
and analyze the planning problem using available tools including

EMMA.

The

basic motivation for this project was to evaluate potential application of expert
systems and integration of computer graphics in order to assist the RES engineer.

One of the main objectives was to capture some of the RES Engineer's expertise,

experience, and intuitive reasoning that cannot be learned from books, and to
encode it into a knowledge-based IDS system.

Potential benefits were seen in making the transfer of the RES Engineer's
knowledge to inexperienced colleagues faster and easier. Consequently, the RES

Engineer's duties could be shared and his valuable time could be used more

effectively. In addition to this, successful development of an IDS would make the
tools used exclusively by the RES Engineer available to other employees at
Manitoba Hydro.

The IDS project was divided into two components: expert systems and
computer graphics. The major emphasis of the IDS was on expert systems. The
computer graphics component of the IDS system was developed to support the
expert system and to illusÍate the possible integration of these two tools. The

benefits were seen primarily in:

(i) facilitating

data input and editing and (ii)

improving the comprehension of spatial and time-dependent information.
The work on this intelligent decision support system was carried out on

Apollo Domain Personal Workstations operating under a version of the Unix
operating system.
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5.1 Ðxpert System Component

S.f."X.

Knowledge,Acquisitisu aad Eormula$on
In order for an expert system to achieve any sort of acceptable performance

level, the expert system developers have to correctly perform the procedure of
acquiring and interpreting knowledge. The knowledge engineers started by

a

careful examination of available manuals and articles about EMMA. The
knowledge acquisition procedure afterwards consisted

of regular weekly

interviews with the expeft that were all tape recorded.

Early in the development of the expert system, it was realized that it was
necessary to

limit the knowledge acquisition and work on the expert system to a

manageable part of the problem. The developers of the expert system concentrated

on the use of EMMA in formulating release a¡rd generation policy that is used as the
basis for preparation of the annual budget and its subsequent updates. This decision

was made according to the principle of incremental development of expert systems

[Barlishen, 1989], which means beginning with a prototype and slowly and
carefully expanding the knowledge base to deal with more complexity and involve
more expertise.

Formulation of the basic five step procedure described

in Section

4.4.2

enabled the construction of a small prototyp€ of the expert system. This sped up

further development substantially because it provided a structure that
gradually filled with more expertise and advice, and

it

was

also enriched the

communication between the expert and the system developers. By looking at the
rules and knowledge that were already formulated and entered into the prototype,
the expert could correct all the errors and misconceptions on the part of the expert
system developers. This was an iterative process that required much patience and

persistence on the part of both the expert and the knowledge engineers. For

example, more than four iterations were needed before the firmness test steps were

formulated and the corresponding rules in the knowledge base refined.
The early introduction of the expert system prototype also enabled an early

beginning of the verification phase of the expert system. The prototype system
gradually grew and gave more detailed advice and explanations as new modules
were added to

it. The experience gained during the work on the budgetary

branch

of the expert system and the prepared modula¡ structure of the prototype enabled
completion of the other two branches of the expert system in a very short time. It

also sped up acquisition of knowledge related to data preparation and general
procedures that are used within all three contexts.

5.1..2

Structure of the Ðxpert System
The pattern of EMMA use dictated the structure of the developed."*p"rt

system, shown in Figure

EMMA and,

if

3.

The introductory part gives general information about

requested, basic concepts

of linear programming. Further

explanation about EMMA input and how the program uses LP in solving energy
generation problem follows. These introductory screens can be found in Appendix

A. With the help of computer graphics, the user can then compose

and visualize the

system he or she wants to analyze. This part of the expert system enables the user to

put together basic elements used by EMMA, such as lakes, natural and controlled
outlets, hydro and thermal generating stations in a fashion that is acceptable to the

program.
The explanation of the firmness test, described in Section 4.4.1, which has to

be performed in order to ensure sufficient reliability of power supply follows.
This part of the expert system familia¡izes the user with all the steps that have to be

performed in order to evaluate reserves in the system necess¿ì.ry for this purpose.
The expert system also provides guidelines on how to allocate these reserves to the
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reservofus of the system, and how to force the LP algorithm to leave these reserves

untouched in formulating the optimal generation and release policy.

Introduction
to LP

Detailed Procedure
Advice for Each R
Data Assembly

Detailed Procedure
OPERATION

Advice

PLANNING

&,{

for Each R

Data Assembiy
Detaiied Procedure
Advice for Each R

Data Assembly

Figure 3. Structure of the developed expert system
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The next part of the expert system familiarizes the user with the three basic

motivations for the use of EMMA and what useful tasks can be performed by
running the program. The user can then select a motivation, and the expert system
guides him or her through the entire sequence of EMMA runs that have to be
performed in order to obtain the desired results. The focus was on explaining the
basic ideas and reasons for performing each step.

For each run, after explaining the reasons for performing it, the expert
system follows the structure of input data for
each of the necessary

l7

EMMA. It guides

the user through

data modules explaining in detail what data to use and why.

The user has the option of skipping data modules that do not change between
consecutive EMMA runs within a context. More experienced users can select the

option of going independently through necessary data modules.

After going through explanations of input data, the user can choose to stop
the execution of the expert system and run

EMMA. The explanation of how

analyze the output and prepare for the next EMMA run,

to

if it is necessary, follows.

The nature of the expertise required to run EMMA resulted in the shape of
the expert system consultations shown in Figure

4. For each context, the user is

guided through the necessary EMMA runs that lead to the final run whose results
can be used for the intended purpose. For each of these runs, the purpose and the

underlying concept are first described, the seventeen groups of data necessary for

running EMMA are explained, and any available advice on what values to use is
given.
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One of

3

Motivations for running EMMA:
explanation of the
EMMA run
data module

1

data module

2

ffi

&

data module

is another EMMA
necessary

Figure

17

run

yes

4. Flow chart of an expert system consultation

The explanations provided by the exp€rt system may be classified in four
groups:

1) General manual-like explanations of items necessary in an input data

All of these explanations list the number and the name of the data module

set.

they

explain and all data necessary for that data module. For example, the beginning of
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the explanation of the data module 4 that describes the size of the hydraulic and
electrical networks begins like this:

''DATA MODULE 4 - NETWORK AND CONSTRAINT SIZE:
This module defines the size of the physical problem and the number
9! qrguping constraints. If the size of the pioblem becomes a problem ro
EMMA, report#Z (parameter data) gives thè size limits that can Ëe accepted
by the LP algorithm. The data are required in the following oid".
(explanations ¿ìre given in brackets):
1. Number of time steps - T (This item can be obtained from
MODULE 5. It is convenient to complete MODULE 5 before completing
MODULE 4. This item is very important for data entry in other datã
modules, and will be referred to as T, rater in this consultation)

2.

..."

Most of these explanations were found in the EMMA manual. A few were
obtained through interviews with the expert and careful analysis of one input data
set for the program.

2)

Advice for a particular EMMA run and motivation. The foliowing

example gives advice on the third entry necessary in the data module 5 ihat defines
the time structure of the problem. It is related to a severe case EMMA run within
the budgetary or operational plan context:

''DATA MODULE 5 - TIME STRIJCTURE:
ADVICE:
Item 3 - Assume a severe winter with an early freeze-up date, the
ICE-COVER time steps start earlier, and last longer during EùUA time

horizon!

3) Hints about specific

values that can be used in input. These are the values

that are used by the expert and that usually give good results. For example, the
expert system recommends the values that can be used in the data module 3 that
confrois the operation of the linear programming algorithm:
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''DATA MODI.ILE 3 - I-Ih{EAR PROGRAhÆN4ING PARAMETERS :
These data control the operation and solution of the linear
programming algorithm. The following d,ata are required (recommended
values are given in brackets):
1. Absolute tolerance for Lp zero tests (1E,_9
)..."

4) Explanations of outside progr¿rms and procedures used by the expert for
preparation of certain parts of input:

''CONSTRUCTION OF THE LOAD DURATION CURVE - ADVICE:
It is possible, based on 52 occurrences in the past year, to find the
relationship between temporature and demand for energy, ior each hour of
the week.

Using that relationship,
consumptions that correspond

it is possible to calculate energy
to different historic sequences of

temperatures.
This enables calculation the mean and standard deviation for energy
consumption, as well as energy demands with different probabilities for
each EMMA time step.
These energy demands can be adjusted to account for the gowth of
consumption between the last year and the year EMMA is run for."

All of these explanations were compiled

and entered into the computer code.

The screen output of the expert system is given in Appendix A.
The input that the expert system needs from the user consists of: (i) selection

of the motivation for running EMMA, (ii) choice to suppress the appearance of
data modules that do not change between subsequent

EMMA runs for the selected

motivation, and (iii) choice to select independently data modules to be explained.
The main part of the expert system consists of a chain of eighteen modules.
The first module describes the particular EMMA run, and the other seventeen
give
explanations and advice on data assembly and use. Each of these modules
sends to
the screen sequences of textual information that depend only on two parameters:

(i)

the modvation for the use of EMMA selected by the user, and

(ii)

the current

EMMA run for that motivation, which is recorded by the expert system during

a

consultation. This simple structure reflects in the developed knowledge base that
consists of a couple of rules for each data module. Obviously, the nature of the

acquired knowledge did not require the use of semantic nets or frames and very
sophisticated techniques for search through the knowledge base.

5.X.3 Use

of the Selected

T'ool

The expert system component of the IDS system was developed using
RuleMaster 2 as a rule-based expert system development tool. Towards the end
of
the expert system development some malfunctions in the tool considerably
slowed

down the work. RuleMaster 3, a purified version of RuleMasteÍ 2, was released
too late to be applied and tesred in this project.

The basic unit of an expert system developed using RuleMaster 2 is an
induction module' An induction module can call other subordinate modules and
pass and receive values from them. Each module consists of one
or more induction

states. There are three distinct parts in each induction state, and they are:
actions

block, conditions block, and examples block.

The actions block lists all possible things that the experr system may do

within the induction state. These include calls to other modules, calculations of
numerical or logical values, or advice for the user.
The conditions block lists all relevant conditions that witl influence the
choice of actions to be taken within the induction state. A condition can be any
expression that reduces to a single unique value, such as: the user's answer toa
question, variable calculation or a value, or a call to a subordinate module
that
returns a single value.
The examples block states the actions to be taken and the next induction
state within the induction module to be executed for ali possibie combinations

conditions.
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Backwards chaining is accomplished by calling lower level modules through
the conditions part of an induction state, while forwards chaining takes place when

a lower level module is invoked from the actions

block. RuleMaster 2 deduces

rules and performs helpful intelligent logical checks for entered induction states
and modules.

It also generates C code, which can be compiled in order to speed up

expert system consultations.

A

sample code of an induction module written in

RuleMaster's Radial language is given in Appendix B.
The above explained structure of RuleMaster 2 was found to be well suited

for this expert system because it does not have to perform major inferencing or
backwards chaining in order to give an advice to the user and because it consists of
a number of different modules.

The main characteristic of the developed expert system is that

it

has to

transfer a lot of expertise and information to the user. The major role of a good
development tool in this situation was facilitating the input and organizationof all
this knowledge and providing an efficient and appealing transfer of information to
the user by the use ofcolors, graphs and a good screen control.

The selected tool, RuleMaster 2, successfully fulfilled only the first of these

two tasks' RuleMaster's modular structure greatly facilitated organízation of
knowledge and gradual appending of data modules to the initial version of the
expert system prototype. The tool also provided a friendly editor for fast
generation of code, as well as intelligent checks of its logic.

The major shortcoming of the tool was its poor graphical and screen control

capability. Breaking long sequences of text with graphs, and refreshing the
appearance of the expert system with colors would have made the transfer
of
information and knowiedge to the user much more efficient and less tiring.
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In transferring engineering knowledge and communicating information
about a system like an interconnected power utility that consists of diverse

'

elements,

it is often necessary to draw graphs and schemes. The dull

appearance

and poor screen control of RuleMaster 2 forced the developers of
the expert system

to explore the possibility of using an external graphics library in order to enhance
the communication between the user and the expert system. The structure

of

RuleMastet 2 and its capability to generate C code functions were found to be
well
suited for adding external graphics C routines.

In the Manitoba Hydro case study, the computer graphics part of the IDS
system was developed for enhancing the use of EMMA model in planning
the
operations of Manitoba Hydro system and to assist in the input data preparation
for

the model. Both of these tasks can be very discouraging and frustrating for
an

inexperienced user, especially

in cases where numerical approximations,

linearization, and segmentation of d,ata are required in formulating the problem
for EMMA.
Introduction of graphics provided additional benefits in quick checks of
input data such as load duration curves, rating curves, inflows, etc. This, combined

with interactive, mouse-driven features that enable picking lakes, hydro

and

thermal power plants, and other elements from the scheme that represents
the
entire system, substantially eases the burden of data management for the
user.

It

also speeds up the work both with the EMMA model and the expert
system, thus

enabling the user to concentrate on more important issues and the system's
performance. The graphics supplement of the expert system consists

of two

distinct parts.
The first part enabies interactive editing of the system scheme which
consists

of lakes, inflows into the system, conÍolled lake outlets, hydro generating stations,
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naturai lake outlets, and thermal generating stations. The flow chart
of this part of
the developed graphics package is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Editing elements in the scheme of the system

Lakes are represented

in the scheme by circles whose colors mark the

purpose of the lake. Inflows are represented by blue
triangles, and natural outlets
by blue rectangles between the lakes they connect. Hydro and
thermal generating

stations, and control structures are represented by green, blue,
and white
rectangles respectively. The size of each element can
be adjusted interactively

to

reflect its relative importance or size. The program incorporates
the logic of
interconnecting these elements that is used by
scheme

EMMA.

trn

this way, by building the

of the utility, the user can easily conceptualize the approach used by

EMMA in modelling the system. Later, in the use of both EMMA
and the expert
system, the scheme can be used for overview of the system
performance and quick
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access to parts of

EMMA input and output, as well as to illustrate the advice

provided by the expert system.
An exampie of a system scheme is shown in Figure 6. The main menu of the

part of the developed graphics package that enables interactive editing of the
scheme can be seen

in the left part of the figure. If the user selects to add an

element to the scheme, the menu shown in Figure 7 appears on the screen.
The user

can then select to add one of the possible six kinds of elements. When the
user
selects the option to add a lake, as shown in Figure 7, he or she is prompted
to enter

the lake name as shown in Figure

8. A lake can be unregulated or regulated. Lakes

can be regulated for hydro power generation or for some other purpose. The
selection of one of these three options is shown in Figure 9. The selection
of the
position of the new

latrce

is shown in Figure 10. Finally, the user can adjust the size

of the new lake as shown in Figures

Il
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EDITING THE"
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I
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Figure

6: Adding

an element to the scheme of the system
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THERMAL STAT

Figure

7:

selecting to add a lake to the scheme of the system

ENTER LAKE

NÂME,

,',,,,.,,

Lake Manitoba

Figure 8: Entering the name of the new lake in the system.
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Figure

9:

Specifying the purpose of the new lake in the sysrem

F'igure 10: selecting the position for the new lake in the system
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ADJUST SIZE OF

NËWETE

T::::

Figure 11: Adjusting the size of the new lake in the system

Figure 12: Accepting the size of the new lake in the system
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'

FIydro and thermal stations, natural and controlled outlets, and inflows can

be added to the scheme in a similar manner.

All

these elements can be deleted by

selecting the appropriate option from the menu shown in Figure 6 and by picking
the element to be deleted by the use of a mouse.

The second part of the graphics supplement to the expert system provides an

interactive check of data related to the elements picked from the main scheme of
the

utility. The flow chart is shown in Figure

13.
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Figure 13. Showing data related to the elements of the system
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This part is envisioned to eventually incorporate much engineering
expertise related to proper data assembly and use acquired through knowledge

acquisition. The images that show different graphs with appropriate comments
appear on the screen as the expert system guides the user through data explanatory

modules. Currently, the system displays the following graphs:

1) for lakes

and reservoirs: stage-storage curves, historic levels, and value

of water in storage;

2)

for inflows: historic flows, and flow scenarios prepared for EMMA;

3) for control structures: historic releases;
4) for natural

outlets: stage-discharge relationships, and historic flows; and

5) for hydro stations: efficiency curves, and open water and ice cover
tailrace curves.
The routines developed to show data in graphical form can be easily applied
to display other data

if the need arises.

A system scheme

and the example of picking a lake is shown in Figure 14.

The selection of the rating curve that corresponds to the picked lake is shown in

Figure 15. Larger graphs, such

as

historic levels or discharges, that cannot fit into

the screen can be scrolled left and right. An example showing historic levels for
the picked lake is given in Figure 16.

2D Graphics Metafile Resource (2D GIvIR) tibrary of C routines that comes

with the Apollo Domain 4000 workstations was used in developing this interactive
supplement of the expert system. This software package enables storage of graphic
data in the form of disk rnetafiles, good screen control, and quick display of desired

parts of the metafile. Graphic data in a metafile are grouped in segments and this

feature was used to group the elements of the utility in the LAKES, I¡{FLOWS,
TTYDRO_STATIONS, CONTROLLED-OUTLETS, NATURAL-OUTLETS,

TIIERMAL_STATIONS segments.
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Figure 14: Picking an element for interactive check of related data
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Figure 15: Rating curve for the picked lake
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The graphics library also enables storing textual attributes, such as names or

comments for entered elements. This enabled storage of connectivity data, for
example, the name

of the downstream and the upstream lake for each natural

outlet, hydro generating station, or confrol structure. The search and pick routines
provided by the library enable identifying an element picked by the user from the
scheme using a mouse, as well as searching for elements by their names from

metafile segments. These features can be further exploited in generating
appropriate and more specific advice by the expert system component of the IDS

system. This also points to the possibility of expanding both the expert system and
computer graphics towards a sophisticated and efficient database management.

Powerful search capabilities of 2D GMR package combined with flexibility

of the C language for which they are written also indicate the possibility of
providing heip in actual data assembiy for EMMA runs by the expert system. The

'7)

entire C code of the graphics application developed during this research can be
found in Appendix C.

5.3 lntegration of the Ðecision Supgort System
The final appear¿utce of the developed IDS system indicates that, in a sense,

the poor graphics capability of RuleMaster 2 in comparison with other expert
system development tools was an asset
development of the application,

it

in this particular case. Early in

became obvious that

the

it was necessary to use an

external, completely graphics oriented library. This enabled a level of
sophistication and flexibility that could not have been achieved with other tools.

In the final integration of the IDS system, it became apparent that the
RuleMaster 2 shell as well as the tool's screen control interfered with the developed

graphics component. Some malfunctions were noticed in the shell's part that is
supposed to provide interaction of the expert system with external programs as

well

as

in handling arrays and computation of numerical values. After a significant

slowdown in the development of the IDS system that was caused by these problems,
the developers decided to abandon the use of RuleMaster 2, and to proceed with the
use of C language and

the C code routines generated by the tool until then.

The overall experience with RuleMaster 2 shows that the tool enabled rapid

prototyping, which proved beneficial in the knowledge acquisition phase and
enabled an early start of verification of the expert system. On the other hand, when
the project reached the level of sophistication when interaction with other software
and manipulation with disk files were necessary, the use of RuleMa ster Z became a

limiting factor.

At this point, it

seems that only programming languages, such as

c,

can

provide enough flexibility and respond to all project-specific rasks that may be
required in the development of an IDS system. Using programming languages in
t5

this manner requires substantial programming skills, which means that atleast one
of IDS system developers should have background in computer science.
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CEå,APT'ÐR. 6.

CONCE,{.]STONS

This thesis has focused on the application of the IDS concept to the case srudy

of reservoir and energy scheduling at Manitoba Hydro. The concept introduced by
Simonovic and Savic tl9891 and ideas based on the previous phase of the project
and obtained from the available literature on expert system were used

in

the

development of the IDS system.

Four basic tasks had to be dealt with during this research: (i) knowledge

acquisition,

(ii)

development

of an expert sysrem, (iii) development of

an

interactive computer graphics supplement to the expert system, and (iv) integration

of an IDS system. Although the developed computer application is very far from
entering everyday use

in an actual working environment, it clearly points

to

possible benefits from the use of such an IDS system and directions for further
development. It also demonstrates the benefits of expert system technology when

combined with computer graphics, engineering expertise, and the systems
approach in forming a sftong basis for the decision making process.

This research focused more on exploring what could be done using available

technology than on simulating the expert's reasoning. New insights into the
problem can be expected from the next phase in which the developed IDS system is
being tested and verified with the assistance of an inexperienced user at Manitoba

Hydro.

6.1 X.essons l-earned
Development of an expert system is, to some extent, a journey into the

unknown. Neither the experts nor the knowledge engineers can have

a

completely

clear vision of the final shape of the expert system at the very beginning of the
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project. It is through the time consuming, sometimes frustrating and discouraging,
process of knowledge acquisition and gradual growth of the prototype experr
system that both sizes slowly realize where real problems lie and where and what

kind of expertise comes into play. Ending up with something slightly differenr
from what was originally envisioned means that some misconceptions either about
expert systems or about the problem itself have been rectified.

This particular research provided additional evidence for some observations
made by numerous authors who examine exp€rt systems. It showed that knowledge

acquisition, and expert systems in general, should focus on actual useful jobs and

tasks performed by experts. Formulation of rules applicable to a particular

problem

is well suited for the currently available knowledge acquisition

techniques. It also leads to knowledge representation that is acceptable to widely
available computer hardware and software. On the other hand, trying to capture
and formulate general knowledge and expertise

will likely result in a failure. In

the development of an expert system, the importance of continual interaction
between the expert, knowledge engineer, and the final user cannot be overstressed.

Their joint effort and communication, interest, motivation, and persistence are the
most important factor in the development of an effective expert system.

Most reported successful applications of expert system technology are
diagnostic in nature, and appeared in fields such as medicine, geology, and
chemistry. These applications usually have to take into account alargenumber of
factors, search through a knowledge base and provide an answer or advice. The
available expert system development tools ease the task of organizing and encoding

a large number of facts and rules in a knowledge base. They also assist in
constructing an efficient sea¡ch mechanism. This indicates that these tools may be
appropriate for similar diagnostic applications. On the other hand, the tools are

likely to perform worse than classical programming languages in applications
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where the need to interact with databases and other software is stressed over the
need to organize a knowledge base and a search strategy. In the selected case study,

the developers had to abandon an expert system development tool and use the C

programming language. This indicates that the use of classical programming
languages from the beginning of an expeft system development may be appropriate

for the WRE problems that require the use of quantitative models and massive data.
The need to make an expeft system interact with other tools, or even become

incorporated within an IDS system

will likely prevent the expert system from

following rigidly the initially envisioned structure that separates the knowledge
base and the inference engine. This

will put the expert system even further from

the final goal of easy updates of the knowledge base and eventually automated
machine learning. The maintenance and updates of such an expert system

complicated and

will require

will

be

permanent involvement of people with necessary

computer science and knowledge engineering skills. On the other hand, integration

of an expert system with quantitative models, data bases, and other tools within

an

IDS system will increase the utility of the developed compurer application. The
presented IDS concept is an example

of such a pragmatic approach in water

resources engineering.

6.2

Future Ðevelonment
Although

it

can provide basic explanations and guidelines for the use of

EMMA, the developed IDS system will have to further integrare other tools and
expertise related to their use by the RES engineer in order to become really useful.
Some of the directions for further development are the flow and load forecasting

models used by the RES engineer at Manitoba Hydro. The two experr systems
developed during the previous phase of the project, that deal with intetligent data
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pre- and post- processing could also become useful parts of the developed IDS
system.

The most interesting direction for further development is integration with
the very sophisticated knowledge base that is already in use at Manitoba Hydro. In

fact, management of data is of such importance for numerous tasks in water
resources engineering that

it

could become the fîfth basic element in the IDS

concept. This is particularly applicable to data-intensive tasks similar to the use of

EMMA.
The expertise that is in the focus of this research deals with the use of LP and
other procedures in optimization of operations of an interconnected hydro-thermal

power

utility.

Some of this expertise was formulated for the first time during this

research. The formulated ruies may be a staning point for improvements of the
procedures and methods that are currently in use. Some of the formulated rules
and procedures are case-specific. Their generalization is an interesting task for
possible further research.

6"3 tsenefits

from Expe:lt System Ðevelopment

Systematization and codification of knowledge

will often provide the expert

with new insights into his or her own expertise and serve the expert as a useful help

later in his or her work. Formulating scarce expertise and knowledge , and
exposing

it to a wider group of

users or other experts, may be a starting point for

an improvement of problem solving methods, or for the h"ace back to the basic

scientific principles and better understanding of heuristic procedures. Hayes-Roth
119841 observed that the development

of expert systems is an answer to knowledge

creation that has ouþaced its use and dissemination.

An

interesting phenomenon

in the future may be a further speed up in knowledge creation
development of expert systems.
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caused by the

For an expert, an IDS system that successfully integrates different tools can

significantly ease the burden of dealing with massive data and going through
monotonous tasks. To a novice engineer,

in addition to this, it can provide

guidance in gaining necessary experfise. The organizationwhere this process takes
place

will benefit from

rhe captured knowledge and its availability to more of its

members in their everyday practice.
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *. * * t< * * * * * * * *

*<

* *

EMMA

The EMMA (Energy Management and Maintenance Analysis) program has been
developed by the Informations Systems Division and Energy Resources Section of
Manitoba Hydro for use as an operational planning tool for an interconnected
hydro thermal utility.

* * {' {< * * * * *

t< *

*

{< *

*

*<

*

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t< * *

*

*

*

{< t< *

*

*

{< **

*

*

*

{< t< *

*

*

*

>k *

EMMA formulates a plan for energy production in hydro and thermal
generating stations, release policy, exports and imports of energy, and maintenance
for specified time horizon and flow scenario, with the objective of meeting the
system load while maximizing revenues and minimizing costs.
This expert system, developed at the University of Manitoba and Manitoba
Hydro, is designed to provide advice and guide-lines for the use of EMMA and to
assist in data preparation.
*

*

*

*

*

*< *

>k *< *

*

*

*< *

*
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*

**

*

r< *

{< *

*

*

*

*

>k *

EMMA optimizes operation of an interconnected power utility using
linear programming (LP).
Do you want to go through a brief explanation of linear programming?
YES
NO

*

LINEAR PROGRAMMING (page

1)

t<

Linear programming (LP) solves problems where limited resources must be
allo-cated among competing activitiês the best possible way. LP describes this
problem using a mathematical model. The adjective 'linear'iefers to the fact that
all relation-ships in the model must be linear. The word 'programming' is a
synonym for planning and does not refer to anything relateã to computer
programming.
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*

LINEAR PROGRAMMING (page 2) *
LP problems are defined by three basic concepts:
1 - All the competing activities in the model are represented by variables
that describe their levels or intensities. Different activity levels can be chosen from

a set of permitted, or possible, values and are the¡efore called DECISION
VARIABLES.
2 - LP CONSTRAINTS aÍe linear mathematical relationships (or
conditions) that one activity or several inter-related activities have to satisfy. Any
solution of an LP problem has to satisfy all the constraints, and in that case, it is
called feasible. If constraints in a LP problem are conflicting, no feasible solution
can be found, and the problem is called infeasible.
3 - The costs and revenues associated with activities provide information
that is used in choosing the optimal solution. The sum of products of the activity
levels times associated activity costs/revenues give the measure of how good the
solution is. This sum is called the OBJECTIVE FUNCTION.
The combination of values of decision variables that satisfies all the constraints in
an LP problem while maximizing (or minimizing, if so required) the value of the
objective function is called OPTIMAL SOLUTION. LP can be viewed as a ser of
rules that ensure that the search for the optimal solution will be successful.

*

LINEAR PROGRAMMING (page 3)

I - A System manager

*

EXAMPLE:

has to decide how much energy to produce at each of
the existing power plants A,B,and C in the next month in order to meet the
estimated demand D. Since the energy productions a, b, and c at stations A, B, and
C respectively are a matter of his/her decision, they are DECISION VARIABLES
in this case.
2 - If the system manager cannot expect to import from nor to export energy
to other utilities, the demand must be satisfied using only A,B,and c. This is
represented in this LP problem by the following CONSTRAINT:

a+b+c=D

(Disaconstant).
since none of energy productions can be negative, it is obvious that:
a)=0 , b>=0 ,Ðd C>=0.
limiæd by the installed capacities at A, B, and
_ All these productions are also(=
C:
a <= MaxA , b
MaxB , ild c <= MaxC
(MaxA, MaxB, and Maxc - maximum energy output of A,B and c for the next

monrh)
3 - If the production costs at A,B, and C are Ca, Cb, and Cc per unit of
energy, a simple OBJECTIVE FUNCTION can be defined as:

OF=a*Ca+b*Cb+c*Cc.
The set of energy productions a,b and c that minimizes the objective function
t4þqut violating any of the consftaints is the OPTIMAL SOLUTION
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*

LINEAR PROGRAMMING (page

4)

*

Although energy production at a hydro generating station does not depend linearly
on the flow through the turbines (head also has to be taken into account), the
reservoir control and generation allocation problem of a hydroelectric utility is
well suited to linear programming.

EMMA overcomes this non-linearity by assuming some initial production
coefficients based upon an estimate of the heads for the hydro generating stations of
the system. The solution of this linear programming problem is then found and the
initial assumption about heads and production coefficients is cor¡ected. The LP
problem is formulated again, and the same procedure is repeated till the
convergence criteria are met.

EMMA time horizon is the time interval for which the operation of the systern is
planned (for example: one year). This interval is broken into time stêps (for
example: months, or weeks), for which the input is specified (flows, loads, etc...)
and the results are calculated (optimal releases, power generation for each station,
maintenance, etc...). As a computer program, EMMA accepts as input data:
1 - Hydraulic network that consists of lakes and flows. Inflows into lakes are
defined by the flow scenario. Lakes can be connected by one or more of the
following three flow types: natural outlet, conrol stn"rcture, and hydro generating
station. Flows through natural outlets depend on the water levels in the lakes that
they connect, while flows through control structures and hydro generating stations
are decision variables in EMkIA.
2 - Electrical network that consists of: hydro and thermal generating
stations, one or more tieline interconnections with adjacent utilities, a system
demand defined by the load scenario, and energy import and export market
characteristics.
These systems interconnect where a generating station is located on a river.
The LP model decides how to operate the hydraulic and electrical network in order
to produce the required energy while maximizing the net revenue.
EMMA also provides the possibility of constraining flows, levels,
productions, andimposing group performance on selected stations when conditions
uire to do so.

9L

DECISION VARIABLES in the LP problem in EMMA are calculated for e¿rch
time step. They ínclude: reservoir releases, energy generation and imports and
exports, and maintenance. CONSTRAINTS that are taken into account Íì.re:
- continuity of water flow and volume
- equality between the initial and the final storage in a lake (optional)
- equality that defines relation betrveen a turbine flow and energy generation
- bounds on outflows from control structures, spillways, and power-houses
- sum of export and import time on a tieline is not greater than tot¿l time
- shaping (generation at a station decreases from on-peak to off-peak load)
- limit on energy imports
- equality between supply and demand
- limit on maximum change in storage in a reservoir
- grouping that imposes group performance on a selecæd set of stations (optional)
- limit on water temperature in flows that are used for cooling of thermal itations
- limit on increase in water temperature in flows used for cooling thermal stations
- limit on energy production in a power plant
- minimum maintenance of system elements
- constraints that make sure that maintenance schedules respect crews availability.
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION maximizes revenues from selling energy plus value of
water in storage at the end of time horizon, minus costs of releases, energy
generation and imports, and maintenance. Attributing value to water allows
consideration of future value of energy, outside the planning horizon, and also
t¡ade off within the planning horizon for competing uses such as recreational
benefits or flood damases.

reads "EMMA performs the following functions:
1- Reads data, checks for obvious errors, and produces reports summarizing the
data,
2- Formulates the linear prograrrìming problem that is defined by the data,

3- Solves the linear programming problem,
4- Presents the solution to the problem in a number of different reports.

* EMMA can deal with different or changing power systems (networks)
and
different time horizons.
* The only limit to the size of the problem solved is the capability of the
computer being used. In general, there is a trade-off between the complexity of the
network and the number of time steps to the time horizon that can be handied in a
single problem.
* Different contexts for the use of EMMA, as well as each data entry, will be
explained in detail during the course of this Expert System consultation.
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There are three basic motivations for the use of EMMA - select one:

I - ANNUAL

BUDGET prepararion and updares,

2 - preparation of OPERATIONAL PLAN of releases, thermal and
hydro generation, maintenance, exports, and imports.
3 - LONG TERM STUDY of the sysrem ( benefits from additional
capacities, some operational condition or a change in the system).

The following 5 steps are necessary in order to obtain results that can be used
preparation or updates of the annual budget. Select one for further explanation !
i_FIRMNESS_TEST,
2_SEVERE-CASE,
3_EXPECTED_CASE,
4_SEVERE_CA SE_RE_RUNS,
5_CONVERGENCE-TEST,
end_consultation
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Is the system in a drought?
*System is in drought if reserves are
below usual and inflows are not big enough to
enable sufficient energy production, thus making it necessary ro use watãr in
storage.
yes

no

The following S steps are necessary in order to prepare an operational plan of
releases and power generation. select one for furthèr êxplanatioì!
1_FIRMNESS_TEST,
2_SEVERE-CASE,
3_EXPECTED_CASE,
4-SEVERE_CA SE_RE_RUNS,
5_CONVERGENICE_TEST,
6_end_consultation"
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The following 3 steps are necessary in order to prepare an operational plan
releases and power generation. Select one for further explanation!

of

1_FIRMNESS_TEST,
2_EXPECTED_CASE,
3_CONVERGENCE-TEST,
4_end_consultation"

The following 5 steps are necessary in order to obtain results that can be used in
long term studies of the system performance. Select one for further explanation!
1_FIRMNESS_TEST,
2_EXI S TII{G_S Y S TE}.4,
3_CONVERGENCE_TEST,
4-CHANGED_SYSTEM,
5-CONVERGENCE_TEST,
end_consultation"
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EMMA SEVERE CASE should be run first. This means assuming a water supply
with a low probability (say 57a probability of exedence) and assuming early frenzeup date. This run will formulate a release and energy production plan that will
satisfy system demand in case when operating conditions are severe. Keeping
firmness test reserves ensures that the system will be capable of coping with
contingencies if they should occur on top of the described severe conditions.

EMMA EXPECTED CASE should be run next. This means taking the water
supply with 50Va probability of exceedence and assuming expected freeze-up date.
This run will formulate a release and energy production plan that witl satisfy
demand in case of the likeliest flow and loads scenario. Note that hydro generation
will be larger in this than in the severe case (more water available) and expenses
for non hydraulic energy supplies will be smaller.
However, neither operational plan nor annual budget can be prepared based on
results of this run because the system should be able to perform if the severe
scenario should occur. What can be done, is increase hydro generation and releases
in the immediate future for the severe scenario and compensate that with expensive
thermal generation in later time steps. This way, the system will perform
economically in the immediate future, and in later time steps it has a small
probability (probability that the severe scenario really occurs) of paying penalty
for this. In most cases (957o) flows will be larger than predicted in the severe case,
and the system

will avoid
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SEVERE CASE should be re-run iteratively, gradually increasing lower
bounds on hydro generation for the fïrst three or four time steps (thus forcing it to
increase). This however, must not exceed the coresponding values for hydro
generation in the expected case. This incremental increase should be stopped when
EMMA starts drawing up on the system's reserves determined in the pfnn¡WESS
TEST.

.

Generally, utilities face the possibility that contingencies can cause problems

in supplying energy to customers. These contingencies include major outages or
severe droughts. Utilities should have energy reserves available at any time to cope
with these contingencies.

For users of EMMA, energy reserves can be maintained by planning for
energy in_ storage ar the end of the planning horizon. The oprimal põti.y
formulated by EMMA will not draw up on these reserves which would nìate it
vulnerable to possible futr¡re contingencies. Without reserves, EMMA would try
to increase revenues by selling additional energy from reservoir storage.
The amount of reserve energy held in reservoir storage at the end of the
time horizon is determined by performing the FIRMNESS TEST. These energy
reserves are allocated to specific reservoirs in the input data.
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FIRh/mlESS æst usually consisrs of the following steps:

1 - Evaluate the scenario you want your system to be prepared for (Drought,
outage, etc)

2 -Evaluate the reserves that should be available to the system if the scenario from
Step 1 should occur.

3 - Evaluate the means of coping with it.

choose the step number for further explanation or 'continue'!

The scenarios to be looked at are major outages
Outages to generation or transmission facilities that affeit the energy supply
should be considered when setting energy reserves. The outage should be a-lõw
probability evenr.
Drought will probably be the largest contingency that will affect the energy
to a hydro utility. The larger the hydraulic component of the system tñê
_suPPly
larger energy reserves for drought. Drought reserves are usually for droughts
outside the planning horizon. For outages in the planning period dioughts reserve
may have to be used. Drought reserves are usually sei io withstanã the worst
drought on record, thus making sure that the system will have enough reserves to
meet energy demand even if the worst sequence of low flows on iecord should

repeat. These reserves also protect the system from outages and other
contingencies because the probabitity of simultaneous severe droughts, outages,

and spells of extremely cold weather (high consumption) is especially small.
** The worst drought on record is identified through the foilówing steps:
- Calculatethe total energy production in the system for the recorded-period of
flow-records using only inflows to the system and not water drawn from storage.

i

To this series of hydraulic generation add thermal generation and committed
imports.
2 - Compare the energy supply from Step 1 with the demand that has to be met and
identify periods when there is deficiency of energy.
3 - The worst drought on record is the one with the largest cumulative energy
deficiency (sum of deficiencies from the beginnine till the end of the droueht).
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- The occurrence of the scenario from Step 1. should be varied (moved back and
forth) in time around the time horizon.
1

2 - Energy demands have to be estimated for the whole time span covered by the
in step 1.

c¿Lses

3 - For each time variation from Step 1, energy deficiencies for for each time step
(usually month) should be calculated using thJêstimated demands from step 2.
4 - Going backward-s in time (adding time step energy deficiencies), it is possible to
calculate reserves that are necess¿uy in the systemã any point in time in order to
cope with the considered scenario.
5 - The values from step 4 that correspond to the time horizon should be compared
and the largest required energy reserve corresponds to the worst scenario the

system should be protected from. This reserve is the result of the FIRMNESS
TEST and it has to be left in the system at the end of time horizon in each EMMA
run

The amount of energy evaluated in
of the planning horizon in EMMA runs.

This usually means planning this energy in storage in the reservoirs of the system.
The reserves can be allocated among the reservoirs of the system in the following
order:
1 - Multipurpose reservoirs are targeted to minimum levels equivalent to their
normal levels at the end of the time horizon.

2 -Energy in storage benryeen the normal level and the minimum level is calculated
and subtracted from the reserve requirement. The remaining energy reserves,if
there are any, are allocated iteratively to the other reservoirs õf tne Jyrt"-, filling
them gradually in the way rhar minimizes the probability of spillage.

* When all the necessary reserves

cannot be allocated to the reservoirs of the
system the system needs additional generation capacities, new reservoirs, or water
diversions in order to flrm up the energy supply.
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The reserves allocated in the firmness test are given the highest value
exceeding any other source of energy or export value in thê system. This forces the
LP algorithm to use all possible alternatives before it starts uiing these reserves to
meet the energy demands.

If
will

energy reserves are required to meet the firm energy demands reservoirs

be

belo-w target levels at the end of the planning horizon. This is checked by
iooking at the levels of these reservoirs in EMMA output.

fra.ln

COI{VERGENCE TEST:

Levels in the system's reservoirs and forebays operated according to
operational rules should be now re-calculated manually, Uar"¿ on the releases from
the latest EhdNIA run.

EMMA should be re-run with these levels in order to make sure that the
operating policy converges.

1@

EMMA EXPECTED CASE should be run. This means taking the sequence
of flows with 50Vo probability of exceedence and assuming expected freéze-up
date. This run will formulate a release and energy production plan that will satisfy
demand in case of the likeliest flow and loads scenario.

System without the examined change is first entered to EML,ÍA and different
sequences of flows (57o,257o, 507o,757o,957o probability of exceedence.) or
scenarios of interest are examined in order to evaluate performance of the system.
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System with the examined change built in is entered to EMMA and different
sequences of flows (57o, 257o, 50Vo, "/5Vo, 95Vo probability of exceedence.) or
scenarios are repeated in order to evaluate the effect of the examined change in the
system. Note that this procedure gives a faLr comparison of system performance
with and without the examined change, because it takes its optimal response in both
cases.

Note that the resulting energy productions, reservoir levels, and other
physical data obtained for the utility with and without the examined change should
be used for further evaluation of benefits and not values of EMMA objective
function itself (EMMA objective function gives only relative dollar values that can
be compared only within one EMMA run).
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In addition to the advice on input data for this EMMA run, this expert

system can help create an input data set for running EMMA.

Do you want to cÍeate input for Elv{kÍA during this consultation?
YES,
NO

Select:

COMPLETE -if you want to go through all data modules, or
NECESSARY -if you are familiar with all modules from rhe previous SE1¡ERE
CASE EMMA run, and want to look only at those that have to U" changed for this
run.
COMPLETE,
NECESSARY
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There are up to 77 different data modules that have to be prepared before
running EMMA. This expert system can explain the use and preparätion
or all these

modules.

Select:

$g?E - to ler experr sysrem guide you rhrough alr necessary modules,

SELF - to choose
rd go through data modurãs interactively,
QUIT - to quir advice on inputior rhis EMMA run.,,

Select a data module for assembly andlor advice, or CONTINUE!

job_title,
report_selection,
LP_parameters,
problem_size,
time_structure,
loads,
lakes,

hydro_stations,
control_structures,
natural_outlets,
inflows,
other_stations,
tielines,
strip_groups,
time_groups,
period_groups,
maintenance,

CONTINUE

LM

select a data module for assembly and/or advice, or GONTINUE!

time_structure,
loads,

inflows,
CONTTNUE

DATA MODULE

1 - JOB

TITLE:

The tirst line of input data set contains the name of the EMMA run as well as any
other pertinent information you want to save.
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DATA MoDULE 2 - REpoRr

srl@

EMMA can produce up to 30 different reports. This data module controls
which reports are printed or deleted from the output listing. The input of these data
consists of the string of numbe¡s from 1 to 30. A report iJ selected if its number is
positive and is deleted if its number is made negative. The whole string must be
followed by a zero to indicate the end of the repoñ selection.
- Reports recofilrnended for this EMMA run:
17. Production coefficients report
i9. Energy assignment report
20. Capacity assignment report
22. Lake stage report
23. Flow summary repori
i Report l7 gives information on convergence of the production
coefficients in the system. If all coefficients have not óonverged (look at rhe last
iteration) with acceptable tolerance then EMMA should be rin again with more
iterations.
,
l* Report 22 gives information necessary to check whether the reserves
determined in the firmness test are present in the ryrt * at the end of time horizon.
*_*l Reports 19,
.20, and 23 give good overview of the system's operation.
Report 19 is the m_ost important
for budgetary runs because energy productions
calculated bv EMMA enter other models tiat are used for budset prãi*utioo.

DATA MODULE 2 - REPORT SELECTION (page 2):
- In case of infeasibility, EMMA can be re-run for the purpose of creating:
24. Flow continuity report
27. Debug LP report

- In case when binding constraints are of speciat interest:

25.LP solution report

'When
maintenance scheduling is of special interest, the following reports can be
created:
28. Capacity availability report
29. Maintenance scheduling report
30. Maintenance graphs
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DATAMODULE2-RE
EMMA can produce up to 30 different i"po.ti. This data module controls
which reports areprinted or deleted from the ourput listing. The inpuioiìn"r"
¿utu
consists of the string of numbers from 1 to 30. A report is- selected' if its
number is

positive and is deleted

if its number is made n.gurio". The whole string

must

be
followed by a zero to indicate the end of tîe report selection. Reports

recommended for this EMMA run:
17. Production coefficients report
19. Energy assignment report
20. Capacity assignment report
22.Lake stage report
23. Flow summary report
* Report 17 gives information on
convergence of the production coefficients in the
system. If all coefficients have not converged (look at the last iteration)
with
acceptable tolerance then EMMA should be run again with more iterations.
** Report 22 gives information necessary to check whether
the reserves
determined in the firmness test are present in the system at the end
of time horizon.
This is the most important report tó be looked at ií these EMMA runs.
These runs
are repeated with gradually higher lower bounds on hydro generation in
immediate future,.until the systern starts spending reserves determined
in the
firmness test. This is detected by looking at water iristorage at the end
of the time
horizon in report 22.
*** Reports 19, 20, and 21 give good overview
's oDeration.
of the

DATA MODULE 2 - REPOR.T SELECTION (page 2):
- In case of infeasibility, EMMA can be re-run for the purpose
of creating:
24. Fl,ow continuity report
27.Debug LP report
- In case when binding consffaints are of special interest:
25. LP solution report

- When maintenance scheduling is of special interest, the
following reports can be
created:
28. Capacity availability report
29. Maintenance scheduting report
30. Maintenance graphs
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DATA MODULE 2 - REPORT SELECTION (page ry

EMMA can produce up to 30 different reports. This data module controls
which reports are printed or deleted from the ouÞut listing. The input of these data
consists of the string of numbers from 1 to 30. A report is selected if its number is
positive and is deleted if its number is made negative. The whole string must be
followed by azero to indicate the end of the report selection.
- Reports recommended for this EMMA run:
17. Production coefficients report
19. Energy assignment report
20. Capacity assignment report
22.Lake stage report
23. Flow summary report

*

Report 17 gives information on convergence of the production
coefficients in the system. If atl coefficients have not ðonverged (looË ar the last
iteration) with acceptable tolerance then EMMA should be run again with more
iterations.
** Report 22 gives information necessary to check whether the reserves
determined in the firmness test are present in the system at the end of time horizon.
*# Reports 19;20, and 23 give good overview of the system's operation.
Report 20 is the most important for the
ion of the operational olan.
DATA MODULE 2 - REPORT SELECTION (page 2):
- In case of infeasibility, EMMA can be re-run for the purpose of creating:
24. Flow continuity report
27 . Debug LP report

- In case when binding constraints are of special interest:

25.LP solution report

- When maintenance scheduling is of special interest, the following reports can be
created:
28. Capacity availability report
29 . Maintenance scheduling report
30. Maintenance graphs
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DATA MODULE 2 - REPORT SELECTION (page l)i

EMMA can produce up to 30 different reports. This data module controls which
reports are printed or deleted from the output listing. The input of these data
consists of the string of numbers from I to 30. A report is selectêd if its number is

positive and is deleted if its number is made negative. The whole string must be
followed by a zero to indicate the end of the report selection.
- Reports recorunended for this EMMA run:
17. Production coefficients report
19. Energy assignment repotr
20. Capacity assignmenr report
22. Lake stage report
23. Flow summary report

* Report 17 gives information on convergence of the production
coefficients in the
system. If all coeffîcients have not converged (look at the last iteration) with
acceptable tolerance then EMMA should be run again with more iterations.
** Report 22 gives information necessary to check whether the reserves
determined in the firmness test are present in the system at the end of time horizon.
*** Reports 19,20, and23 give good overview of the svstem's

DATA MODULE 2 - REPORT SELECTION (page2):

- In case of infeasibility, EMMA can be re-run for the purpose of creating:
24. Flow continuity report
27. Debug LP report

- In case when binding constraints are of special interest:
25.LP solution reporr

- When maintenance scheduling is of special interest, the following reports can be
created:
28. Capacity availability reporr
29. Maintenance scheduling report
30. Maintenance graphs
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DATAMODULE3-L
operation of the LF algorithm. The following äeirequired (recommended
values
are in brackets):
1. Absolute tolerance for Lp zero tests (lE_9)
2. Relative tolerance for LF zero tests (ip-q j, 3. *d Lp zero
sums (18-12)
4. Maximum coiumn coeffîcienr rario (tf+Aj'
5. Rational rolerance (18-7)
6. Rational facrors (72æ )
7. Absolute rolerance for change in objective funcrion (100
)
8. Max. no. of consecurive changes inäbjecúve functioi facíor (.r0)
9. Max. number of iterations factor (5fu)
i0. LP coeffîcienr allocarion u.to9$lactot (E.l),1 1. Lp option bits: (10000)
12.LP straregy bits: FFÆOÆF_SS/FO_SS
)
13. LP force feasible type (2,1, I, D,
tOl
l4.LP force optimal tyry (2,1, I, D, L) in)
15. Maximum number of re-inversion triej (¡)
*The I P package used in EMMA
is called nmÈír¡¡. It is a general purpose
procedure that will accepr and solve any Lp problem. n¿ÉnllN
ã.r"pt,
parameters that maintain and monitor the-numeiical performance
of
the Lp
algorithm from EMMA. The use of these parameteri requires a substantial
knowledge of linear programming and MERLIN in particular The
normal
procedure would be to use the values recommended above,
and change them only if
necessary and with the help of someone familiar with MERLJN.**{<

,

L)

fíin

DATAMODIjLE3-L
following dara are required (recommended values'ärJ
*'- given
in
Þbrackets):

"_^^,-^Il"

tolerance

16. Production coefficient convergence
( 0.05 )
17. Maximum. number of stages fór production coefficiÈnt
coíuergence (4)
1& Ouþur basis
( REST
* Parameters 16 and l7: EMMA
us"s
iterative process outside the Lp to
come to a final solution. This is necessary because the próduction
function is non-

at

-

)

'

linear: POWER(MW) = DISCHARGETKCFS) x fmeOl-) x COEp¡,
which
makes a direct LP solution impossible. Ai each íteration, EMMA
assumes that the
heads are fixed, and then solves thus formulated LP problem
using production
coefficients calculated from the assumed heads. After that, EMMA
åliulates the
heads that would result from the outflows presented in the solution.
It then
recalculates the production coefficients and enters a new iteration.
Iterations are
slopped when all the production coefficients are within
iol"run.,
(item 16 above) from those calculated in the preceding iteration,
"onu"rg"n..
o", *hln the total
number of iterations reaches the user-defined maximuä number (item
17).*
negarive number.of stages will resulr in sa partial
yq Lr6¿r
"^,..,,^lo,l,1t:ry::
solution
"A eaih iteration. The min"us sign will not affect
being printed\7:after
the

maximqm number l¡þ¡4ges

¡þ production coefficient
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conversence.**

DATA MODI.ILE 4 - NETWORK ANDM
This module defines the size of the physical problem and the number of
grouping constraints. If the size of the problém becõmes a problem to EMMA,
report #2 (parameter data) gives the size limits that can be ãccepted by the Lp

algorithm.
The data are required in the following order (explanations are given in
brackets):
1. Number of timesteps - T (This item can be obtained from MODULE 5. It is
convenient to complete MODULE 5 before completing MODIILE 4. This item is
very important for data entry in other data modules, and will be referred to as T,
later in this consultation)
2. Number of lakes in the system
3. Number of hydro generating stations in the system
4. Number of control structures in the system
5. Number of natural outlets
6. Number of local inflows
7.- Number of generation sources (other than hydro generating stations)
of generarion strip goups (Explained with oetA uonur-E í+¡
?.Il*u"r
lO.Number of generarion rime groups (Eiplained with DATA MODULE 15)
Jl.{_um!er of generarion period groups (Explained with DATA MODULE í6)
12. Number of maintenance crews
13. Maintenance allowed flas
( ]lES or NO

DATA MODULE 5 - TIME STRUCTUREIpage t)i

EMMA time horizon is the time interval for which the operation of the system is
optimized (for example: one year). This interval is broken into time steps (for

example: months, or weeks), for which the input is specified (flows, loads, etc...)
and the results are calculated (optimal releasei, powei generation for each statioí,
maintenance, etc...).

when EMMA is run for annual budget preparation or updates:
- time horizon is

till

the end of the fiscal year,

- recommended time steps are 1 month each.

*Total number of time steps is 12 for budget preparation,
or smaller for budget
updates. This total number of time steps will-be necessary later, for preparationãf
DATA MODULE 4 - NETWORK AND CONSTRAINT SIZE.*
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DATA MODLILE 5 - TE{E STR.UETURE

(PAgE

U

EMMA time horizon is the time interval for which the operation of the system is
optimized (for example: one year). This interval is bro-ken into time sæps (for
example: months, or weeks), for which the input is specified (flows, loads, etc...)
and the results are calculated (optimal releasei, powei g"n"rudon for each stadoí,

maintenance, etc...).

when EMMA is used for preparation the operational plan of the system:
- time horizon is

till

the end of the fîscal year,

- recommended time step length:
- first 3-4 steps of 1 week (so that the last one finishes at rhe end or middle of a

month)
- next 2-3 steps of 2 weeks (so that the last one finishes at the end of a full month)
- time steps of 1 month thereafter, till the end of the fiscal year.

*Time steps determined as shown above, should
be counted to obtain their total
number T. This total number of time steps will be necessary later, for preparation
9!!,4TA MODULE 4 - NETV/ORK ANb CONSTRATNT SrzE.*

DATAMODULEs - TIME

STRU@

EMMA time horizon is the time interval for which the operation of the system is
optimized (for example:,one year). This interval is broien into time steps (for
example: months, or weeks), for which the input is specified (flows, loads,
and the results are.calculated (optimal releasei, po*ei generatìon for each statioí,
"tò...)

maintenance, etc...).

When EMMA is run for long term study of the system:
- time horizon is one year,
- recorurrended time steps are 1 month each.

*Total number of
¡m9 ¡1eps is T=12. This information will be necessary larer, for
preparation of DATA MODULE 4 - NETWORK AND CONSTRAINT -SVE.*

rt2

DATA MODULE 5 - TIME STRUCTURE
following data items are required (explanations are given in brackets):
Name (Usually the name of the month, or any other convenient string. Use only
alphanumeric characters and underscores, no blanks are allowed. )
1-

2.Length

( Enter number of days in the timestep )

3. Season type (This keyword may be either opEN_wATER or ICE_COVER.
This is important because tailwater curves for the hydro generating stations, and
therefore energy production, depend upon the season type:)

4. Shaped ( YES or NO. This flag controls whether any shaping constraints
invoked by the generating stations and generation sources will be allowed in the

time step. It allows m.aking shaping constraints inactive in the time steps when they
are,not important, in order to save computer time. Shaping constraints arê
explained in DATA MODULES 8 and t2)

* The four items described above are entered as many times
as there are time steps.
EMMA has the option of solving a shorter problem than specified. If any of ihe
time step names (item 1) is preceãed by an asierisk (*) the.ôrr"rponding time step
is considered to be the first, and the time steps before it are ignoredln the LÞ
blem.

DATA MODULE 5 - TIME STRUCTURE (page 3):

ADVICE:
Item 3 - Assume severe winter with an early freeze-up date, the ICE-CO\iER time
steps start earlier, and last longer during EMMA time horizon!
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DATA MODULE 5 - TIME STRUCTUR.E (page 3):

ADVICE:
Item 3 - Assume a winter with the most probable freeze-up date, the ICE-COVER
time steps start and last till expected dateJ!

DATA MODIILE 6 - LOAD DURATION CURVE (page 1):
* --------------> max. demand

Representation of the system demand in a timestep is :*
based on the load duration curve concept. Itdescribes: *
variation in demand for energy over time, as shown :
in the example A. It can be seen that the
:
demand has to be supplied l@7o of
demand:
dllng the time srep, and that this percenrage (MW):
of time gradually decreases for higher
:
requirements. Finally, the peak power
:
has to be supplied }Vo of total time.

during time
step (MW)

min.
time

***r<
¿

*

power
demand

*-> min.
(MW)

:

0

l

fraction
of time

Example A - Typical Load Duration Curve

t14

DATA MODULE 6 - LOAD DURATTON CtiRVE (page 2)L
The load duration curve in EMMA is represented in
linear form, using a set of vertical strips. The
height of each strip represents the average system
demand for the corresponding percent of time. The
strip designation is also used to divide the load curve
into on peak and off peak strips. A minimum
one on peak and one off peak srip is required.
This is necessary for ttre differentiation in
energy costs (it is more expensive during on
peak hours) and values in the import and export
ma¡kets. The Example B shows tinearization of a
load duration curve using fwo on peak and one off
peak strip. On peak and off peak hours are by
1
fraction
by definition and determine the pricing policy for
of time
interutility transactions. Generally, on peak hours are
M91day to Saturday 6.00 a.m. to 10.00
Example B - Strip Representation
(16 hours). of peak a¡e all other hours plus
of Load Duiation curve
ified US holida

p.m.
6

DATA MODULE 6 _ LOAD DURATTON

CURW

This data module describes the reserve capacity, the load duration curve for
each time step, and the maximum fraction of energy demand allowed from
imports. The following items have to be entered (explanations are given in
brackets):
1. Reserve capacity (In MW. This maintains capacity reserve in the system.
It is usually set to be equal to the largest single unit in the syitem, so that the iystem
can operate safely in case of a major outage. The other way to maintain sufficient
reserve in the system is to set this item to zero and enter bigger loads with smaller
probabilities. The latter is recommended and explainè¿ tater during this
consultation! A reserve capacity has to be entered for each time step, sõ it is
necessary to enter a sequence of T numbers, or use the key word ALL followed by
the constant value of capacity reserve for all timesteps.)
2. Number of on peak strips (At least 1, recommended value 2l The
number of strips.is usually determined by the minimum that can adequately
represent the nonlinear load duration curve. This item is required for each timã
step, so it is necessary to enter T values, or use the key word AtL fottowed by the
number of on peak strips for all timesteps.)
3. Number of off peak strips (At least I, recommended value I ! The
number of strips is usually determined by the minimum that can adequately
represent the nonlinear load duration curve. This item is required for each timê
step, so it is necessary to enter T values, or use the key word Att fottowed by the
number of off peak strips for all time
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DATA MODULE 6 _ LOAD

DURAT@

4'

Strip width (Fraction of total time within a time step that coresponds to the
strip of the load duration curye. Number of values that are required ii equal to the
sum of the items 1 g9 2, and all strip widths have ro sum up tó 1.0! The sequence
of values of strip widths has to be entered T times, in order to coue. all time sieps.)
5. Peak instant load and 6. System demand (For each time step: peak instant load
in MW's and demands in MW's for all strips, in descending'oider, have to be
entered. This has to be repeated T times in order to cover all the time steps.)

7. Firm system value (T values in $/GWh for all the time steps may be specified, or
a single constant value for all time steps can be entered preceded by ttre key word

ALL)

8. Maximum fraction of system demand allowed from imports (This item is used
to^limit the dependance on other utitity generation. T fraðtion values, from 0.0 to
1.0, may be entered, or only one constant value preceded by the key word ALL.
Note that 0 is a coded value which allows unlimited imports, and that entedng
0.0001 or a similar small value actually eliminates imports.)

DATA MODULE 6 - LOAD DURATI
Qn peak loads can generally be modelled using 2 strips. The sysrem demand, item
6, for the first strip can be taken to be the average ioad of t-he 4 highest loaded
hours for all on peak days. The strip width, irem?, for the firsi striiin this case
would be: 4x6 I 7x24 = 0.14.

Off peak hours are Sundays, some US holidays, and all other days from 10.00 p.m.
to 6.00 a.m. Because of less non linearity, these hours can be rnodelled using ðnly
one strip. The strip width in this case would be: ( 24 + 6xB I z+ x7
)
= 0.41 , aná
the system demand is average load during these hours.
obviously, for the second on peak strip, the width is 1.0 - 0.17 - 0.43
the system demand is the corresponding average load.

* More detailed representation of the on peak is desirable

= 0.40 , and

because the surplus on
peak capacity determines how much capaaty and energy can be sold to neig'trboring
utilities. In the off peak, one strip is required just to detêrmine total energy.
** Item 8: It is always preferred to identify an external source
of energyäd model
it directþ using tieline data, module 13. than to use this irem ro tinii imports of
. Even so, this item can be used to lirnit the
on one suÞplier.
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DATA MODULE 6 - LOAD DLJ-R.ATION CURVE (pase

5I

CONSTRTJCTION OF TFM LOAD DURATTON CURVE - ADVICE:

It is possible, based on 52 occurrences in the past year, to find the relationship
between temperature and demand for energy, for each how of the week.
Using that relationship,

it is possible to calculate energy consumptions that

correspond to different historic sequences of temperature.

This enables calculation the mean and standard deviation for energy consumption,
as well as energy demands with different probabilities for each EMMA rime step.

The hourly loads can be adjusted to account for the growth of consumption
between the last year and the year EMMA is run for.
For the severe case, time step energy demands have to be chosen so that the
cumulative probability for the overall energy demand for the whole time horizon
is 95Vo.

DATA MODULE 6 - LOAD DURATTON CURVE (page 5I
CONSTRUCTION OF TFIE LOAD DURATION CURVE - ADVICE:

It is possible, based on 52 occurrences in the past year, to find the relationship
between temperature and demand for energy, for each hour of the week.

Using that relationship,

it is possible to calculate

energy consumptions that

correspond to different historic sequences of temperature.

This enables calculation the mean and standard deviation for energy consumption,
as well as energy demands with different probabitities for each EMMA time step.

The hourly loads can be adjusted to account for the growth of consumption
between the last year and the year EMMA is run for.
For the expected case, the time step energy demands with 507o probability o
exceedence have to

þ

chosen.

TT7

DATA MODULE 6 - LOAÐ DURATION CURVE (page 5I
CONSTRUCTION OF T}M LOAD DURAT'ION C{.IR.VE - ADVICE:

It is possible,

based on 52 occurences in the past year, to find the relationship
between temperature and demand for energy, for each hour of the week.

Using that relationship,

it is possible to calculate energy consumptions that

correspond to different historic sequences of temperature.

This enables calculation the mean and standard deviation for energy consumption,
as well as energy demands with different probabilities for each EMMA time step.

The hourly loads can be adjusted to account for the growth of consumption
between the last year and the year EndN4A is run for.

For the long term study, time step energy demands have to be chosen in accordance
with the examined scenario of loads in the system.

DATA MODIILE 7 - LAKES (page 1): This m
lake in the network. A lake can be either:
- a reservoir controlled by a hydro station or a control sfiucture,.or
- a lake with a natural outlet.
Each lake is described by data as follows (explanations are given in brackets):
1. Name of lake (Enter the name of the lake using only alphanumeric
characters and underscores - no blanks are allowed)
2. To be printed (Enter flag YES or NO. This controls whether the lake
appears in the report)
3. Number of storage segments M (It may be necessary to model the lake
with several segments to account for its non linear storage discharge relationship.
This data item specifies the number of segments, and is calted M later in theie
explanations. If the number M is made negative then the storage at the end of the
final time step may be subdivided into figments. Figments are finer suMivisions of
segments which only exist at the end of the time horizon and are used to reflect
more closely the the non linear value of water in storage. Figment data are further
discussed under item 13.)
4. Initial stage in feet (This is the initial elevation of the reservoir at the
beginning of the problem. This may be the fîrst timestep or the timestep marked
with an asterisk in DATA MODULE 5. If the initial level is ro be fixed aì a certain
elevation then the keyword FIX is followed by that elevarion. If the initiat level is
to be left unconstrained in order to find its optimal va-lue then the keyword F'REE
is used. This keyword must not be followed by an elevation.
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DATA MODULE 7 - LAKES þage 2):

5. Final

stage in feet (This is the final elevation of the reservoir at the end of the
sæp. If the final level is to be fixed at a cer[ain elevarion then rhe key word
þs_t_tlm9
FIX is followed by that elevation. If the final level is to be left unconstrained in
oldel to find its optimal value then the keyword FREE is used. The final srage can
also be constrained to be equal to the initial stage by entering the keyword SÃnfg.
The keywords FREE and sAME musr nor be followed by anélevado;.)

6. Minimum stage, and

7. Maximum stage, bottr in feet (All elevations in EMMA
arc at the time step boundaries, so there is always one more boundary than the total
number of time steps. This means that item 6 has to be repeated T+l iimes, and then
the same has to be done with item 7. The levels of the lake are constrained to be
between these minimum and maximum values at each time step boundary. This
item can be used to constrain levels in the reservoirs that a¡e opeiated u."oiding to
operating rules, or constrained by some other factor.)

8.

Maximum storage change in kcfs-days (This data constrains the change in
storage allowed within a time step. This item can prevent fast and large fluctuations
of the lake level when necessary. Zero is a coded value taken to meãn no limit on
change of storase.
DATA MODLILE 7 - LAKES (page 3I

9. Maximum

segment stage in feet (This item describes the maximum elevation to
which each segment of the storage is bound. An input of 0 can be used for the last
segment, and it is taken to mean no maximum limit. M values, one for each
segment, have to be specified.)
10. Slope of stage-storage curve in kcfs-daysfoot (This item has to be entered for
each segment, M values are required.)

11. Intercept of stage-storage curve in kcfs-days (this item has to be entered for
each segment, M values arg
lequired. For each segment, the corresponding pair of
items 10 and l1 is used to define the stage-storage curye within that iake segment.)
12. Value of storage in $/kcfs-day (Water in storage in each segment of a lake may
be given a value (posr¡ive number) or a cosr (negaiive number)l Item l}is usually
the expected value of water in storage, calculated based on the total amount of
energy that the system can produce using this water. This value has to be discounted
Uv
probability of spillage which can be calculated for each segment of the lake
-4"
and for each time step based on historic data. A cost could be assigned to a segment
if it is a part of a flood reserve.
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DATA MODULE 7 - I-AKES (page 4):
13. For each segment at the last time bound,
negative, the following data are required:

if

the number of segments M is made

a) number of figments F

b) maximum figmenr stage in feet (Repeaæd F times)
c) figment storage value in $/kcfs-day (Repeated F times)
( a), (b), and c) has to be repeated for each segment. This subdivision of segments is
introduced in order to model more closely the value of water in storage. These data
are used only for the segments that are divided into figments at the end of the time
horizon. For all other segments, that are either full orempty atthe end of the time
horizon, data from item 12 are used.)

DATA MODULE 7 - LAKES (page 4):
ADVICE:

4 - The initial water level has to be adjusted to reflect the linear
approximation of the stage storage curve. IJse the elevations that correspond to the
actual volume of water in storage in the reservoirs of the system with respect to
their linearized stage storage curves. This defines total amount of energy stõred in
the system. IJse the keyword FIX followed by the elevation in feet for each late.
Item

Item 5 - Normally left free. This way, the final warer level is determined by
EMMA based on the value of water in storage.
For the forebays in the system, which are generally regulated for local or real time
considerations, minimum and maximum levels (items 6 and 7) can be fixed to the
median levels determined from historic data and initial and final levels (items 4 and
5) are set free.

1?ß

DATA MODI-ILE 7 - LAKES (page 4):
ADVtrCE:
item 4 - Use free initial water level. This way, EMMA can choose optimal initial
lake level and the corresponding release policy. This means using ihe keyword
FREE for each lake of the system.

5 - Constrain final water levels to be equal to initiat levels in the system. This
way the energy supply is determined from inflows and storages are not mined
during the study period. This means using the keyword SAME for each lake of the
item

system.

DATA MODIILE 7 - LAKES (page 4):
ADVICE:
For any forebay whose level is dependent upon the flow released, acfual levels have
updated by referring to the appropriate hydraulic relarionship. The reservoir
1o ry
levels should be constrained using items 6 and 7, andEMMA should be run again in
order to ensure that the release policy converges. The main effect will be ãn the
head of the generating station whose forebay is constrained. PRESS RETURN TO

CONTINIIE

tzt

DATA MODULE

S

must be repeated for each hydro generating station in the nètùort. The data are
required in the following order (explanationi are given in brackets):
1. Name of.the
and underscores only, no blanks .)
tPryn (alphanumerics
yES
To
printed?
be
flag
or
NO)
@nter
?.
3. Upstream lake @nter the name of the forebay of the generating station,
The corresponding lake data module (DATA MODULÉ 7) undãr rhar name musr
be present in the data set.)
4. Downstream lake (This is the n¿une of the lake into which the generating
station discharges. The corresponding lake data module (MODULE 7) inder that
name c-an be present in the data set. If the generating station dischargá leaves
the
network, a name for the destination should be given. 5r Shaping constraint - Shaping of the generation is controlted by this
.
keyword:
-'When LNSHAPED, no shaping constraint is written.
- When SHAPED a shaping consÍaint is written, which ensures the capacity
of the
hydro station utilized decreases or remains uniform moving from on^peak to off
peak strips. This avoids random changes in loading the generãting
station.
- When BASE-LOADPP the geneiation is forõed tõ a unifoim ourpur i.e. no
c.ycling of generation will be possible. The facility of shaping generatión within
a
time_steP is subject to the status of the shaping flag for
ti*ã ,r"p ,"i in DATA
"u"tt
MODULE 5)

DATAMODULES-TTYDRO

6. Run of river (When set to YES, this flag will forcã in" op"tution of rhe
station to match the operation of an_ upsfream genèration station strip by strip on
the load duration curve. This is used fõr hydro-plants that are close tà eãch
oih..,
which means that the travel time is small relative to the time step length, and that do
not have much storage capacity in the lake between them. Thé run of river
constraint maintains.flow continuity with the upsüeam plant on a strip basis, rather
than on the normal time step basis. A run of rivèr plant must always bä downsheam
of another sìngle hydro plant, and it cannot be basä loaded. It cannot have a parallel
plant, and it cannot be downstream_from two parallel plants. When the hydro
station is not run of river, enter flag NO.)
7. lr{umber of units - u (Enter integer number of the plant units.)
8. Unit rated capacity in MW's (rnis is the -u*il*u*
under
normal operating conditions. IJ numbers (item 7) have to be entered,
"upurity
one for each
unit.)
9. Scheduled maintenance - in days (This is the length of time that the unit
will be out of operation. EMMA is allowed to choose the best time for this
maintenance. It is assumed that a crew will be working on the unit for the
same
riod of time. u numbers (item 7) have to be entered, oîe for each unit.)
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DATA MODULE

B-

HYDRO GENE

10. Number of maintenance timesteps, 11. Mainten*"é time sûep, and
12. Maintenryge preference (Items ÍO an¿ 11 define a subser of all ãrn" ,trp,

during which scheduled maintenance is done. The scheduled maintenance for a
plant can be constrained to occur in specific time steps, but not unit by unit. Item I0
defines total number of steps to which EMMA will^be allowed to plâce scheduled
maintenance. For these time steps a preference could be given, t Ueing the highest
priority. Any relative scheme can be used, provided that it is cJmmensurate
among all plants. Pairs of items 11 and 12have to be repeated N times, once for

each allowed maintenance timestep.)
13. ke-scheduled maintenance - in days (The maintenance for units may be

pre-scheduled, usually by the operator of the plant. This maintenance is fixed in
time and EMMA is not allowed to move it. fhe number of days is assigned for
each unit, which means that U numbers have to be entered for t-he first tiire step,
and that the same has to be repeated for all other time steps.)
14. Maximum maintenance outage in MW (Thiì is the upper limit on the
capacity that maintenance can displace. It is usually set to be the
-äi-u- unit size
so that maintenance on most one unit at a time is icheduled. T numbers have to be
entered, one fo¡ each time step.)
15' Minimum capacity in MW (This is the minimum load from rhe hydro
plant. It is necessary bec-ause all plants need to be heated and energi zed.. T numbers
have to be entered, one for each time ste

DATA MODULE

B - HYDRO G
Capacity
derate in MW (It is entered for each striþ õf tne LDC, and it
. ,16t
models factors that cannot be controlled, such as ice condiiions causing higher
tailwater levels, high temperature of cooling water, or any other factor that
reduces generating capacity. S numbers, one fãr each strip *" r"p"uted for each
,
time step, which means T times.)
17. Forced outage rate MWNIW (This is the number of forced outage hours
divided by the sum of the forced outage hours and the running hours. Item I 7 can
be calculated based on historic data for the plant. In effect, tlhir itr- reduces the
hours available for generation and the energy generation abiiity of the plant.)
18. Forced maintenance days (Thi¡ is the number of days a maintenance
crew mus[ allocate to forced maintenance. This reduces the time th" rre* can work
on scheduled maintenance during the maintenance period)

19. Production coefficient in MW/KCFS (EMMA uses an iterative

technique for determining the production coefficient. Initial estimate based upon
normal plant head is required. When-the keyword ALL is used, it is not necessary
to define production coefficients for all strips and timesteps. If not, enter S
(number of strips) values T times, to cover all l,oad duration .u*" strips and time
lteps. The better this initial estimate the faster the EMMA solution wili converge.
When EMMA finishes an iteration it saves the updated production coefficients.
These are used in the next iteration or are saved and used i"hrn the problem is run
a set of production coeffîcients is available in the productión coefficienrs
L9*1. If
fiþit is used instead of the values entered here.
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DATA MODULE B - FIYDRO GENER
20 Operating cosr in $iGWh (trncremental cosr of iunning rhe hydro
¡ta!io1. It is equal to the amount the utility has to pay for rhe use of waler and may
include operation and maintenance cost. S values, one for each LDC strip, have ó
be entered T times, once for each time step. If this is constant, keywbrd ALL

followed by the cost can be used.)
21. Spill cost in $iKCFS-DAYS (Penalty for spillage, rhar can be used to
affect the linear prograrnming algorithm. Normally, this iiem is zero as the Lp
knows. that. spillage is not beneficial. However, if ihere is a preference in where
water is spilled a value can be given to reflect the preferencê. T values, one for
each time step, are required.)
22.Powerhouse minimum flow slope in KCFSiKCFS-DAYS
23. Powerhouse minimum flow intercept in KCFS
24. Powerhouse maximum flow slope in KCFS/KCFS-DAYS
25. Powerhouse maximum flow intercept in KCFS
26. Spill minimum flow slope in KCFS/KCFS-DAYS
27. Spill minimum flow inrercepr in KCFS
28. Spill maximum flow slope in KCFSIKCFS-DAYS
29. Spill maximum flow intercept in KCFS (22-29 are used ro consrrain the
minimum and maximum outflow through the powerhouse and spillway as a
function-of the upstream lake storage. InterceptsÏor all but the firsisegment are
zero as the segments of the flow-storage curve are non-cumulative. Allthe items
are entered M times, once for each segment of the upstream lake, and that is
repeated T times, to cover all the time steps. If the discñarge limit is constant the
slope of the storaqe disch
relationship is zero.

DATA MoDULE 8 - HYDRo

GENERaTIW

30. Powerhouse efficiency curve number of data pairs Nl
31. Data pairs (KCFS, decimal Vo)
(These data define the effîciency curve. N1 data pairs should follow item 30)
32. Number of generating station open water tailrace curves N2
33. Number of data pairs per curve N3
34. Data pairs: flow in KCFS, and elevation in FEET ( N3 points define
each curve, so N3 data pairs have to be specified N2 times)
35. Number of generating station ice cover tair¡ace curves M2
36. Number of data pairs per curve M3
37. Data pairs: flow in KCFS, and elevation in FEET ( M3 points define
each curve, so M3 data pairs have to be specified M2 times)
* The tailwater levels at a hydro plant can be a function of flow,
and the
downsfteam lake level. The tailwatri.u*" may also depend upon whether there is
ice causing additional backwater. The tailwater curves are used^in the calculation of
the production coefficients. Items 23 to 25 describe rhe open water curves while
items 26 to 28 describe the ice cover curves. For a partiòular downstream lake
l^e¡el
pairs describing the curve to the required accuracy are needed. trtems
th9 data
23 and 26 specify the number of downstream lakslevel curves modelled.

.

.
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DATA MODULE 9 _ CONTROT-

STRU@

This module has to be repeated for each control structure in the system.
Each control structure is described as follows (explanations are given in braókets):

1. Name (The structure name can consists only of alphanumeric characters

and underscores. No blanks are allowed.)
2. To be printed @nter flag yES or NO)
3. Upstream lake (This is the name of the lake that the control structure is
impounding. The corresponding take data module (MODULE 7) under thar name
has to be present in the data set.)
4. Downstream lake (This is the name of the lake into which the control
structure discharges. If the control sfucture discharge leaves the network, a name
for the destination, and not a lake in the network, strould be given.)
5. Spill cost in $Æ(CFS-DAYS (T values are expected, one for each time
step. This is a penalty that can be used to reflect loss -of energy to the system.
Normally, no spillage costs need be assigned as the linear progta--ing algorithm
knows. that-spillage is not beneficial. However, if rhere ii a
þrefer"nð" iñ where
water is spilled a value can be given to reflect this preference. If a lake has more
than one outlet, a larger spill cost can be assigned to the the outlet where spillage
results in a larger energy loss for the svstem.)

DATA MODULE 9 _ CONTROL

6. Minimum flow

STRU@

slope in KCFS/KCFS-DAYS

7. Minimum flow intercept in KCFS
8. Maximum flow slope in KCFSÆ(CFS-DAYS

9. Maximum flow inrercept in KCFS
(All

these data items can be used to constrain the minimum or maximum outflow
through the control sfructure as a function of the upsÍeam lake storage. M values,
one corresponding to each segment of the upstream lake, have to b" entered T
times, once for each time step. This means that each of the items 6 - 9 has to be
entered TxM times. The intercepts for all but the fîrst segment of the upstream lake
sholld be equal to zero. Other intercepts are equal to zeio because the segments of
the flow-storage curye are non-cumulative. If all items 6-9 are made .quãt to zero
the flow is unconstrained. If discharge is predetermined then the rating curve is
overwritten with that discharge.
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DATA MODULE 10 - NATLJRAL LAKE OUTLETSGase l)L
This module has to be repeated for each natural lake outlet in the system.
This data may also be used to describe a fîxed crest weir. Each outlet is described as
follows:
1' Name (Only alphanumeric characters and underscores can be used. No
blanks are allowed)
2. To be printed (Enter YES or NO flag)
3. Upstream lake (This is the n¿une of the lake that is controlted by the
natural outlet. The corresponding data module 7 (lake datz) under that lake name
has to be present in the data set.)
4. Downstream lake (This is the name of the lake into which the natural
outlet discharges. If the natural outlet discharge leaves the network, a name for the
destination that is not part of the network should be given.)
5. Flow/storage slope in KCFS/KCFS-DAYS
6. Flow/storage intercept in KCFS
(Items 5 and 6 are used to define the natural outflow rating curve as a function of
storage. Each item should be specified M times, once for each segment of the
upstream lake, and all that should be repeated T times, once for eaðh time step.
That means that item 5 has to be entered TxM times, and then the same is repeatéd
for item 6. The intercepts for all but the first segment of the flow/storage curve are
equal to zero þcause these se
s are non-cumulative.

DATA MODULE 11 - LOCAL INFLOWS (page 1):

This section must be repeated for each local inflow. Each local inflow is described
as follows:

1. Name (Use only alphanumeric characters and underscores. No blanks are
allowed.)
2. To be printed? (Enter YES or NO flag.)

Flows into (Enter a lake name. There must be a corresponding module 7 with
the lake data under that lake name in the data set.)

l.

4. Flow in KCFS (Enter T flows, one for each time step.)
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DATA MODU{-E 11 - LOCAL INFLOWS (page 1):

An inflow time series of a specified low probability (for example 5Vo) is
required. Note that this is the cumulative probabiiity over tÍre entire time horizon,
and that the time step inflows have to be adjusted to that!

DATA MODULE 11 - LOCAL INFLOWS (page t):
The likeliest inflow scenario is required
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DATA MODIJLE 11 - LOCAL TNFLOWS (page 1):

The inflow scenario that corresponds to the operational context of the
system that is
examined should be entered!

DATA MODULE 12 - GENE
This module must be repeated for each generation source in the network. A
generation source is any energy source, either ñydraulic or thermal,
that is isolated
from the hydraulic system. Eãch generation soui." is described as follows:

1. Name of the source (Use only alphanumeric

Bianks are not allowed.)

,

characters and underscores.

?. To be printed? (Enter flag yES or NO)
3.--S!pins constraint - keyword (Shaping of the generarion from the source

is controlled by this keyword:
- When I-INSHAPED, no shaping constrainr is written.
- When SHAPED a shaping constraint is written, which ensures
the capacity of the
source utilized decreases moving from on peak to off peak loads.
- When BASE-LOADPP the generation is forced to a uniform outpur i.e.
no
c.ycling of generation will be possibie. The facility of shaping generation
within a
li["-t-[pls subject to the status of the shaping lag for eac^tt tiäã ,t.p ,.i in DATA
MODULE s)
4. Number of-units - (Enter integer number of the plant units.)
5. unit rated -capacity in MW's (rnis is the .u*irnu- ,upuLity under
normal operating conditions.
IJ numbers (item 4) have to be entered, one for each
unit.

u
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DATA MODULE, 12 _ GENERATTON SoURCES(pagg2}
6. Scheduled maintenance - in days (This is the length of time that the unit
will be out of operation. It is assumed that a crew will be working on the unit for
the same period of time. U numbers (item 4) have to be entered, oné for each unit.)

7. Number of maintenance timesteps, 8. Maintenance time step, and
9. Maintenance preference (The maintenance for a plant can be óonstrained
to occur in specific time steps, but not unit by unit. For those time steps in which
maintenance may.occur a preference could be given, with 1.0 beingìhe highest
Pltolty. A_ny relative scheme can be used, provided that it is commenlurate among
all plants. Items I and t have to be repeated for each maintenance timestep.)
10. Pre-scheduled maintenancè - in days (The maintenance for units may be
pre-scheduled. The number of days is assigned for each unit, which means thát IJ
numbers have to be entered for the first time step, and that the same has to be
repeated for all orher time sreps.)
11. Maximum maintenance outage in MW (This is the upper limit on the
capacity that maintenance can displace. T numbers have to be spècified, one for
each time step.)

12. Minimum capacity in MW (This is the minimum load from the
generation source. T numbers have to be entered, one for each time step.)
.13. Capaciry derate in MW (This item has to be entered for each strip of the
load duration curve. A sequence of S numbers, one for each strip, has to be
ed for each time step. which means T times.
DATA MODULE 12 - GENERATION S
14. Forced outage rate (This is the number of forced outage hours divided
by the sum of the forced outage hours and the running hours. Inlffect, this item
derate.s the energy generation ability of the plant. T vãlues are expected, one for
each time step.)

15. Forced maintenance days (This is the number of days a maintenance
crew must allocate to forced maintenance. This reduces the time ihe crew can work
on scheduled maintenance during the maintenance period.)
16. Station service load in MW/IVIW (This is the portion of the source's
generation that is required for meeting the plant's own loads i.e. grinder,
conv_eyors, cooling water pumps etc. Only the net ouÞut of the generating source,
equal to the station output minus station service, is avâitable to meet the lõad. This
item has to be entered T times, once for each time step.)
17. Cooling water source (Each generation source must be associated with a
c-ooling water source. This source can be the n¿Lme of one of the following parts of
the hydraulic system: -a) a hydro generation station
-b) a confol structure
-c) a local inflow.
If the cooling water source is not in the hydraulic network, a special, local inflow
can be created. This inflow does not have to be connected to the rest of the
network.
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DATA MODU'LE 12 - GENERATION SOURCES (page 4):
18. Maximum load slope in MWdeg.FIKCFS-DAY (T values are expecred,
one for each time step.)
19. Maximum load intercept in MW (T values are expected, one for each
time step.)
20. Maximum downstream temperature in degrees
(T values are
expected, one for each time step)
21. Maximum change in temperature in degrees F (T values are expected,
one for each time step)

F

* The waste heat constaint will limit plant oufput when the temperature rise
or the maximum temperature of the fully mixed water in the cooling water source
downstream from the plant exceeds the limits given in the data. If boih a maximum
temperature change and a maximum temperature limit are given EMMA uses the
most constraining condition to determine the limit. If the maximum temperature
change is zero this limit is ignored and the maximum temperature limit will
govern. *

DATA MODULE 12 - GENERATION SOURCES (page 5I
22.Maximum load slope in MWdegF (T values are expected, one for each
time step)
23. Maximum load intercept in MW (T values are expected, one for each
time step)
* The temperature limit constraint reflects the loss in plant capacity due to
the cooling water. As cooling water temperatures rise higher cóoting water
velocities through the condensers are required to carry away the waste heat. At
higher velocities erosion occurs in the condensor so to limit the erosion a
maximum velocity is placed on the flow. This constraint is a function of the cooling
water temperature and not of the cooling water resource discharge. Therefore, the
constraint becomes an upper bound on capacity rather than a constraint. *
24. Cooling water source temperature in degrees F ( A time series forecast
of water temperatures at the prescribed probabilities is provided. This is used for
the waste heat and temperature limit constraint. T values are expected, one for each

time step)
25. Operating cost in $/GWh (This is the incremental cost of running the
station. S values, one for each load duration curve strip, have to be entered T times,
once for each time step. If the cost is constant, the keyword ALL followed by the
cost can be used.)
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DATA MODULE 13 - TIELINES (pase

tI

This module must be repeated for each tieline in the system. Each tieline
c.onnects the system to an external energy source and/or energy demand. Each
tieline is described as follows:
1. Ì'{ame (Use only alphanumeric characters and underscores. No blanks
are allowed.)
be printed? (Enter yES or NO flag)

f:
?
3. Firm imports in Mw

(EMMA permits a firm import or export of
long as these two do not occur simultaneously. A firm lmport contract
has effect of reducing.t!," system load and occupying a portion of the
tieline. This
conftact has to be specified for each strip of t¡e loã¿ dutation curve, which means
S
times, and that has to be repeated foi t time steps in EMMA. TxS values a¡e
the¡efore required.)
4. cost of firm imporrs in $/Gwh (The cost of the firm imporr may be
specified for each strip of the load duration curve, which means S times, and
that
has to be repeated for T time steps
overall minimum in GWh (An overall minimum energy import
I Import
^ all-- time
for
steps may be specified. This amount of energy will be allocated over all
strips of all load duration curves to
uce the best overall net revenue.
gnergy^ as

DATA MODULE 13 - TIELINE
6. Cost of import overall minimum $/GWh (Cost of the overall minimum
import energy may be specified. The distribution of tiris energy will depend on
this
value as it will compete with the intemrptible energy purctrasãs.)
7. Maximum import load in MW (A tieHñé may have áiff"."nt maximum
import.load capabilities depending upon electrical óperating constraints and
transmission outages. These capabilities are defined ãt ttre õoundaries of the
utility's j uri sdiction.)
8 Number of import segments N, and
: strip
9. Import segment capacity in MW (Tieline
: <-- width -->

permit
function
the

capacity may be divided into segments to
:
the representation of non linear import cóst
:
as piece wise linear. Segmentation of
TIELINE :
capacity occurs afær the capacity required CApACITy:
for firm loads and overall minimum
(NfWl :
are accounted for. Figure A demonsÍates the
composition of a tiellle. The number of
:
depends upon how close a representation oi th"
:
curve is desired. Iæm t has to be specified for
each tieline segment, which means N times, for
:
each of S strips of the LDC. All that has to be
repeated for each time step, which means that
total number of eryrrþs for item 9 is TxSxN. Fieure A _

segment

lôads

segments
cost

t3L

(fixed)

: segment 2

I

:

contract

:

firm load

(fixed)

(variable)

:

(fixed)

tion of a Tieline

DATAMODULEi3_TrELrW
10. Import segment cosr in $/GWh €igure
B demonstates the segmentation
cost
each
each
All
step,

:

of the
:
function. Item 10 has to b specified for
:
tieline segment, which means N times, for
:
of S srips of the load duration curve.
{JNIT :
hat has to be repeaæd for each time
COST :
which means thar the toral number of inputs ($/KWtr):
is TxSxN)

ú

*
.*

*___*__.*

:
:
Import Cost :_:_:_:_:

FigrneB-Segmentation

:.I,Hä:T

mp

orr'

:

ffi, å::äi'il

jffi

for with this iæm. Import losses at"
ai a fraction of the import load at its
"*p.eriedand exporting ,yrt"rnr.j
source, i.e. the border between the importing
12. Firm exporrs in MW (EMMÀ permiti a fiim-imporí o, exporr of
gnerg^I as long as these two do not occur simultaneously. A firm export contract
has effect of increasing the system load and occupying a portion of
the tieline. This
contract has to be specified for each strip of the load ¿uraiion curve, which means
S
times, and that has to be repeated foi T time steps in EMMA. TxS values are
therefore required.)

DATA MODULE 13 - TIELINES (page 4):
13. value of firm exporrs in $/GWir (The value of rhe firm export may
be
specifîed for each strip of the load duration curve, which means S times, and
that
has to be repeated for T time steps.)
14. Export overall minimum in GWh (An overall minimum export for
all time
sl!?s Tu-y be.specified. This amount of energy will be allocated ^over ali strips of
all load duration curves to produce the best o*.¿t net ¡evenue.)
15' Value of export overall minimum $/GWh (The value of the overall
minimum
export energy may be specified. The distribution of this energy will depend
-r -- on this
value as it will compete with the intemrptible energy sales.)
16. Maximum export load in MW (A tieline may have different maximum
exporr
load capabilities depending upon electrical operäting consfraints and
transmission

outages. These capabilities are defined
iurisdiction.)
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ãt the boundaries of the utility's

DATA MODULE 13 - TIELINES (page 5):
17. Number of export segments N, and
18. Export segment capaciry in Mw

srip

<-- width -->
(Tieline capacity may be divided into a number
of segments to permit the representation of non: segment 2 : (fixed)
linear export value function as piece wise
TIELINE :_:
linear. Segmentation of the capacity occurs CAFACITy: : segment 1 : (fixed)
after the capacity required for firm loads
$/fW) :_:
and overall minimum loads are accounted for.
: reserve : fn*øl
Figure A demonstrates the composition of a tieline.
The number of segments depends upon how close a
conftact :(variable)
representation of the value curve is desired.
Item t has to be specified for each tieline
: firm load : (fixed)
segment, which means N times, for each of S
strips of the LDC. All that has ro be repeated
for each time step,which means that total
FigureA-Composition of a Tieline
number of entries for item 9 is TxSxN.

DATA MODULE 13 - TIELINES (page 6l
19. Export segment value in $/GWh

@igure B demonstrates the segmentation of the
value function. Item 10 has to be specified for
each tieline segment, which means N times, for
each of S strips of the load duration curve.
All that has to be repeated for each time step,
which means that the total number of inputs is
TxSxN)

*

UMT

J

O-

COST::
($/KWfr¡:

{<'

: :*..*
._* _*

Fîgure B - Segmentation of
Export Value
._:_:_
Funcúon
TMPORT CAPACTTY (MW)

MWIvfW (Average export tieline losses can be accounted for
with this item. Export losses are expressed as a fraction of the loading at the
20. Export losses
source.)
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DATA MODIJLE 14 - GENERA
eirables grouping of energy sources by strip of LDC. Croupinf is úsed io ¿"fin" u
minimum energy output from the membership of a group overa sn-ip of the LDC.
For each generation strip group, the foilowing data are required:
1. Generation group níune (Only alphanumerics & uid"rs.or"s, no blanks.)
yES or NO flag.)
?.Ty be printed? @nter
3. Minimum generation slope in MWMW, and
4. Minimum generation intercept in MW (3 and 4 define the function of the
system load for al-l-strips in each time step. T values, one for each time step, are
required for both. If the constraint is independent of the load, the slope is zeå.)
5. Number of the generation strip group members N (Thiô defines how
many members are involved in the group.)
. - 6. \*" (This defînes the name of the generating station, generating source,
or tieline. It must be one from the electrical nðtwork)
__
l.Type of energy source or sink (Four keywords can be used here:
GEN_STATION - for hydro generaring srarioni,
GEN_SOURCE - for generarion sources,
TIELINE_EXPORT - for tieline exports, and
TIELINE_IMPORT - for tieline imporrs.
8. Membership (This is a frãction and it describes what conrriburion rhe
member will make_to meeting the consfaint by timestep. This may vary by time
flep alg strip, and has to be entered T times. 6,7 ,8 havè to be repeate¿ foi all N
(item 5) sroup members.)

DATA MODULE 14 - GENERATION STRIP cROUpS (pageZ):

Note that maximum generation can also be imposed on the group. This is
accomplished by entering negative values for items i,4 and g!
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DATA MODULE 15 - GENERATX
enables the grouping

9f energy sources in all strips of the load duration curve by
time
The grouping is used to define a minimum energy output from thê
-step.
membership of the group over a time step. For each generation time group, the
following data items are required:
1. Generation group name (^Alphanumerics and underscores, no blanks.)
2.To be printed? @nrer YES or NO flag.)
3. Minimum generation slope in MWNIW, and

4. Minimum generation intercept in MW (3 and 4 define the function of the
system load for all strips and time steps. T values, are required for 3 and 4)

5. Number of the generation time group members N (This defines how
many members are involved in the group.)
6. Name (This defines the name of the generating station, generating source,
or tieline. It must bo one from the electrical network)
7 . Type of energy source or sink (Four keywords that can be used here:
_
GEN_STATION - for hydro generaring srarions,
GEN_SOURCE - for generation sources,
TIELINE_EXPORT - for tieline exporrs, and
TIELINE_IMPORT - for tieline imporrs.
8. Membership (This is a fraction and it describes what contribution the
member will make to meeting the constraint by timestep. This may vary by time
step, and has to be entered T times. Items 6,7 and 8 have to be tepeated foi all N
(item 5) group members.)

DATA MODI-ILE 15 - GENERATION TIME GROUPS (pageZ):

Note that maximum generation can also be imposed on the group. This is
accomplished by entering negative values for items 3,4 and g!
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pafe H¿OOU-E

16 - GENERATION PERIOD GROUPS (page 1) This module
enables the grouping of energy sources in all strips of the load duration curve and
all time steps by period. The period is over alt time steps. The grouping is used to
define a minimum energy output from the membership of the group over the
period. For each generation period group, the following data items are required:
1. Generation group narne (Alphanumerics and underscores, no blanks )
2.To be printed? (Enter YES or NO flag.)
3. Minimum generation slope in MWMW, and
4. Minimum generation intercept in MW (The minimum generation of the
group is a linear function of the system load. 3 and 4 describe this relationship.)
5. Number of the generation period group members N (This defines how
many members are involved in the group.)
6. Name (This defines the name of the generating station, generating source,
or tieline. It must be one from the electrical network)
7. Type of energy source or sink (Four keywords that can be used here:
GEN_STATION - for hydro generating stations,
GEN-SOURCE - for generation sources,
TIELINE_EXPORT - for tieline exports, and
TIELINE_IMPORT - for tieline imports.
8. Membership (This is a fraction and it describes what contribution the
member will make to meeting the constraint by timestep. This may vary by time
step, and has to be entered T times. Items 6,7 and I have to be repeated for all N
members.)
item 5

DATA MODULE 16 - GENERATION PERIOD GROUPS (page2):

Note that maximum generation can also be imposed on the group. This is
accomplished by entering negative numbers for items 3,4 and 8!
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DATA MODULE 17 - MAINTENANCE CREWS (page 1):
This module must be repeated for each maintenance crew. Each
maintenance crew is described as follows (explanations of data items are given in
brackets):

Name (Alphanumeric characters and underscores. No blanks.)
2. To be printed? @nter YES or NO flag.)
3. Maximum time step availability in days (This is the actual number of days
that the crew would normally have units out of service during a time step. T values,
one for each time step are required.)
4. Maximum period availability in days (This the actual number of days that
the crew would normally have units out of service during the period defîned by
1.

items 5 & 6.)
5. Number of time steps in the priod (This defines how many time steps are
there in the period that needs to be defined for maintenance purposes.)
6. Period timesteps names (List the n¿unes of all the time steps that belong to
the period. Total number of entries has to be equal to the number entered for 5.)
7. Number of assigned plants (This is the total number of hydro and thermal
stations the crew is assigned to maintain.)
L Plant name (List all the hydro and thermal stations that the crew is
assigned to maintain. Total number of entries must be equal to the number entered
under item 7. The corresponding modules for the hydro generating stations data
or generating source data under all listed n¿unes must be
t in the data set.
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MODI-ILE: emma

INTENT: "Give advice I to Eh¡fh4A usersl"
CHILD: intro_errìma
CHILD: fîrmness
CHILD: sequence
LOCAL: string {sys_name sys_ritle sys_help}
LOCAL: string fmotivation srep first drought cbnt]
STATE: begin ("e.exe" -> sys_nÍrme;
"EMMA advice" -> sys_title;
"general.hlp" -> sys_help;
intro_emma, context)
STATE: conrext
IF (ask "There are three basic motivations for the use of EMMA - select one:
1-

ANNUAL BUDGET preparation and updares,

2 - preparation of OPERATIONAL PLAN of releases, thermal and hydro
generation, maintenance, exports, and imports.
3 - LONG TERM STUDY of the system ( benefits from additional capaciries, some
operational condition or a change in the system). "
"bud get,operational_plan,lon g_term_study ") IS
"budget" : ( "budget" -> motivation, budget_how
)
"operational_plan" : ( "operational_planñ -> motivation,

ELSE (,, ron g-re.--r,uåfr1itüfti,tiì s tudy-how )
STATE: budget_how
IF (ask "The following 5 steps are necessary in order to obtain results that can be
used in preparation or updates of the annual budget. Select one for further

explanation!
1

_FIR MNE

S

S_TE S T, 2_SEVERE_CA SE, 3 _EXPEC TED_CA

S

E,

4-SEVERE-CASE-RE-RUNS, 5_CONVERGENCE_TEST, end consulrarion "
'' 1 _FIRMNES S_TEST,2_SEVERE_CASE,3
EXPECTED-CASE,4_SEVERE C
A SE-RE-RUNS, 5-cob{vERcENcE_TEST,end_consultation ")
IS

"1_FIRMNESS_TEST" : ( firmness, budget_how
)
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.

,'2_SEVERE_CASE"

: ( "severe" -> step;
reads " En/ß4,{ SEVERE CASE should be run fust. This means assuming a water
supply with a low probability (say 95Vo probabílity of exceedence) and aJsuming
?ffily f¡9eze. u¡ date. This run will formulate a release and energy production plan
that will satisfy system demand in case when operaúng conditioñi are severe.
Keeping firmness test reserves ensures that the system will be capable of coping
with contingencies if they should occur on top of the described sèvere conditions.
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE" -> conr;
sequence motivation step, budget_how )
"3 EXPECTED_CASE" : ( "expeÆted" -) sþp;reads " EMMA
EXPECTED CASE should be run next. This means tukine the water supply with
50Vo probability of exceedence and assuming expected freeze-up date. Thii run
will formulate a release and energy production plan that will satisfy demand in case
of the likeliest flow and loads scenario. Note that hydro generado; will be larger in
this than in the severe case (more water available) and expenses for non hydraulic
energy supplies will be smaller.

However, neither operational plan nor annual budget can be prepared based on
results of this run because the system should be able to perform if tne severe
scenario should occur. What can be done, is increase hydro generation and releases
in the immediate future for the severe scenario and compensate that with expensive
thermal generation in later time steps. This way, the system will perform
economically in the immediate future, and in later time steps it has a small
probability (probability that the severe scenario really occirs) of paying penalty
for this. In most cases (95Vo) flows will be larger than predicted if the sévere case,
and the system will avoid penalty.
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE" -> conr;
sequence motivation step, budget_how )

"4-SEVERE-CASE-RE-RUNS" : ( "re-runs" -> step; reads " SEVERE
CASE should be re-run iteratively, gradually increasing lower bounds on hydro
generation for the first three or four time steps (thus forcing it to increase). This
however, must not exceed the corresponding values for hydro generation in the
expected case. This incremental increase should be stopped when EMMA stå-rts
drawing up on the system's reserves determined in the FIRMNESS TEST.
PRESS RETURN TO CONTII{UE" -> conr;
sequence motivation step, budget_how )

"5_CONVERGENCE_TEST" : ( reads "
- CONVERGENCE TEST:

in the system's reservoirs and forbays operated according to operational
rules should be now re-calculated manually, based on the releases from the latest
EMMA run.
Levels_
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EÀmdA should be re-run with these levels in order to make sure that the operating
policy converges.
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE" -> conr, budget_how
)
ELSE ( null, GOAL )

STATE: operarional_how
IF (ask "Is the system in a drought?
*System is in drought if reserves
are below usual and inflows are not big enough to
enable sufficient energy production, thus making it necessary to use water
in
storage" "yesrno")
IS

"yes" : ( nuli, drought_operation
)
ELSE ( null, no_drought_operation )

STATE: drought_operation
IF (ask "The folloîing 5 steps are necessary in order to prepare an operational
plan of releases and power generation. Selett one for furtnå explanaiion!
1 _RRMNE S S_TES T, 2_SEVERE_CASE,
3-EXPECTED_CASE,
4-SEVERE-CASE-RE-RUNS, 5-CONVER-CENCE-TEST, 6-end-consulrarion
" 7,2,3,4,5,6")

"

IS

"1" : ( firmness, drought_operation )

"2" : ( "severe" -> step;
reads " EMMA SEVERE CASE should be run first. This means
assuming a low
*31.1 suppÌy (say 95vo of exceedence) and assuming early freeze-up datJ. This
run
will formulate a release and-energy production plan"that witt satisfy ,yrt"- demand
in case when operating conditioni-are severe. Keeping firmness test reserves
ensures that the system
îl1l b" capable of coping with conringencies if they should
occur on top of the described severe conditions.
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE" -> conr;
sequence motivati on step, dro u ght_operation
)
"3" : ( "expected" -) step;reads " EMMA E)GECTED CASE
should be
run next. This means taking the water supply with 507o probabilityof exceedence
and assuming expected.freeze-up date. Thls-run will formulate a ,êl.ur"
and energy
production plan that will satisfy demand in case of the likeliest flow
and loads
scenario. Note that hydro generation will be larger in this than in the
severe case
(more water available) and expenses for non hyãraulic energy
supplies will be
smaller.

t4t

IIowever, neither operational plan nor annual budget can be prepared based on
results of this run because the system should be abie to perform if tfre severe
scena¡io should occur. What can be done, is increase hydro generation and releases
in the immediate future for the severe scenario and compenJut" that with expensive
thermal generation in later time steps. This way, the syjtem will perform
economically in the immediate future, and in later dmé steps it haì a small
prob_ability (probability_that the severe scenario really occurs) of paying penalty
for this. In most cases (95Vo) flows will be larger than predicted in the sévere case,
and the syst€m will avoid penalty.
PRESS RETURN TO CONTIIr{I.jE" -> conr;
sequence motivation step, drought_operation )
"4" : ( "re_runs" -> step; reads " SEVERE CASE should be re_run
iteratively, gradually increasing lower bounds on hydro generation for the first
three or four time steps (thus forcing it to increase). This however, must not
exceed the corresponding values for hydro generation in the expected case. This
incremental increase should be stopped when EMMA starts draïing up on the
system's reserves determined in the FIRMNESS TEST.
PRESS RETURN

To coNTfNUE" -> conr; sequence morivation srep,

drought_operation )

"5":(reads"
- CONVERGENCE

TEST:

in fe system's reservoirs and forbays operated according to operational
rules should be now re-calculated manualty, baied on the releasãs from the latest
EMMA run.
Levels_

EMMA should be re-run with these levels in order to make sure that the operating
policy converges.
PRESS RETURN

To coNTINuE" -> conr, drought_operarion )

ELSE ( null, GOAL )

STATE: no_drought_operation
IF (ask "The following 3 steps æe necessary in order to prepare an operational
plan of releases and power generation. Select one for further explanátion!
1
N4b{E S S_TES T, 2-EXPE CTED_CA S E, 3 _CONVER GENCE_TE S T,
-FIR
4_end_consultation" " 1,2,3,4" )

IS

1" : ( firmness, no_drought_operation )
"2" : ( "expected_n" -> stepf
"

reads "
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EMMA EXPECTED CASE should be run. This means taking the flows with 50Vo
probability of exceedence and assuming expected freeze-up ãaæ. This run will
formulate a release and energy production ptan that will satisfy demand in case
of
the likeliest flow and loads scenario.
PRESS RETURN T'o

coNTs{uE"

no_drought_operation )

-> cont; sequence motivation step,

"3":(reads"

- CONVERGENCE

TEST:

Levels- in
fe system's reservoirs and forbays operated according to operational
rules should be now re-calculated manualty, Uaiø on the releasãs from
the latest
EMMA run.

EMMA should be re-run with these levels in order to make sure that the operating
policy converges.

To coNTINuE" -> conr, no_drought_operation )
ELSE (

PRESS RETURN

null, GOAL )

STATE: study_how
IF (ask "The following 5 steps are necessary in order to obtain results that can
be
used in long term studies of the system p.úo*unce. Select one for
further

explanation!

_FIRMNE S S_TE S T, 2_EXIS TING_S YS TEM, 3 _C ONVER GENCE_TE S T,
4-c IIAN GE D-s Y s rE M, 5 _ c o NVE R GEN c E _Tg s t,, ¿_. * u I r u-ri o ; "
"r,2r3r4r5,6")
"
1

IS

,

"1" : ( firmness, study_how )
"2" : ( "existing" -> step;

..9?9r " system without the examined change is first entered to EMMA
and
different sequences of flows (95vo, 7 5vo, l}Eo, z5vo, and 5vo probabitity of
exceedence) or scenarios of interest are examined in order to evaluat"
Srfo.-un.,
of the system.
PRESS RETURN
)

To CONTINUE" -> conr; sequence motivation

"3":(reads"
- CONVERGENCE

step, study_how

TEST:

Levels- in

system's reservoirs and forbays operated according to operational
th-e
rules should be now re-calculated manuall¡ baied on the releases from
the latest
EMMA run.
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EMMA should be re-run with these levels in order to make sure that the operating
policy converges.
PRESS RETURN TO CONTTNI.IE" -> conr, study_how )
"4" : ( "changed" -> step; reads " System with the examined change built
in is entered to EMMA and different sequences of flows (57o,257o,50%o,75vo,
95Vo probability of exceedence.) or scenarios are repeated in order to evaluate the
effect of the examined change in the system. Note that this procedure gives afatr
comparison of system performance with and without the examined change, because
it takes its optimal responce in both cases.
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINIIE" -> cont; sequence motivation step;reads "
Note that the resulting energy productions, reservoir levels, and other physical
data obtained for the utility with and without the examined change should be used
for further evaluation of benefits and not values of EMMA objective function itself
(EMMA objective function gives only relative dollar values that can be compared
only within one EMMA run).
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE" -> conr, study_how )
"5" : ( reads

- CONVERGENCE

TEST:

Levels in the system's reservoirs and forbays operated according to operational
rules should be now re-calculated ma¡ually, based on the releases from the latest
EMMA run.

EMMA should be re-run with these levels in order to make sure that the operating
policy converges.
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINITE" -> cont, study_how )
ELSE ( null, GOAL )

GOAL OF emma
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#nolist

finclude <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

finclude "/sys/ins/base.ins.c
#include

"
"/sys/ins/gmr.ins.c "

finclude "/sys/ins/pfm.ins.c
#list

/* declaring

"

necessary gtobals

*/

short file_id, viewport_idl, viewport_id2;
gm-$segment id_t segment_id, sl, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6;

main0
{ extern int select-from_menu0;
int choice;
short high_plane, font-family_id;
Bm-$bound sreal-t bounds ;
status_$t st;

gm-$pointl 6-t bitmap-size ;
Bm-$color_entry_t col or_array

[B ] ;

high_plane = 8; bitmap_size.x = 1024; bitmap_size.y = I0Z4;

/* Initialize 2D GMR. */
gm_$init( gm_$direct,
stream_$ std ou t, bitmap_size, hig h_plane, s t) ;

/* Define colours */
color_array[0].red = 1.0;
color_array[0].green = 1.0;
color_array [0].blue = 0.0;
gm-$display_set_color_map((long) 1,(short) l,color_array,st)
99lor-11ray[0].red =1.0; color-array[0].green

/* red 16 *l

-0.2:

;

color_arrayfO].blue =0.3;

color-array[1].red =0.3; color_array[l].green =1.0; color_arrayfl].blue =0.3;
*l

l* green 17

c9191-aryy[2].red =0.3; color-array[2].green

4.2:

color_array[2].brue =1.0;

/* blue 18 */
99lor-alay[3].red =0.3; color-array[3].g¡een =1.0; color_array[3].blue =1.0;
l* Ug79 *¡
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color-array[4].red
/* yellow 20 *l
color-array[5].red
/* purple 21 *l
color-array[6].red
l* orange22*l
color-array[7].red

=1.0; color_array[4].green =1.0; color_array[4].blue 0.0;
=1.0; color_arrayl5].green 4.4; color_array[5].blue =1.0;
=1.0; color_anay[6].green =0.6t color_array[6].blue =0.0;

/* white 23 *l

=1.0; color-arraylTl.green =1.0; color_array[7].blue =1.0;

gm-$display-set_c olor_map((long) 1 6,(short) B,color_aray,sr)

l*

Createlupdate and name metaflle.

;

*/

gm-$file_create("EMMA ES_gmr",
(short)11, gm_$write, gm_$lw, file_id, st);

l*

if( st.all == status_$ok) t

Get the right fonts (necessary for writing text).

*/

gm-$font-family-include("FONTS",(short)5,gm_$pixel,font_family_id,st);
get_it_started0;
/* make all necessary segments */
gm-$file-clo se(true, st) ;

];
gm-$file-open ( "EMMA_E

S_g mr

",

identify_segments0;

/*

Coerce REAL data to INTEGERIí. *l
gm-$data_coerce_set_real(gm_$ I 6,st)

;

/* Move viewport 1 to the left for menu use */

=
=
=
Lrounds.ymax =
bounds.xmin
bounds.xmax
bounds.ymin

0.0;

0.24;
0.0;

0.75;
gm_$viewport_set_bounds (bounds,
sr);

l*

Create viewport where everything

=
=
=
=

will be going on */

bounds.xmin
0.244;
bounds.xmax
1.0;
bounds.ymin
0.0;
trounds.ymax
1.0;
gm_$viewport_create(bound s,
viewport_idtr, st);
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l*

Create viewport for messages */
bounds.xmin
0.0;
bounds.xmax
0.24;
bounds.ymin
0.755;
trounds.ymax
1.0;
gm_$viewport_create(bound s,

=
=
=
=

viewport_id2, st);

/* Function that draws the scheme of the system */
select:
please_draw_scheme0;

/* Function that draws the main menu

and returns a picked value

*/

choice = select_from_menu( 1 );

if( choice -- 2) edit_modeQ;
if( choice -- 3 ) view_modeQ;
if( choice != 1 ) goto select;

/*

Close the metafile and terminate the whole thing.

*/

gm-$fîle-close( true,
sr);

/*

Set the cursor to the original color

*/

color_array[0].red = 1.0;
color_arrayfO].green = 0.0;
color_array[0].blue = 0.0;
gm_$display_set_color_map((long) 1,(short) l,color_array,st)
gm_$terminate(st);
]
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;

l*---------

----------*l

add_control0
{

extern
extern
extern
extern

gm_$segment id_t s5;
int select_from_menu0;

int picklake0;
int get_nameQ;

status_$t

gm-$point_anay76_t

gm_$pointl6_t
gm_$pointreal_t
short

st;
pq

ptl,ptl;
ptrl,position;
radiusl, radius2 , nl, delta_y, delta_x, width,

lakel length, lake2_length;
choice,count,n;
str, lakel ,Iake2;

int
gm-$string-t
boolean
char
double

fill;

call_str[32];
fact,dist;

/* Prompt to get station name */
n= get_name("ENTER TI{E NAME OF","CONTROLLED OUTLET",call_str);

if(n>32)n=32:
nl = (short)n;
count = 0;

while( count <= n ){
strfcount] = call-str[count]
++count;];

;

againl:
tell_user( "PICK UPSTREAM", "LAKE
please_draw_scheme0;
pick_somethin g(0. 5,0. 5) ;
choice = picklake0;

if( choice

--

1

)

"

);

{

gm_$inq_circle_1 6(pt l,radius 1,fil1,st)
gm_$pick_command ( gm_$ step,st) ;
gm_$inq_tag(lake 1,lake 1 _length,st) ;
gm-$ segmen t_cl o se(fal se,st) ;
) else

{ choice = select_from_menu(6);

if (choice

ì.
Jt

--

goto againl;
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1) return;

;

agaínZ:

tell_user("PlcK DOWNSTREAM", "LAKE")
please_draw_scheme0;
pick_something(0. 5,0.5) ;
choice = picklake0;

;

if( choice == 1 ) i
grn_$inq_circle_ I 6(pt2,radius2,fill,st)
gm-$pick-command(gm_$ step, st) ;
gm-$inq- tag(Iake2,lake2 length, st) ;
gm-$segment-cl ose(false,st) ;

]

else

{ choice = select_from_menu(6);

if (choice

--

1) rerurn; goto again2;

];
/* Construct

the rectangle
width = 5;

*/

delta_x -ptL.x- ptl.x;
delta_y -pt2.y - prl.y;
dist = delta_x * delta_x + delta_y * delta3;
facr = radiusl / sqrt( dist );
gm-$segment-open(s5,st) ;
gm-$modelcmd_set_mode ( gm_$modelc md_in sert,st) ;
check(st);
gm-$fîll-v alue((lon g) 1 B,st) ;
gm-$tag(lake 1,lake 1
gth,st) ;
-len
g m-$ ta g (l akeZ,Iake}
gth, s t) ;
-len

size_choice:

pt[0].x - ptl.x + delta3/width; pt[0].y = prl.y - delta_x/width;
pt[l].x - prl.x - delta_y/width; ptll].y = prl.y + delra_x/width;
pt[2].x - p2.x - delta_yiwidth; pt[2] .y -p2.y + delta_x/width;
pt[3].x - p2.x + delta3/width; pt[3] .y = p2.y - delta_x/width;
gm-$polyline-2d 1 6((short)4,pt,true,true,st) ;
check(st);
gm-$ segmen t-c lose(ftue,s
please_draw_schemeQ;

t) ;

/* Select the station sizn *l
choice = select_f¡om_menu(5);
gm-$segmen t-open(s5,st) ;
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;

if(choice == 3)

{

gm_$modelc md_set_mode(gm_$modelcmd_in sert, si)
gm_$fi I l_v al u e ((lon g)23,st) ;

;

width=widtho0.9;
ptl.x - pt1.x + delta_x * fact;
ptl.y = ptl.y + delta_y * facr;
pt[O].x - prl.x + delta_y/width;
pt[0].y = ptl.y - delta_x/widttr;

prl1].x - pr1.x - delta_y/width;
pr[1].y = ptl.y + delta_xlwidth;
pr[2].x = pt[1].x + delta_x / (width * 2.5),
pt[Z].y = pt[l].y + delta_y / (width 2.5);
"
pt[3].x = pt[0].x + detta_x / (width * 2.5):
pr[3].y = pt[O].] + delta_y / (width o 2.5):
gm-$polyline-2d 1 6((short)4,pr,rrue,rrue,sr);
gm-$tag(str,nl,st);
gm-$segment-close(true,st)
please_draw_schemeQ ; ]
else {

if( choice

--

;

1)

width = width o 0.9 ;
if( choice --2) width = width * 1.1 + I ;
gm_$mo delcmd_set_mode(g m_$modelcmd_replace,st)
goto size_choice; i;
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;

l*---------

-----------*l

/* Edit the scheme */
add_element0
{

extern int selecr_from_menu0;
int choice;
Select from edit menu */
again: choice = select_from_men u(2)

/*

;

/* Go to the appropriate module */
if (choice -- 2) add_lake0;
if (choice -- 3) add_inflow0;

if (choice -- 4) add_hydro0;
if (choice -- 5) add_outlet0;
if (choice -- 6) add_controlQ;
if (choice -- 7) add_thermal0;
if (choice != l) goro again;

]
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add_hydro0
t
extern gm_$segment id_t s2;
extern int select_from_menu0;
extern int picklakeQ;
extern int get_nameO;

l*

declare variables
status_$t

*/
St;

gm-$point-anayl6-t

pt;

gm-$pointl6_t
gm-$pointreal-t

pú,pa;

short

int

gm-$string-t
boolean
char
double

ptrl,position;
radiusl, radius2, n1, delta_y, delta_x, width,
lake 1 _leng th, lake} lengrh;
choice,choice l,count,n;
str, lakel ,1ake2;

filt;

cali_str[32];
fact,dist;

/* Prompt to get station name */
n- get-name("ENTER TFIE NAME oF","TFlE IryDRo STATIoN",cali_srr);

if(n>32)n-32:

nl = (shorr)n;
count = 0;
while( count <= n )[
strfcount] = call-str[count];
++count;];

againl:
tell_user( "PICK UPSTREAM", "LAKE
please_draw_scheme$;
pick_somethin g(0. 5,0. 5) ;
choice = picklake0;

if( choice == I ) i

"

);

gm-$inq-circle-l 6(pt l,radius l,fill,st)
gm_$pick_coûrmand (gm_$step,st) ;
gm-$inq-tag(lake l,lake 1
-length,st)
gm-$segment-clo se(fal se,st)
;

]

else

{ choice = select_from_menu(6);
(choice -- 1) return;
goto againl;

if

];
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;

;

agairÛ:

tell_user("PlcK DOWNSTREAM
please_draw_schemeQ;
pick_somethin g(0.5,0. 5) ;
choice = picklake0;
if( choice == I ) {

",

"LAKE

"

);

gm-$inq-circle- 1 6(pt2,radius2,fill,st)
gm-$pick-command( gm_$

step, st)

;

gm_$inq_ tag(lake2,l ake2_l en gth, s t) ;
gm-$segment-close(false,st) ;

) else

I choice = select_from_menu(6);

if (choice

--

1) return;

goto again2;

];

/* Construct

the rectangle

*/

width = 5;
delta_x -pt2.x - ptl.x;
delta_y -ptZ.y -ptl.y;
dist = delta_x * delta_x + delta_y * delta¡l;
fact - radiusl / sqrt( dist );
gm_$segment_open(s2, st) ;
gm-$modelcmd_set_mode(gm_$modelcmd_in
check(st);

gm_$fill_value((lon g) I 8,st) ;
gm-$tag(lake l,lake 1
-length,st) ;
gm_$ ta g (l akeZ,lake} _len g th,s t) ;
size_choice:

- ptl.x + delta_y/width;
- ptl.y - delta_lwidth;
pt[i].x - ptl.x - delta_y/width;
pt[l].y = ptl.] + delta_x/width;
pt[0].x
pt[O].y

pt[2].x =ptL.x - delta_y/width;
ptl2l.y -ptL.y + delta_x/width;
pt[3].x - ptL.x + deltz_y lwidth;
pt[3].y -ptL.y - delta_x/width;
gm-$polyline-2d 1 6((short)4,pt,true,true,sr)
check(st);
gm-$segment-clo se(true,s t) ;
please_draw_scheme$;
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;

sert, st)

;

;

/*

Select the station sizn

*l

choice = selecr_from_menu(5);
Bm-$ segment-open(s2,st) ;
if(choice != 3)
t
if( choice -- 1 ) width = widrh n 0.9 ;
if( choice -- 2) width = width * 1.1 + 1 ;
gm-$modelcmd_set_mode(gm_$mod elcmd_replace, st) ;
toto size-choice; ]

else

I

plant-size'

Bm-$modelcmd_set_mode(gm_$modelcmd_insert,
gm_$fîll_value((lon g) 1 7,st) ;
width=width o0.9;
prl.x - ptl.x + delta_x * fact;
o" 'y = ptl 'y + delta-y * fact;
pt[O].x

st)

;

- prl.x + delta_y/width;

pt[0].y = ptl.y - delta_x/width;

pt[l].x - prl.x - delta_y/width;
pt[1 ].y = pt1.y + delta_x/width;
pt[2].x = ptfl].x + delta_x / (widrh * 0.8);
ptlzl.y = ptf1].y + delra¡r / (width * 0.8);
pt[3].x = pt[O].x + delta_x / (widrh o 0.9);
pt[3].y = pt[0].y + delra3 / (width n 0.8);

gm-$pol yline-2d I 6((short)4,pr,rrue,rrue,s
gm-$ seg men t-close(tru e,s t) ;
please_draw_scheme0;

r)

;

choicel = select_from_menu(5);
Bm-$segment-open(s2,st)

if(choicel != 3)

if (choicel -if (choicel --

;

{

1) width = width o 0.9;
Z) width = width * 1.1 +1;

gm_$modelcmd set_mode(gm_$modelcmd_replace,st)
; goto plant_size;)

else

{

gm-$tag(str,n1,st);
gm-$segment_close(true,st)
choice = select_from_menu(7);
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;

]

;

if(choice == 1)[

pt 1 .x=pr I . x+delra_x/(width *0.5
pr I .y=pr 1 .y+delra_y/(width *0.5

);
);

n - get_name("ENTER. NAME FOR RUN","OF RIVER
STATION",call_sft');

if(n>32)n=32;

ì.
Jt

nl - (short)n;
count = 0;
while( count <= n ){
sft [count] = call-strlcount] ;
++count; ì;
gm-$segment-open(s2,st) ;
gm-$modelcmd_set_mode(gm_$modelc md_ins ert, st)
; goto plant_size;];

)
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l*--------add_inflow0

----------*r

{

extern
extern
extern
extern
extern

gm_$segment id_t s3;
int select_from_menu0;
gm_$pointreal_t pick_position0
int picklakeQ;
int get_name0;

/*

decla¡e variables
status_$t

;

*/
st;

gm_$point_anay16_t
gm*$pointl6_t

pq
pr1;

gm-$pointreal-t
int
gm-$string-t

ptrl,position;
radius, n1, delta_y, delta_x, width,lake_length;
choice,choice l,count,n ;
str,lake;

boolean
char

call_str[32];

short

fill;

/* Prompt to get inflow name */
¡ = get-ilâme("ENTER INFLow NAME","up to 32 charucters",call_sf);

if(n>32)n=32:

¡l

= (short)n;

count = 0;
while( count <= n ){
str[count] = call-sfr lcount]
++count; ];

/*

Select the inflow the inflow goes to

;

*/

againl:
tell-user("PlcK DESTINATION","LAKE FoR TFIE INFLow");
please_draw_scheme0;
pick_somethin g(0. 5,0. 5) ;
choice = picklake0;
if ( choice == 1 )[

gm_$inq_circle_ 1 6(pt l,radiu s,fill,st)
gm-$pick-command(gm_$ step, st) ;
gm-$inq-tag(lake, lake-length,st) ;
Bm-$segment-clo se(false,st) ;
) else

I choicel = select_from_menu(6);
if (choicel -- 1) rerun;
goto againl;

];
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;

/* Prompt to pick the source position */
æ11_user("CHOOSE TIffi, SOURCE","POSITtrON");
position = pick_position0;
pt[0].x = position.x;
pt[0].y = position.y;

/*

Construct the triangle */
width = 5;
delta_x = pt[0].x - prl.x;
delta_y = pt[O].y - ptl.y;
gm-$segment-open(s3,st);
gm-$modelcmd_set_mode(gm_$modelcmd_insert,
check(st);
gm-$tag (lake,l ake-len gth,st) ;

st)

;

size_choice:

ptl1].x - ptl.x + delta_y/width;
ptl1].y = ptl.y - delta_x/width;
pt[2].x - prl.x - delta_y/width;
ptlzl.y = ptl .y + delta_xlwidth;
gm-$po I ylin e-2d I 6 ( ( s h ort) 3,p t, true, tru
check(st);
gm_$ seg ment_c lose(tru e, st) ;
please_drau,_scheme$

/*

Select the

e, s t) ;

;

inflow size *l

choice = select_from_menu(5);
gm_$segment_open(s3,st) ;

if(choice == 3) {
gm-$tag(str,n 1,st);
gm_$segment_close(true,st) ;
else I

if( choice --

i

1)

width = width * 0.9 ;
if( choice -- 2) width = width * 1.1 + 1 ;
gm_$modelcmd_set_mode(gm_$mod elcmd_replace,
goto size_choice; ];
]
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st)

;

l*------------

--------

-----------*l

add_take0
{

extem
extern
extern
extern

gm_$segment_id_t s 1 ;
int select_from_menu0 ;
gm*$pointreal_t pick_positionO;
int get_nameo;

/* declare variables */

status_$t
gm_$pointl6_t
gm-$pointreal-t
short
int
gm-$string-t
long
char

st;

ptl;
ptrl,position;
radius,nl;
choice,count,n;
str;

fill;
call_str[32];

/* Prompt to get lake name */
n - get_name("ENTER LAKE NAME","up to 32 characters",call_str);

if(n>32)n=32;
nl = (short)n;
count = 0;
while( count

/*

.= n ) { sr[count]

= call_str[count]; ++count;]

Select from PURPOSE_MENU segment
choice = select_from_menu(4) ;
if( choice =- 1
fill = 16;
if( choice
fiLL= 22:
if( choice
3
fill = 20;
if( choice
fill = 18;

*/

)
2)
--- )
-- 4)

/* Prompt to pick lake position */
tell_user(" CHOO SE THE LAKE
position = pick_position0;

",

"POSITION")

;

/* Draw the lake */
ptl.x = position.x; pt1.y - position.y;
radius = 48;
gm-$segment-open(s 1,st);
gm_$modelcmd_set_mode( gm_$modelcmd_in sert,

gm-$fill_value(fill,st)

;

size_choice:

gm-$circle- 1 6(pt l,radius,true,st)
m-$ seg men t-c 1o se(tru
please_draw_scheme0;
g

e,s t)

;

;
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st) ;

;

/*

Select the lake

sizþ*l

choice = select_from_menu(5);
gm_$segment_open(s 1,st) ;
if(choice == 3) {

gm-$tag(str,nl,st);
gm_$segment-close(true,st) ; ]
else I

if( choice -- 1 ) radius = radius * 1.1 ;
if( choice -- 2 ) radius = radius * 0.9 ;
gm_$modelcmd_set_mode(gm_$modelcmd_replace,st)
goto size_choice; ];

l
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;

l*---------

/* I shall make the add element menu segment in the metafile *l

-----------*l

int add_menu0
{

gm-$segment-id-t segment-id

;

status_$t st;

gm_$pointl6_t ptl;
int seg;

l*

Create ADD_MENU segment */
gm-$se gment-create( " ADD_MENU ",

(short)8, segment_id, st);

/t

Get the right text size and background color. */
Bm-$text-size(26.0,st) ;
gm_$text_background_val ue((long) 1 8,st);

/*

Red box prompt */
message("SELECT ELEMENT TYPE","FOR ADDING");

/* Make

7 blue menu boxes

*/

menu_boxes(7);

/* Enter commands */
gm_$text_background_value((ton g) 1 B,st)
gm_$text_value((long)20,st) ;
ptl.x = 2;
Pt1'Y = -6'

;

/* define place for text, and write command */
gm_$text_2d I 6(pt1,0.0,"go back to",(short) I 0,st);
pt1.y = pt1.y -5;
gm_$ text_2dl 6(ptl,0. 0, " EDIT MENU ",(s hort)9, st) ;
ptl.y - pt1 .y - 9;
g m_$ tex t_ Zdl 6(pt1, 0. 0, " L AKE S ", ( s h ort) 5, s t)
;

pt1.y=ptl.y-10;
(pt 1,0.0, " INFLOWS ",(short)7,st) ;
pt1.y = ptl.y - 4;
Bm-$ text_Zdl 6 (ptl,O. 0, " in to lakes ", (short) 1 0,s t) ;
gm_$ text_2d

16

ptl.y-prl.y-B;
gm_$text_2d 1 6(pt1,0.0, "IIYDR O STATIONS ",(short) 1 4,st)

ptl.y - ptl .y - 4;

gm-$tex t_2d1 6(pt1,0.0, " between lake s ",(sh ort) 1 3, st) ;
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;

'

ptl.y = ptl.y - 8;
gm_$tex t_ ZdI 6(ptl,0. 0, " NATURAL OUTI-ETS

",

gm_$tex t_ 2dl 6(ptl,0.0, " between lake s ",(sh ort)

3, st)

ptl.y=ptl.y-4;

1

(shorr) 1 5,s t) ;
;

pt1.y=pti.y-B;
gm_$tex t_ 2dl 6(ptl,0. 0, " CONT'R OLLED OUTLETS ", ( s h ort)
ptl.y -ptl.y - 4;
gm_$text 2d16(ptl,0.0,"between lakes",(short)l 3,st);

1

8, st)

ptl.y=pt1.y-10;
gm_$tex t_ Zdl 6(ptl,0. 0, " TFIERMAL/OTFIER
seg

-

segment_id; return seg;

]
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S

T. ", ( sh ort) I 7, s t)

;

;

l*---------

----------*l

add_outlet0
{

extern gm_$segment id_t s4;
extern int select_from_menuQ
extern int picklake0;
extern int get_name0;

l*

declare variables

;

*/

status_$t

st;

gm_$point_anayl6_,

Ot
pt7,pt2;
ptrl,position;
radius, n1, delta_y, delta_x, width, lakel_length,
lake2 length;
choice,count,n;
str, lakel ,lakeZ:

gm-$pointl6_t
8m-$pointreal-t
short

int
gm-$string-t
booiean

fiil;

char

call_str[32];

/+ Prompt to get outlet name */
n - get_name("ENTER OUTLET NAME","up to 32 cha¡acters",call_str),

if(n>32)n=32;

¡l

= (short)n;

count = 0;
while( count <= n ){
str[count] = call-str[count];
++count; ];

/*

Seiect the outlet the outlet goes to

*/

againl:
tell_user("PlcK DESTINATION","LAKE OF TFIE OIJTLET");
please_draw_schemeQ;
pick_somethin g(0. 5,0. 5) ;
choice = picklakeQ;
if( choice == I ) {

gm-$inq-circle- I 6(pt2,radiu s,fill,st)
gm-$pick-command(gm-$ step, st) ;
gm-$inq_ tag(lake2,l ake2_len gth, sr) ;
gm_$segment_close(false,st)

]

;

else

I choice = select_from_menu(6);
if (choice -- 1) return;
goto againl;

];
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;

/* Frompt to pick the source position */
againZ:
tell_user( " CHOO SE TIIE POS ITION", " OF THE S OIJRCE " );
please_draw_scheme0;
pick_somethin g(0.5,0. 5) ;
choice = picklakeQ;
if( choice == 1 ) [

gm-$inq-circle- 1 6(ptl,radiu s,fill,st)

gm_$pick_command( gm_$step, st) ;
gm-$inq_tag(lake1,lake1 length,st);
8m-$ segment-close(false,st) ;

] else

i

choice = select_from_menu(6);
if (choice -- 1) return;
goto again2;

i;
/* Construct the rectangle *l
width = 5;
delta_x -p2.x-pt1.x;
delta_y -ptZry -ptl.y;
gm-$segment-open(s4,st) ;
gm-$modelcmd_set_mode( gm_$modelcmd_in
check(st);
gm-$tag(lake l,lake 1
-length,st) ;
g m-$ ta g (l akeZ,l ake2-len gth, s t) ;
size_choice:
pt[O].x pt[O].y =

prl.x + delta_y/width;
ptl.y - delta_lwidth;
ptf1].x = ptl.x - delta_y/width;

ptl1].y = ptl.] + delta_x/width;
pt[2].x - ptL.x - delra_y/width;
ptlZl.y =ptL.y + delta_x/width;
pt[3].x - ptL.x + delta_y/width;
pt[3].y =ptL.y - delta_x/width;

gm_$pol yline_2d 1 6((short)4,pt,true,true,sr)
check(st);
gm-$ segment-clo se(true,s t) ;
please_draw_scheme0;
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;

sert, st)

;

;

/*

Select the outlet size

*l

choice = select_from_menu(5);
Bm-$segment-open(s4,st);

if(choice == 3) [
gm-$tag(str,n1,st);
gm-$segment_close(true,st) ; ]
else I
if( choice -- 1 ) width = widrh o 0.9 ;
if( choice -- 2) width = widrh * 1.1 + 1 ;
gm_$modelcmd_set_mode(gm_$modelcmd_replace,
goto size_choice; ];

l
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st)

;

l*---------

-----------*/

add_thermal0
{

extern gm_$segmentjd_t s6;
extern int select_from_menuQ ;
extern gm_$pointreal*t pick_posirionQ;
extern int get_nameO;

/* declare variables */

status_$t
gm-$point16_t
gm-$pointreal-t
short
int
gm-$string-t
long
char

st;

ptl,p2;
ptrl,position;
radius,n 1;
choice,count,n;
str;

fill;
call_str[32];

/* Prompt to get thermal name */

¡ = get-nÍrme("ENTER
if(n>32)n=32i

STATION NAME","up to 32 characters",call_str);

¡l

= (short)n;
count = 0;
while( count.= n ){str[count] = call_strlcount];
++count;);

/* Prompt to pick thermal position */
tell_user( " CHOOSE THE STATION
position = pick_position0 ;

",

"POSITION

");

/* Draw the thermal */
ptl.x = position.x;
pt1.y = posirion.y;
radius = 48;
gm-$segment-open(s6,st) ;
gm-$modelcmd_set_mode(gm_$modelc md_in
size_choice:

p2.x

- ptl.x

+ 1.6 * radius

ptZ.y-ptl.y+radius;

;

gm-$rectangle- I 6(pt 1,pt2,true,st)
g m-$ segment-c lo se(tru e, s t)
;
please_draw_scheme$;

;
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sert, st)

;

/*

Select the thermal sizp,*l
choice = select_from_menu(5);
gm-$ segment-open(s 6,st) ;

if(choice == 3) [
gm-$tag(str,n1,st);
Bm-$segment-close(true,st) ; ]
else {

if( choice -- 1 ) radius = radius * 1.1 ;
if( choice -- 2)
radius = radius * 0.9 ;
gm_$modelcmd_set_mode( gm_$modelcmd_replace, st) ;
goto size_choice; ];

l
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l*---------

/x This routine sets the right pick aperture size *l
aperture0
t
status_$t st;

gm-$pointreal_t aperture_s ize;

l* Initialíze aperture size *l
aperture_s íze.x = 0.000 1 ;
apertue_stze.y - 0.M1;

gm_$pick_set_s ize(aperture_size, st) ;
]
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----*l

l*---------

-----------*t

/* I shall make the cancel

lproceed menu segment in the metafiIe +l

int cancel_menuQ
t
gm-$segment-id-t segment-id

;

status_$t st;

gm_$pointl6_t pt1;
int seg;

l*

Create CANCEL_MENU segmenr

*/

gm-$segment-create( " CANCEL_MENU ",
(short)1 1, segment_id, st);

/* Get the right text

size and background color.

gm-$text-size(26.0,st) ;
gm_$text_background_value((lon

/*

Red box prompt
mes s age(

'

l*

g)

1

8,st)

*/
;

*/

"LAKE NOT PICKED

Make 2 blue menu boxes
menu_boxes(2);=

", " SUCCES

SF[ILLY

"

);

*/

/* Enter commands */
gm_$text_background_value((lon g) 1 8,sr)
gm_$text_value((long)20,st) ;

;

ptl.x = 1;ptl .y = -6:
/* define place for text, and write command */
gm_$tex t_2d I 6(pt 1,0.0, " CANCEL INPUT", (shorr) 1 2,st) ;
ptl.y -ptl.y - 4;
gm-$text_2d 1 6(pt 1,0. 0, " (no lake available) ",(short) 1 9,st) ;

pt1.y=ptl.y-8;
gm-$tex t_2dl 6(pt1,0.

ptl.y=ptl.y-4;

0,

"

RETRY PICKING

",

(shorr) I 3, st) ;

gm_$text_2d 1 6(pt 1,0.0, "4 LAKE ",(short)6,st)
seg

- segment_id;

return seg;
]
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;

l>k--------l*

I'Ll tell you what's going on
check(status)

if there's

an error!

status_$t status;
{

if(status.all ! = sratus_$ok)
pfm-$ error_trap

(s

tatu

s

);

]

na

*/

------------*r

l*---------

-----------*/

/* I shall make the view_confi'ol menu segment in the metaflle */
int control_vwQ
{

gm-$segmen
status_$t st;

t-id-t

segment-id

;

gm-$pointl6_t ptl;
int segi

l*

Create CONTROL_VIEW segmenr */
Bm-$ segmen t-create( " CONTR OL_VEW ",
(short)12, segmenr_id, st);
size and background color. */
gm-$tex t-size(26.0,st) ;
gm_$text_background_value((lon g) I 8,st) ;

/* Get the right text

/*

Red box prompt */
message("SELECT GRAPHS FOR","DISPLAY");

/* Make 2 blue menu boxes */
menu_boxes(2);

/* Enter commands */
gm_$text_background_value((lon g) I 8,st)
gm_$text_value((long)20,st);

;

ptl.x = 1;
Ptl.Y = -3'
/* define place for text, and write command */
gm_$text_Zdl 6(pt1,0.0, " B ACK TO MAIN MENU

",

(short)

1

7, st)

;

ptl.y -ptt.y - 12;

gm_$text_2dl 6(ptl,0.0, "HISTORIC DISCHARGES ",(shorr) 1 9,st)

seg - segmentjd;
return seg;
]

L7t

;

l*---------

/* This routine makes the cursor active and puts it to (x,y) */
cursor(x,y)
float x,y;
t
status_$t st;

gm-$pointreal-t cursor-po sition;

/*

make cursor actíve*l
gm-$curs or-set_active(true,

s

t)

;

/* Put the cursor to a visible place in the viewport */
cursor_position.x = x;
cursor_position.y - y;
gm-$ c urs or_s et_po si ti o n( c ur s or_p o s i tion, st) ;
)
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------*l

l*<---------

-------------* I

delete_control0
t
extern int pickcontrol0;

long
status_$t

value;

gm-$data-type_t
int

data_ryp;
ind;

st;

gm-$command_type_t command_type;

the picture */
please_draw_schemeQ;

/* Draw

l* Pick I *l
pick_something(0.5,0.5)

;

/* pick control for deleting */
ind = pickcontrolO;

/* If picked successfully - delete it */

if(ind==1)[

again : gm_$pick_command(gm_$step,st)

;

if(st.all != status_$ok) goto delete;
gm_$inq_command_type(command_type,d ata_type, st) ;
if( command_type ¡= gm_$tfillvalue ) goto again;
gm-$in q-fi ll-v alu e (valu e, st) ;
if (value != (long)l8) goto again;
delete: gm_$command_delete(st) ;
gm_$inq_command_type(command_type,data_type, st) ;
if( command_type ¡= gm_$tfillvalue ) goto delere;
gm-$in q-fill-v alue(value, st) ;
if (value != (long)l8) goro delete;
J,

gm-$ segment-clo se(true, st) ;
please_draw_scheme0;
)
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l'É---------

----------4' I

l* EÅit the scheme */
delete_element0
{

extern int select_from_menu0;
int choice;
Select from edit menu */
again: choice = select_from_menu(B);

/*

/* Go to the appropriate module */
if (choice -=2) delete_lakeQ;
if (choice -- 3) delete_inflow0;
if (choice -- 4) delete_hydro0;
if (choice -- 5) delete_outlet0;
if (choice -= 6) delete_control0;
if (choice -- 7) delete_thermalQ;
if (choice != 1) goto again;
]
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l*---------

-------------*l

delete_hydro0
{

extern int pickhydro$;

long
status_$t

value;

gm_$data_type_t
int

data_type;
ind;

st;

gm_$command_type_t command_type;

l*

prepare window 1 forpicking*l
please_draw_schemeQ;

l* Pick*l
pick_something(0.5,0.5)

;

/* pick hydro for deleting */
ind = pickhydroQ;

'

l* If picked

successfully - delete

if(ind==1){

it */

again:
gm-$pick_command (gm_$step,st);
if(st.all != status_$ok) goto delete;
gm-$inq-command-type(command_type,data_type,s
if( command_type ¡= gm_$tfillvalue ) goto again;
gm_$inq_fil l_value(value,s t) ;
if (value != 18) goto again;

t)

;

delete:
gm-$command-delete(sÐ ;
gm-$inq_c ommand_type(command_type,data_type,s t) ;
if( command-type ¡= gm_$tfillvalue ) goto delete;
gm_$in q_fill_value(v alue,s t) ;
if (value != l8) goto delete;

];
gm-$segment-clo se(true,st)

;

please_draw_schemeQ;

]
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/*---------

-------------*l

delete_inflow0
t
extern int pickinflowQ;
status_$t st;
int ind;
the picture */
please_draw_scheme$;

/* Draw

l* Pickl *l
pick_something(0.5,0.5)

;

/* pick inflow for deleting */
ind = pickinflowO;

/* If picked successfully - delete it */

if(ind==1){
gm-$command_delete(st) ; gm_$c ommand_delete(st)
gm-$pick-command(gm_$ step,st) ;
gm_$command_delete(sÐ ;

);
gm-$ segment_clo se(true, st) ;

/*

Lei's see the picture now ! */

please_draw_scheme0;
]
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;

l*---------

-------------*t

delete-iake0
{

extern int picklakeQ;
status_$t st; int ind;

l*

prepare window 1 for picking
please_draw_schemeQ;

*l

lo Picko¡
pick_something(0.5,0.5)

;

/* pick lake for deleting */
ind = picklakeQ;

/* If picked successfully - delete it */

if(ind==1){

gm-$command-delete( st) ;
gm-$command_delete(st) ;
gm-$pick-comman d(gm-$ step,
gm-$command_delete( st) ;

];

gm-$segment-close(true,

/*

Let's see the picture now !
please_draw_scheme0;
]

st)

;

*/
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st) ;

l*---------

/* I shall make the delete element menu

segment in the metafile

-----------*l
*/

int delete_menu0
{

gm-$segment-id-t segment-id ;
status_$t st; gm_$pointl6_t ptl;
int seg;

l*

Create DELETE_MENU segmenr */
gm-$segmenr-ç¡s¿1"(" DELETE_MENIJ",
(short) 1 1, segment_id, st);

l*

Get the right text size and background color.

gm-$text-size(26.0,st) ;
gm_$text_background_val ue((lon g) 1 8,st)

/*

*/
;

Red box prompt */
message("SELECT ELEMENT TYPE","FOR DELETING");

/* Make 7 blue menu boxes */
menu_boxes(7);

/* Enter commands */
Bm_$text_background_value((lon g) 1 8,st)
gm_$ tex t_value((lo n g)20, st) ;

ptl.x

;

-2;

Ptl.Y = -6'
/* define place for text, and write command */
gm-$text-2dl 6(pt1,0.0, " go back to ",(sh ort) 1 0,st) ;
ptl.y - ptl.y -5;
gm_$ text_Zdl 6(ptl,0. 0, " EDIT MENU ", (s hort) 9,s t) ;

ptl.y-ptl.y-9;
gm-$ tex t_ 2dl 6 (ptl,

0. 0,

"

LAKE

S ",

(sh ort) 5, s t)

;

ptl.y=ptl.y- l0;
(pt 1,0.0, " INFLOWS ", (short)7,st) ;
ptl.y -ptl.y - 4;
gm-$text-2d I 6(pt 1,0.0, " into lakes ",(short) I 0,st) ;
Bm_$ text_2d

1

6

ptl.y=ptl.y-8;
Bm_$text_2d

1

6(pt 1,0.0,

ptl.y =ptt.y - 4;

"IIYDRO STATIONS ",(shorr)

gm-$text_2dl 6(ptl,0.0, " between

lake s ",(sh ort) i 3, st) ;
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1

4,sr)

;

ptl.y=ptl.y-8;
gm_$text_ZdI 6(ptl,0.0,"NATURAL OUTLETS ",(short) 1 5,sr)
pt1.y -ptl.y - 4;
gm-$text-2d16(pt1,0.0," between lakes",(short) 1 3,st);

;

ptl.y=ptl.y-B;
gm-$text_Zdl 6(ptl,0.

pttr.y-ptl.y-4;

0,

"

CONTR OLLED OUTI-ETS

", (s

horr)

1

B, st) ;

gm-$text-2d I 6(pt 1,0.0," between lakes ",(short) I 3,st);

ptl.y=ptl.y-

10;

gm_$text_2d I 6(pt 1,0.0, " TI$,RMAI-/OTHER
seg

- segmenlid;

return seg;
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S

T. ", ( shorr) 1 7,st)

;

l*---------

-------------*l

dÞlete_outlet0
t
extern int pickoutletQ;
status*$t st;
int ind;

/* Draw the picture */
please_draw_scheme0;

l* Píckl *l
pick_something(0.5,0.5)

;

/* pick outlet for deleting */
ind = pickoutletO;

/* If picked successfully - delete it */

if(ind==1){
gm_$command-delete(st) ;
gm-$command-delete(st) ;
gm_$command_delete( st) ;
gm-$pick-co mmand(gm-$ step,
gm-$command-delete(st) ;

];
gm-$segment-close(true,st)

/*

Let's see the picture now !
please_draw_scheme0; ]

;

*/
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st) ;

l*---------

-------------*l

delete_thennal0
t
extern int pickthermalQ;
status_$t st; int ind;
the picture */
please_draw_scheme0;

/* Draw

/* Pick ! */
pick_something(O.5,0.5)

;

/* pick thermal for deleting */
ind = pickthermalO;

/* If picked successfully - delete it */
if (ind== 1) {
gm-$command-delete( st) ;
gm-$pick-command(gm_$ step,st)
gm-$command_delete(st) ;

i;

gm-$ segment-close(true,

/*

st)

;

Let's see the picture now ! */

please_draw_scheme0;
Ì
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;

l* --------

/* Finding the right format for display of values between
double dist(ymin,ymax)
double ymin, ymax;
t
double dd, ed;
ed = 1.0;

dd-ymax-ymin;
if( dd == 0.0 ) goto out;
while ( ed < dd ) {ed = 10.0 * ed;};

while(ed>dd)

{

ed = 0.1 * ed;]

;

out:
return ed;
]
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--------- *l
two exffemes */

l*------------

--------

/* I shall make

th";;-;;i;t"-*;;;

sesment in the metafile

*/

-----------*l

int edit_menu0
{

gm_$segmentjd-t segment-id

;

status_$t st;

gm_$pointl6_t pt1;
int seg,n_instances;

l*

EDIT-MENU segment */
gm-$segmenr-create( " EDIT-MENU ",

Create

(short)9, segment_id, st);check(st);

/* Get the right text size and background color. */
gm-$text-size(26.0,st)

;

/* Red box prompt */
message( "EDITING TITF.", " SCFIEME"

/* Make

3 blue menu boxes

)

;

*/

menu_boxes(3);

/* Enter commands */
Bm-$text-background-val ue((lon
gm-$tex t_v alu e((l o n g ) 20, s t) ;

g) 1 8, st)

;

ptl.x=2;
Ptl.Y = -$'

gm-$text-Zdl 6(ptl,0.0, "END EDITING ",(sh ort) I 1,st) ;

ptl.y = ptl .y - 12;
gm_$ tex t_2dl

6

(pt1,0. 0, " A

DD ELEMENT",

( sh

ort)

1 1, s t) ;

ptl.y = ptl .y - 12;
gm-$text-2d 1 6(pt
seg

-

1,0. 0, " DELETE

ELEMENT",(short) 1 4,st)

segment_id; return seg;

]
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;

l*--------l*

EÅit the scheme

-----------*l

*/

edit_mode0
t
extern int select_from_menu0;
int choice;
Select from edit menu */
againl. choice = select_from_menu(3);

/*

/* Go to the appropriate module */
if (choice -- 2) add_element0;
if (choice -- 3) delete_elemenr0;
if (choice != 1) goto agun;
)
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l>k--------/* start the keyboard */

-----------*l

enable_keyboard0
{

gm-$keyset-t keyset;
status_$t st;

/* Enable all letters. *l
lib-$add_to_set(keyre¡,5þ[g TZF.,ret)'
lib_$add_to_set(keyser, SETS IZE,IÐ ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIÆ,,CR) ;
lib_$ add_to_s et(key set,S ETS I ZE,LF) ;
lib-$add-to_set(keyset,SETSIZ.F,B S) ;
li b_$add_to_set(keyset, SETS IZE,' A') ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,'a' ) ;
li b_$ add_to_set(keyset, S ETSIZF,,' B' );
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETS IZE,'b') ;
lib_$ add_to_set(keyser,SETSIZE,'C') ;
lib_$ add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,'c') ;
li b_$add_to_s et(key set,SETS IZE,' D' ) ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,'d') ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSI 7F,'E' )i
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSZE,'e' );
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,'F') ;
li b_$add_to_set(keyset, SETSI ZE,' f ) ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETS IZE,' G') ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,'g') i
lib_$add_to_set(keyset, S ETS I ZE,'H' );
lib-$add_to_s et(keyset, SETS IZE,' h' );
lib_$add_to_set(key set, SETSI ZE,'I' ) ;
lib_$ add_to_s et(keyset, SETS I ZE,' i' ) ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETS IZE,'J') ;
lib_$ad d_to_set(keyset,SETSI ZE,' j'):
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,' K') ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETS IZE,'k');
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,'L') ;
lib-$add_to_set(keyset,SETSI ZE,'l');
lib-$add_to_set(keyset,SETSI ZE,'Mr' );
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,'m') ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,'N') ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETS IZE,'n') ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,'O') ;
lib-$add_to_set(keyset, SETS IZE,'o' ) ;
lib_$add_to_set(key set,SETS IZE,' P' );
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE i p);
lib_$ad d_to_set(key ser, SETS IZE,' Q' ) ;
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lib_$ad d_to_set(keyset,SETS IZE,'Q') i

lib_$add_to-set(keyset,SETSIZE,'R') ;
lib-$add-to-set(key set,SETSI ZE,' r' );
lib_$ add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,'S' ) ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,'s') ;
lib-$add_to_set(keyset,SETSI 7F,' T' )i
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,' t');
lib_$add_to-set(key set,SETSIZE,'U') ;
lib-$add_to_set(keyset,SETS IZE,'u') ;
lib-$ad d_to_set(key set, SETS IZE,' V' ) ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETS ZE,'v' ) ;
lib_$add-to-set(key set, SETSI ZE,'W' );
lib-$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,' w') ;
lib-$add-to-set(keyset,SETS IZE,'X' )'
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSZE,'x') ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,'Y') ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,'y') ;
lib_$add_to_set(key set,SETSI ZE,' Z' );
lib_$add-to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,' z' )i
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,' 1' );
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETS ZE,' 2' );
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETS I ZE,' 3' );
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,' 4' );
lib-$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,'5') ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,'6') ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETS IZE,'7') ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSIZE,' 8') ;
li b-$add_to_s et(keyset, SETS IZE,' 9' ) ;
lib_$add-to_set(keyset,SETS IZE,' 0' );
lib_$add-to_set(keyset,SETS IZE,'_') ;
lib_$add_to_set(keyset,SETSI ZE,' -');
gm-$input-enable(gm-$keysroke,keyset,st);
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]

l* --------

------------*l

enable_mouse0
{

status_$t st;

gm-$keyset-t keyset;

/* Enable all three buttons on the mouse. */
lib_$init_set(keyset, SETSIZE)

;

lib-$add-to-set(keyset, SETSIÆ.,' a');
lib-$add-to-set(keyset, SETSIZ.F,'b');
lib_$add_to_set(keyset, SETSIÆ,' c');
gm_$inpu t_enable(gm_$buttons,
keyset, st);

Ì
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l*.--------

--------------*l

/* I shall start scheme segment of the metafile */
get_it_started0
t
extern gm-$segment-id-t segment-id, sl, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6;
status_$t
gm_$point16_t

l*

St;

h^anslate, pÍ.I, ptz;

Create and name the main segment.
gm-$ se gment_create( " scheme",

*/

(short)6, segment_id, st);

/*

Get the right text siz,e.

*l

gm-$text-size(28.0,st) ;
gm-$draw-value((long)20,st)
gm-$text-value((long)20,st) ;

;

/* make aframe *l
ptl.x = 50 i
Pt1.Y =

g'

ptL.x = 11@;
PIZ.Y

= 10ffi;

gm_$rectangle_ I 6(pt l,pt2,false,st)

/*

;

Close the segment.*/
gm_$ segmen t_clo se(ffu e,
sr);

l*

Create and name the lake segment.
gm-$ segmen t-create( " lakes ",

*/

(short)5, s1, st);
g

l*

m-$

se g

ment-c

I

o se(

tru e,s t)

;

Create and name the stations segment.
8m-$ s egment-create( " station s ",

*/

(short)8, s2, st);

gm-$ segmen t-cl o se(tru e,
sr);

l*

Creaæ and name the inflows segment.
gm-$seg ment-create( " infl ow s ",

*/

(short)7, s3, st);

gm_$fill_value((long) I 8,st) ;
gm_$ segment-cl

o

se( tru e,

sr);
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l*

Create and name the outlets segment.
gm_$segment_create( " ou tlets ",

*/

(short)7, s4, st);
gm_$fill_value((long) 1 8,st)
Bm-$segment-close(true,

;

sr);

/*

Create and name the controlled outlets segmenl
Bm-$segment-create( "conffolled ",
(short)10, s5, st);
gm_$ segment_cl ose(ffu e,

*/

sr);

l*

Create and name the generation sources segment.
Bm-$segment-create(" gens ",
(short)4, s6, st);
gm_$fill_value((long)2 1,st) ;
g m-$ se g men t-cl o se(tru e,
sr);

/*

Open again the main segment.

*/

*/

gm-$segment-open(
segment_id, st);

/*

/*

Instance all other segments */
translate.x = 0 I translate.y = 0 ;
gm_$instance_transl ate_ZdI 6(s6,translate,st)
gm_$instance_tran sl ate_2d16(s5,translate,st)
gm_$instance_transl ate_2d16(s4,translate,st)
gm_$instance_translate_2d 1 6(s3,translate,st)
gm_$instance_transl ate_2d16(s2,translate,st)
gm_$instance_tran sl ate_2d16(s l,translate,st)

Close the segment.*/
g m-$ s egment-clo se(tru e,
sr);

]
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;ch eck(st)

;

;check(st) ;
; check(st) ;
;check(st) ;
;check(st) ;
;check(st) ;

l*---------

-----*l

l*

Get an element's name str3, using a prompt that consist of sn'l and str2.
This
routine returns number of characters in the str3. */
/*
int get_name(str1,str2,str3)

char

sf 1[], str2[], str3[];

{

gm-$string-t str;
status_$t st;
gm-$segmen

t-id-t

segment-id
bounds;
Bm-$boundsreal-t

;

gm-$pointreal-t ptrl,position ;
gm_$pointl6_t pt1;
gm-$event-t response;
char seq;
short count, viewport_id;
int countl;

/*

Select viewport no

I */

Bm-$viewport_select((short) 1,st) ;

/* Make cursor active

and put it in the right place

*/

cursor(0.005,0.43);

/*

Open a temporary segment for the message */
Bm-$segment_create( " TEMPORARY ",(sh ort) g,segment_id,st)
bounds.xmin = -2.0;
bounds.xmax = 42.0i
bounds.ymin = -36.0;
bounds.ymax = 17.0;
ptl.x = 0;
Ptl.Y = -2'

/* Enter prompts to the picture */
message(stri,str2);

/* Display the whole thing */
gm-$ text_background_v alu e((l on g)0, s t) ;
g m-$ se g ment-ç |s 5. I fi-ue,s t) ;
gm-$displ ay-segmen t-part(segment-id, bound s,s t) ;

l*

Get the name

*/

enable_keyboard0;
count = 0;
countl = 0;
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;

*/

agam:

gm-$input-event-wait(n-ue,response, seq, ptrl, viewport_id, position, st);
if(seq != ret && seq != lf && seq != CR && seq != LF)
I gm-$segment*open(segment-id,st);
if(seq =- BS) { --countl;

str[countl] =' ';
gm-$text-2dl 6(ptl,0.0,str,count,
--count; )

st)

;

else {

strlcountl] = seQi
sft3[countl] = seq;
++countl;
++count;

gm-$text-2dl 6(ptl,0.0,str,count,
;

gm-$display-segment-part(segment-id,bounds,st)
gm-$ segmen t-clo se(Íue, st) ;
goto again;];

/* Disble input, destroy segment, de-activate cursor */
gm-$input-di sable(gm_$key stroke,s t) ;
gm_$ segment_open( segment_id,st)
gm-$ segment-delete(st) ;

gm-$cursor-set-active(false,s

;

t) ;

return countl;
]
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;

st) ; ]

l* ________
/* Routine

*t

that draws graphs reading data from file *filename

*l

graph(filename)
char *filename;
{

extern short viewport_id

FILE *Id;

1;

char
double
float
status_$t
int
gm_$pointl6_t

gm-$point-anayl6_t

short
gm_$string_t

gm_$segment_id_t

Bm-$boundsreal-t
/*

ch;

x[@],y[1@]t6l;
xx,yy[6],hi;
st;
i

j,numb,np,count,col;

pt;
grph;
n_short;

ag;
segment_id;
bounds;

Open the temporary segment for display */
hi = 48.0;
bounds.xmin = -150.0;
bounds.xmax = 900.0;
bounds.ymin = -150.0;
bounds.ymax = 850.0;
gm_$segment_create( " TEMPORARY",(short)9,

gm-$text-size(hi,

s

t) ;

/* Prepare filename and open it */
ld = fopen(filename, "r");
/*

Read the titles
count = 0;

title:

*/

j = fscanf(Id," %oc",&,ch);
if(j > 0 BLBLch > 3l ) {tag[count]

= ch;
++count;
goto title;J;

n_short = coufitl
pt.x = 50;
PLY = 820;
gm_$text_2d 1 6(pt,(fl oat)0.0,tag,n_short,st)
count = 0;
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;

se

gment_id, st) ;

x_title:

j

= fscanf(Ld," Voc",&.ch);

if(j>0&.&.ch>31 ){

tag[count] = çþ;
++count;
goro x_title;];
n_short = countl
pt.x = 0;
Pt'Y = -60;
Bm-$text-2d I 6(pt, (fl oat)0.0,tag,n_sh orr,sr)
count = 0;

;

y_title:
j = fscanf(Ld," Voc",&.ch);
if(j>0&.&.ch>31 ){

tag[count] = çh;
++count;
goto y_title;];
n_short = count;
pt.x - -100;
Pt'Y = 0;
gm-$ text-Zdl 6(pt,(f7oai)-90.0,tag,n-short,st)

;

/* Number of curves */

j = fscanf(ld," Vod",&numb);
j = fscanf (ld,"Voc",&.ch);
if(numb>6)numb=6;

/* Curve label */

i=0;
col -23;

Pt'Y = -100;
pt.x - -280;

while(icnumb)

{

count = 0;
curve_labels:
j = fscanf(1d,"7oc",&ch)

if(j>0&&ch>31

;

){

tagfcount] = çþ;
++count;
goto curve_labels;];
n_short = counti

pt.x-pt.x+150;

gm_$text_value(col,st);
gm-$text-2d I 6(pt,(fl oat)0.0,tag,n_short,st)

++i,--col;Ì;
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;

col = 20;
gm_$text_value(col,st)

;

count=0;i=0;
curves:

j

= fscanf (1d," %of',&xx);
if(j>0) {count=0;
x[i] = ¡ç*'
while( couni < numb ){
j = fscanf(|d," %of',&xx);
y[i][count] = nç;
++count;];
++i;
goto curves;J;
nP = i; fclose(ld);

make_y_axis(y,np,numb)
make_x_axis(x,np);

/* Plus number of decimal

;

spaces

*/

count = 0;
col -23;

while (count < numb){

i=0;
while(i<np)[

grphli].y = y[i][count] * 800;
grph[i].x=x[i] *800;

/* Plus number of decimal
+ri;] ;
gm-$draw-value(col,st) ;
n_short = npi
gm_$polyline_2d I 6 (n_sh ort, grph, fals
++count;

--col;];
Bm-$ seg men t-clo

se

(true, s t) ;

gm_$viewport_select(viewport_id 1,st) ;
gm-$di splay-segment-part(segment-id,bounds,
gm-$ segment-open(segment-id, st) ;
gm-$segment-delete( st) ;
]
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st) ;

e,

spaces

*/

false, st) ;

l*--------/* I shall make

the view_hydro menu

segment in the metafile */

-----------*l

int hydro_vw0
{

gm-$segment-id-t segment-id

;

status_$t st;

gm_$pointl6_t ptl;
int seg;

l*

Create LAKE_VIEV/ segment */
Bm-$ segment_create( "IIYDRO_VIEW ",( short) 1, segmenfi d, st) ;

l*

Get the right text size and background color.

gm-$text-size(26.0,st);
gm_$text_background_value((lon g) 1 8,st)

/*

*/
;

Red box prompt */
message("SELECT GRAPHS FOR","DISPLAY");

/* Make 4 blue menu boxes */
menu_boxes(4);

/* Enter commands */
Bm_$text_background_value((lon g) 1 8,st)
Bm-$tex t-value((long)20,st) ;

;

ptl.x = 1;
/*

Ptl.Y = -3'
define place for text, and write command */
gm_$text_2dI 6(pt1,0.0,"8ACK TO MAIN MENU",(short)1 7,st);

pt1.y

-ptl.y - 12;

gm_$text_2d 1 6(pt l,0.0, "EFIFICIENCY CURVE ",(short) 1 6,st)

;

ptl.y=pt1.y- 10;
gm_$text_2d I 6(pt 1,0.0, " OPEN WATER TAILRACE ",(shorr) 1 9,sr) ;
pt1.y - ptl .y - 4;
gm_$text_2dl 6(ptl,0. 0, " CURVES ", (s hort) 6, st) ;

ptl.y=ptl.y-8;
gm_$text_2d I 6(pt 1,0.0, " ICE COVER TAILRACE",(shorr) 1 8,st)

ptl.y=ptl.y-4;

gm-$tex t_2d 1 6(pt
seg

return

1,0. 0, " CURVES ", (s horr) 6, st)

- segment id;

seg;

)
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;

;

l*---------

/* Identify all the;;;;:;;*;;rr

--------------*l

by rheir numbers for furrher use. */

identify_segments0
{

extern gm_$segment_id_t segmentjd, sl, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6;

status_$t
long
l*

sq

n

instances;

Create and name the main segment. */
Bm-$segment-inq-id( " scheme ",

(short)6, segment_id, n_instances, st);
gment_inq_id(
"lakes
se
",
(short)5, s1, n_instances, st);
gm-$segment-inq-id( " stations ",
(short)8, s2, n_instances, st);
gm-$ segment-inq-id( "infl ows ",
(short)7, s3, n_instances, st);
"
Bm-$segment-inq-id( outlets ",
(short)7, s4, n_instances, st);
"controlled
",
seg
men
(
t-inq-id
Bm-$
(short)10, s5, n_instances, st);
gm_$ se gment_inq_id ( " gens ",
(short)4, s6, n_instances, st);
gm_$

Ì
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l*---------

/* I shall make the view_inflow menu segment in the metafile */
int inflow_vw0

-----------*l

{

Bm-$segment-id-t segment-id
status_$t st;
gm_$point16_t

;

ptl;

int

seg;

l*

Create INFLOW_VIEW segment

*/

gm_$segment-create( "INFLOW_VIEW ",
(short)l 1, segment_id, st);

/* Get the right text

size and background color.

gm-$text-size(26.0,st) ;
gm-$text_background_val ue((lon

/*

g) I 8,st)

*/
;

Red box prompt */
message("SELECT GRAPHS FOR","DISPLAY");

/* Make

3 blue menu boxes

*/

menu_boxes(3);

/* Enter commands */
gm-$text_background_value((lon
gm-$text_value((long)20,st) ;

g) 1 8,st)

;

ptl.x = 1;
Ptl.Y = -3'
/* define place for text, and write command */
gm-$text-2dl 6(pt1,0.0, " B ACK TO MAIN MENU

ptl.y -ptl.y - 12;

gm_$text-Zdl 6(pt1,0.0, " HIS TORIC FLO.WS

", ( short)

", ( short)

1

4, st) ;

ptl.y -ptl.y - 12;

Bm-$text-2d 1 6(pt 1,0.0, "8MM4 FLO'WS ",(sh ort)
seg

- segment id;

return seg;
ìl
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1

1

0, st)

;

7, st)

;

l*---------

/* I shall make the view_lake menu segment in the metafile */
int lake_vw0
t
gm-$segment-id-t segment-id

-----------*l

;

status_gt st;

gm-$pointl6_t ptl;
int seg;
l+ Create LAKE_VIEW segment*l
Bm-$segment-create( "LAKE_VIE'W",
(short)9, segment_id, st);

/* Get the right text size and background color. */
gm_$text_size(26.0,sr) ;
gm_$text_background_value((long)

1

8,st)

;

/* Red box prompt */
message("SELECT GRAPHS FOR","DISPLAy");

/* Make 4 blue menu boxes */
menu_boxes(4);

/* Enter commands */
gm_$text_background_value((lon g) 1 8,st)
gm-$text-value((long)20,st);

;

ptl.x = 1;
Ptl.Y = -3'
/* define place for text, and write command */
gm_$text_2d I 6(pt 1,0.0, "84CK TO MAIN MENU", (short) 1 7,st)

ptl.y -ptl.y - 12;
gm_$text

2d

16(pt1,0.0,"RATING CURVE",(shorr)l 2,st);

ptl.y =ptl.y - 12;
gm_$ text_2dl 6(ptl,0. 0, " VALUE OF WATER ", ( s h ort) 1 4, st) ;

ptl.y -ptl.y - 12;

gm_$text_Zdl 6(pt1,0.0,"HISTORIC LEVELS ",(short) 1 5,st) ;

seg

- segment_id;

return seg;
]
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;

l*---------

/* I shall make ,ilrnai;;;;,
int main_menuQ

-----------*l

r"g.."r in the metafite */

t

Bm-$segmentjd-t segment-id

;

status_$t st;

gm_$pointl6_t pt1;
int seg;

l*

MAIN-MENU segment */
gm-$ segment-create( "MAIN-MENIJ",

Create

(short)9, segment_id, st);

l*

Get the right text size and background color.

gm-$text-size(26.0,st)

/*

*/

;

Red box prompt */
message("SELECT A BLUE BOX"," ");

/* Make

3 blue menu boxes

*/

menu_boxes(3);

/* Enter commands */
gm_$text_background_value((long) t B,st)
gm-$text-value((long)20,st) ;
ptl.x = 2;
ptl.y = -$'

;

/* define place for text, and write command */
B

m-$text- ZdI 6 (ptl,

ptl.y=ptl.y-

0. 0,

"

END

", ( sh

ort)3, s t) ;

10;

gm-$text_ 2dl 6(ptl,0.

ptl.x = 1;

0, "ED

IT S CIIEME

",( short)

1

l, s t) ;

pt1.y - ptl .y - 4;
gm_$text_2dl 6(ptl,0.0, "add/delete elements ",(short) 1 9,st);

ptl.x

-2;

pt1.y-ptl.y-8;
Bm_$text_2d I 6(pt 1,0.0, "PICK ELEMENT",(shorr)

ptl.x = 1;

1

2,st)

ptl.y=pt1.y-4;
gm-$text_2d I 6(pt1,0.0,"view related data",(short)1 7,st);
seg

- segment_id;

return seg;
)
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;

l>k.--------/* Draw the x-axis */

--------->k

make_x_axis(y,n)
double y[]; int n;
{

tern d ouble min_array0,max_array( ),dis t0

ex

status_$t

St;

gm-$pointl6_t
gm_$point_anayl6_t

pt;

double

int
short
char

;

point_arr;
ymin,ymax,ed,lg,cut;
i,ii j,main_count, count,ct,ns,incr,nn,dd
radius, nspaces;
c[80];
str;
hight;

gm-$string-t
float

l*

initiaJize what you'l need later
nn = 10;
dd = 80;
main_count = 0;
count = 0;
pt.x = 0;
Pt'Y = 0;
radius= 4;
hight = 40.0;

l*

draw the axis line

*l

*/

point_arr[O].x = 0;
point_an[l].x = 8ffi;
point-an[0].y = 0;
point-arr[1].y = 0;
gm_$polyline_2d 1 6((short)2,point_arr,false,false,st)

/* Plus number of decimal

spaces

*/

ymin = min_array(y,n);
ymax = max_array(y,n);
ed = dist(ymin,ymax);
ymax - (ymax-ymin)/5.0;
if (ymax<=ed) { nn=5;
dd = 160;];
ymax = ymax*2.01
if (ymax (= ed ) { nn = 3;
dd =267; ];

2W

;

;

I

l*---------

---------*l

/* Draw the x-axis */
make_x_axis(y,n)
double y[]; int n;

t
tern

ex

d ou

ble min_array0,max_array(

status_$t

;

ST;

gm-$pointl6-t
gm-$point-array16-t
double

int
short
char

pq

point_arr;
ymin,ymax,ed,lg,cut;
i,ii j,main_count, count,ct,ns,incr,nn,dd
radius, nspaces;
c[80];
str;
hight;

gm-$string-t
float

l*

),d istQ

initiaJize what you'l need later
nn = 10;
dd = 80;
main_count = 0;
count = 0;
pt.x = 0;
Pt'Y = 0;
radius= 4;
hight = 40.0;

*l

/* draw the axis line */
point_arrfO].x = 0;
point_anf1].x = 800;
Point-an[O].y = 0;
Point-arr[1].Y = 0;
gm-$polyline-2d 1 6((short)2,poin t-arr,false,false,st)

/* Plus number of decimal spaces */
ymin = min_array(y,n);
ymax = max_¿uray(y,n);
ed = dist(ymin,ymax);
ymax

-

(ymax-ymin)/5.0;

if (ymax(=ed) {nn=5;

dd = 160;];

ymax = ymax*2.0i
if (ymax (= ed ) { nn = 3;
dd

-267; ];

2@

;

;

/* Plus number of decimal

spaces

*/

incr = ed;
ns = -1;
lg = log10(ed);
if(lg<0) { ns=-1g;
incr = incr/ed;];
¡1= ymin/ed;

ü=ii*ed;

cut = ii;
if(lg < 0) ii = üled:
while ( main_count < nn

= ii + incr;
count = 0;

){ii

if(ii==0)

I c[0] ='6''
count = 1;

)

else {

i = abs(ü);

while(i!=0){
if(count == ns){clcount]

j=i;

-

i = VlO;

¡=j_i*10;

ì.
rt

c[count] = j +48; ++count;

];
if

(ii<0)

{c[count] ='-';
++count;];

nspaces = countl

ct=0;

while (ct < count){

sf[ct] = c[count -1 - ct];
++ct;);

-

Pt.x + dd;
gm-$circle- I 6(pt,radius,true,st) ;
Pt'Y = -30 ;
gm-$text-2d I 6(pt,(fl oat)45.0,str,nspaces,st)
++main_count; );
Pt.Y = 0; Pt.x

;

ed=nn*ed;
count = 0;
while(count < n){

y[count] = (y[count] - cut)/ed;
++count;

];
]
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'.'; **count;];

l* --------

--------

/* Draw the y-axis */
make_y_axis (y,n,nu mb)

double yt100lt6l; int n,numb;
{

extern double min_matrix( ),max_matrix0,di st0

status_$t
gm_$pointl6_t

st;
pt;

gm_$point_arrayl6_t

double
int
short
char
gm-$string-t
float

;

point_arr;
ymin,ymax,ed,lg,cut;
i,iij,main_count, count,ct,ns,inct,dd,nn;
radius, nspaces;
c[80];
str;
hight;

l* initialize what you'l need later *l
nn = 10;
dd = 80;
main_count = 0;
count = 0;
pt,x = 0;
Pt'Y = o;
radius= 4;
hight = 40.0;

/* draw the axis line */
point-arrf0].x = 0;
point_an[1].x = 0;
point-arrfO].y = 0;
point-an[1].y = 800;
gm-$polyline-2d I 6((short)2,point-arr,false,false,st)

¡* ny it *l
ymin = min_matrix(y,n,numb);
ymax = max_matrix(y,n,numb);
ed = dist(ymin,ymax);
ymax = (ymax-ymin)/5.0;

if (ymax<=ed) {nn=5;

dd = 160;];

ymax = ymax*2.0;
if (ymax (= ed ) [ nn = 3;
dd =267; ];
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;

>kl

/* Plus number of decimal

spaces

*/

incr = ed;
ns = -1;
lg = loglO(ed);

if(lg<0){ ns=-lg;
incr = incr/ed;];
ü = ymin/ed;

ü=ii*ed;

cut = ii;
if(tg < 0) ii = äled;
while ( main_count

( nn ) {
ii=ii+incr;

count = 0;
i = abs(ii);
if( ii == 0 ) [ c[0] ='Q';
count = l;]
else {while(i !=0){
if(count == ns){clcount] = '.'; **count;];
J-rt

i _ ilt];
¡ = j _ i*10;

ì

.

c[count] =j+48;
++count;J;

Jt

if ( ü <0 ) { c[count] -'-';++counr;J;
nspaces = count;

ct=0;

while (ct < count){srfct] = c[count -1 - ct]; ++ct;];
pt.x = 0; pt.y = pt.y + dd;
gm-$circle- 1 6(pt,radius,true,st) ;
pt.x = - nspaces * hightfZ;
gm_$text_2d 1 6(pt,0.0,str,nspaces,st) ;

/* Plus number of decimal

spaces

*/

++main_count; ];

ed=nn*ed;ct=0;
while(ct < numb){
count = 0;
while(count < n){
y[count][ct] = (y[count] [ct] - cur)/ed;
/* Plus number of decimal spaces */
++count; ];

++ct;i;

)
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li;;*.;#;#;;;;;;7

--------- *t

double max_array(y,n)
double y[]; int n;
{

double maxi;
int count;
maxi = y[0];
count= 0;

while(count<n)[
if ( yfcount] > maxi ) maxi = yfcounr];
++count;

return maxi;
l

J;

2M

li;;*,,;;#;;;il;;;;i

--------- *t

double max_matrix(y,n,numb)
double y[100][6];
int n,numb;
{

double maxi;
int count,ct;
maxi = y[0][0];

ct=0;
while(ct < numb){
count= 0;

while(count<n) [
++ct; ];

if ( y[count][ct] > maxi ) maxi = y[count][ct];
++count; ];

return maxi;
]

?Ã5

l*--------/* I shall

------------*l

make up to 9 menu boxes */

menu_boxes(n) int n;
t

short count=1;
int m;
status_$t st;

gm_$pointl 6_t ptl, pt2;
gm-$string-t tag;

/*

Set colors

*/

gm-$draw-value((long )20, st) ;
gm_$fill_value((long) 1 8,st) ;

/* Not more
m=fl,

than 9

*l

if(n>-9)m=9;
ptl.x = 0;
ptZ.x

-

Ptl'Y =
Pt2'Y =

/* define starting co-ordinates */

40;
Q'

10;

while ( count <= m

){

/* count the boxes, prepare,
ptl.y -ptl.y - 1.2;
ptZ.y -ptL.y - 12;
tag[0]=(char)count;
++count;
gm_$rectangle_1 6( ptl,pt2, true, st);
gm-$tag(tag,(short) 1,st) ;
gm_$rectangle_1 6( ptl,ptL, false, st) ;
gm_$tag(tag,(short) 1,st); J

]
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and draw them

*i

l*--------/*Give

a message

-----------*l
in the red box. F{as to be called from an open segment*l

message(sn'1,sn'2)

char
{

short

sül[], sf2[];

nl, count;

gm-$string-t message;
status-$t st;

gm_$pointl6_t ptl;

/* Draw a red box background,

and define the place for writing

red_box_prompt0;
pt1.x = 1;
Ptl.Y = 10;
gm-$text-background_value((lon

g) 1 6,st)

/* Prepare and write first string */
count = 0;

while ( strl lcount] != \0' )
{ message[count] = sff1lcount];
r-+count;);
n1 = COunti
gm_$text_2d I 6(pt 1,0.0,message,n 1,st) ;

/* Prepare and write second string */
count = 0;

while ( str2fcount] != \0' )
{ message[count] = str2lcount];
r-rcount;);
n1 = count;
Pt1'Y = J'

gm-$text_Zdl 6(ptl,0.O,message,n

1,s t) ;

ìl
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;

*/

l* ------------:------/* Finding

a minimum

-----------

of an arr':ay *l

double min_array(y,n)
double y[]; int n;
{

double mini;
int count;

mini = y[0];
count= 0;

while(count<n)

{

if ( y[count] < mini ) mini = y[count];
++count;
l¡

return mini;

l
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4'l

l* -------/* Finding

a minimum of an anay

----------- >kl

*l

double min_man'ix(y,n,numb)
double yt1@lt6l; int n,numb;
{

double mini; int count,ct;

mini = yt0llOl;

ct=0;
while(ct < numb){
count= 0;

while(count<n)
++ct;];

{

if ( yfcount][ct] < mini ) mini = ylcount][ct];
++count; );

return mini;
]
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l*---------

/* tr shalr rnake rh";i;;-t^k.;;;;;"smenr in the metarile */
int outlet_vw0

-----------*l

{

gm-$segment_id_t segment_id
status_$t st;

;

gm-$pointl6_t ptl;
int seg;

l*

Create OUTLET_VIEW segment */
Bm-$ segmen t-create( " OUTLET-VIEW ",
(short)1 1, segmenúd, st);

l*

Get the right text size and background color.
gm_$text_size(26.0,st) ;
Bm-$text-background_val ue((lon g) 1 8,st)

/*

*/
;

Red box prompt */
message("SELECT GRAPHS FOR","DISPLAY");

/* Make

3 blue menu boxes

*/

menu_boxes(3);

/* Enter commands */
gm_$text_background_value((lon g) 1 8,st)
gm-$text_value((long)20,st) ;

;

pt1.x = 1;
Ptl.Y = -3'
/* define place for text, and write command */
gm_$text_2dl 6(pt1,0.0, " B ACK TO MAIN MENU

ptl.y -ptl.y - 12:

gm-$tex t_2d1 6(ptl,0.0, " HIS TORIC FLOWS

ptl.y=ptl.y-

",

seg

1

ort) 1 7, st) ;

(short) 1 4, st) ;

10;

gm_$text 2d 1 6(pt1,0.0, " STAGE-DIS CHARGE
pt1.y -ptl.y - 4:
Bm-$text_2d

", (sh

6(pt1,0. 0, " CURVES ",(short)6,st)

- segmentjd;

return seg;
]

zto

", (sh

;

ort) 1 5,st)

;

l*---------

-----------*l

pickcontrol0
{

ell,tern gm-$segment-id-t segment-id, s5 ;

extern short viewport_id

status_$t
short
gm_$string_t
int

1;

st;

tag-length;

øg;

gm-$command-type-t

gm-$data-type-t

ind;
command-type;
data-type;

ind = 0;

/* open the segment */
gm-$segment-open(s5,st)

;

/* Pick a rectangle command */
gm-$pick-comm
try_next:

and( gm-$ start,s t) ;

gm-$pick-command( gm-$cnex t,s t) ;
if(st.all != status-$ok) goto out;
gm-$in q-command-type(command-type,data-type,st)
if( command-type ¡= gm-$Qolyline-2d ) goto try-nexq
ind = 1;

/* disable input from mouse */
out:

gm-$input-di sable(gm-$buttons,st)
gm-$curs or-set-active(fal se,s t) ;
return ind;

;

l

2tt

;

l*---------

-----------*l

pickhydro0

t
extern Bm_$segmenúd_t segment_i d, s2;
extern short viewport_idl ;

status-$t
short
gm_$string_t
int

gm-$command-type-t

gm-$data-type_t

st;

tag_length;

ag;
ind;
command-type;
data-type;

ind = 0;

/* open the segment */
gm-$ segmen t-open(s2,st)

;

/* Pick a rectangle command */
gm-$pick-command( gm-$ start,st)

;

try_next:
gm-$pick-comman d( gm-$cnext,s t) ;
if(st.all != status_$ok) goto out;
gm-$inq-c ommand-type(command-type,d ata-type, st) ;
if( command_type ¡= gm_$tpolyline_2d ) goto try_next;
ind = 1;

/* disable input from mouse */ out:
gm_$inpu t_di sable( gm_$button s,
st) ; gm-$cursor_set_active(fal se, st) ; return ind
]

2t2

;

l*---------

-----------*l

pickinflow0
{

extern gm-$segment-id_t segment_id,
extern short viewport_id 1 ;

status_$t
short
gm_$sn'ing_t
int

s3

;

st;

tag_length;

øg:

Bm-$command_type_t

gm-$data-type-t

ind;
command_type;
data-type;

ind = 0;

/* open the segment */
gm-$segment_open(s3,st);

/* Pick a rectangle command */
gm_$pick_command( gm_$ start,s t) ;
try_next : gm_$pick_command(gm_$cnext,st)

;

if(st.all != status_$ok) goto out;
gm-$in q_command_type(command_type,data_type,st)
if( command_type ¡= gm_$Þolyline_2d ) goto try_next;
ind = l;

/* disable input from mouse */
out:

gm-$input-disable(gm-$buttons,st)
gm-$cursor-set-active(false,s t) ;

;

return ind;

l
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;

l*---------

/* tr make it possible

------------*l

to pick menu items */

int pick_itemQ
{

status-$t st;
gm_$event-t response;
gm-$pointreal-t ptrl, position;
short viewport_id, tag_length;

gm-$string-tøg;
char ignorance;
int item;

gm-$command-type-t command-typ
g m-$ d ata-type-t d ata-type ;

;

/* Pick something */
again:
pick_somethin g(0. 1 2,0.7 );

/* Pick aræ,tangle command */
gm_$pick_corîrnand

(

gm-$ start,s

t)

;

try_next:
gm-$pick-command(gm-$cnext,st) ;
if(st.all != status-$ok) goto again;
gm_$inq_command-type(command-type,d ata-type,st)
goto try-nexu
if( command-type != gm-$trectangle )

/*

Read the subsequent tag

*/

gm_$pick_command( gm-$step,st) ;
gm-$inq-command-type(command-type,data-type,st)
if( command-type == gm-$ttag )
t
g m_$inq- tag(tag,tag-1en g th, s t) ;
irem = (int)tag[O];]
else goto again;

/* disable input from

mouse

*/

gm-$input-disable(gm-$button

s,

sr);

/* make cursor inactive */
gm-$cursor-set-active(false,s
return item;

t)

;

]
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;

;

l* ---------------------

-----------* I

picklake0
{

extern gm-$segment-id-t segment-id, sl
extern short viewport-idl ;

status_$t
short
gm-$string-t
int

gm-$command-type-t

gm_$data_type_t

;

st;

tag_length;

ag;
ind;
cornmand-type;
data-type;

ind = 0;

/* open the segment */
gm-$segment-open(s 1,st);

/* Pick a rectangle command */
gm_$pick_command( gm_$ start,s t) ;
try-next: gm-$pick-command(gm-$cnext,st) ;
if(st.all != status_$ok) goto out;
gm_$inq_command_type(command-type,data-type,st)
if( command-type != gm-$tcircle-2d ) goto try-next;
ind = 1;

;

/* disable input from mouse */
out:

if(ind != 1) gm-$segment-close(false,st); gm-$input-disable(gm-$buttons,
st)

; gm-$cursor-ser-active(fal

se, st)

; return ind

]
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;

l*---------

-----------*l

pickoutlet0
{

extern gm_$segmenúd-t segment-id, s4;
extern short viewport-id 1 ;

status-$t
short
gm_$string-t
int

gm-$command-type-t

gm-$data-type-t

st;

tag_length;

ag;
ind;
command-type;
data-type;

ind = 0;

/* open the segment */
Bm-$ segment-open(s4,st)

;

/* Pick a rectangle command */
gm-$pick-command( gm-$ start,s t) ;
try_next:
gm-$pick-command( gm-$cn ext,s t) ;
if(st.all != status_$ok) goto out;
gm-$in q-c ommand-type(command-type,d ata-type,st)
if( command_type ¡= gm-$tpolyline-2d ) goto try-next;
ind = 1;
disable input from mouse
out:

/*

*/

gm_$input-disable(gm-$button s,st)
gm-$curs or-set-active(false,s t) ;

;

return ind;
)

2t6

;

l*---------

/* I make it possible

to pick a position from the scheme

------------*l
window */

gm-$poinh'eal-t pick-position$
{

status_$t
gm-$event-t
gm-$pointreal_t
short
char
/*

st;
response;

ptrl,position;

viewporlid;
ignorance;

start the wqhole thing */
please_draw_schemeQ;
enable_mouse0;

again:

cursor(0.5,0.5);

/* Wait for YOU to click the mouse */
gm-$input-event_wait(true,response, ignorance, pfil, viewport_id, po sition, st);

/* Is it inside the window ? */
if ( ptrl.x <= 0.2M ) goto again;
mouse */
gm_$input_dis able( gm_$buttons,

/* disable input from

sr);

/*

make cursor inactive

*/

gm-$cursor-set-activ e(f alse,st) ;
return position;
)
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l*.

--------

/* Routine that picks a position and sets aperture for picking */

--- *l

pick_something(r 1,r2)

float rl,r2;
{

status_$t st;

gm_þvent_t response;
gm-$pointreal_t ptrl, position
short viewport_id;

;

char ignorance;

/*

make cursor actíve

*l

cursor(rl,r2);
enable_mouseQ;

/* Wait for YOU to click a mouse button */
again

:

gm-$input-event-wait(true,
response, ignorance, ptrl, viewport-id, position, st);
check(st);

aperture definition *i
gm_$pick_set_center(po sition, st) ;

/* Pick

aperture0;
]

2r8

l*---------

-----------*l

pickthermal0
t

extern gm_$segment_id-t segmentjd, s6;
extern short viewport_idl ;

status_$t
short
gm_$string_t
int

st;

tag-length;

âg;

gm-$command-type-t

gm-$data-type-t

ind;
command-type;
data-type;

ind = 0;

/* open the segment */
gm-$segment-open(s6,st)

;

/* Pick a rectangle command */
gm_$pi ck-command( gm-$ start, s t) ;
try_next : gm-$pick_co mmand(gm-$cnext, st) ;
if(st.all != status_$ok) goto out;

gm-$inq-c ommand-type(command-type,data-type,st)

if( command-type != gm-$trectangle ) goto try-next;
ind =

1;

/* disable input from mouse */ out:
gm_$input_disable(gm-$buttons,st)
Bm-$cursor-set active(false,st);
return ind;

;

]
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;

l*---------

----------*l

/* I shall draw the scheme of the sysæm! */
please_draw_scheme0
{

extern short viewport_id 1 ;
extern gm_$ segment_id_t segment_id

;

/* declare all those variables. */
status_$t st;
long n_instances;

gm-$boundsreal-t bounds

/*

;

Select the right viewport

*/

gm_$viewport_select(viewport_id l,st) ; check(st)

;

/* Display the scheme */
bounds.xmin = 50. ;
bounds.xmax = 1100.;
bounds.ymin = 0. ;
bounds.ymax = 1000.;
gm-$display-segment-part(s egmen t-id,bounds,s
]
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t)

;

l*------------

--------

/* I shall make the lake purpose menu

segment in the metafile

*l

-----------*I

int purpose-menu0
{

gm-$segment-id-t segmentjd

;

status_$t st;

gm-$pointl6-t ptl;
int

seg;

l*

Create PURPOSE-MENU segment

Bm-$segment-create("PURPOSE-MENU ",
(short) 12, segmenr-id, st);

/* Get the right text

size and background color.

8m-$text-size(26.0,st)

.

l*

*/

*/

;

Red box prompt */
message( " CHOOSE TFIE LAKE", "PIJRPOSE"

);

/* Make 4 blue menu boxes */
menu_boxes(4);

/* Enter commands */
gm-$text-background-value((lon
gm-$text-value((long)20,st) ;

g) 1 8,st)

;

Ptl'Y = -3'
Ptl.x = 1;
place for text, and write command */
define
/*
gm-$text-2dl 6(pt1,0. 0, " RE GULATED FOR FIYDR

ptl.y=ptl.y-

O ", ( sh

ort)

1

9, st)

10;

gm-$text-2d 1 6(pt1,0.0, "REGIII-ATED FOR ",( short) I 3,st) ;
ptl.y = ptl .y - 4;
gm-$text-2d 1 6(pt 1,0.0, " NON I{YDRO ",(short)9,st) ;

ptl.y=ptl.y-8;
gm_$ text_Zdl

6

(ptl,0.

0,

"

UNREGULATED

", ( short)

I

1, st) ;

ptl.y =ptl.y - 12;

gm-$text- 2d1 6(ptl,0.0, " DESTINATIO N OUT OF", (s hort)
ptl.y - ptl .y - 4:
gm-$text-2d i 6(pt1,0.0," THE SYSTEM",(short) 1 0,st);
= Segment id;
return seg; )
Seg
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1

8,st)

;

;

l>k

---------

l*

red box for prompts - three prompts

up to 18 chars ! */

red_box_promptQ
t
status-$t st;
gm-$pointl 6-t ptl, pt2;

/*

Set colors

*/

gm-$draw-value((long)20,st)
gm-$fiil-value((long) I 6,st) ;

;

/* box */
ptl.x = 0;
pZ.x - 40:

Ptl'Y = J'
Pa'Y = 15;
gm-$rectangle-1 6( pt1,
pt2, true, st);
gm-$rectangle- 1 6( ptl, ptZ,
false, st);

]
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------------>k

I

l*---------

----------->kl

/* I shall make the cancel/proceed
int run-of-river-menu0
t
gm-$segment-id-t segment-id

menu segment in the metafile

*l

;

status-$t st;

gm_$pointl6-t ptl;
int seg;

l*

Create run-of-river-menu segment */
gm-$seg ment-create( " RUN-OF-RIVER ",

(short)12, segment id, st);

/* Get the right text size and background color. */
gm-$text-size(26.0,st) ;
gm-$text-background-value((lon

g) 1 8,st)

;

/* Red box prompt */

message("MoRE RUN OF RIVER","PLANTS DOWNSTREAM?");

/* Make 2 blue menu boxes */
menu-boxes(2);

/* Enter commands */
gm-$text-background-value((long) I 8,st)
gm-$text-value((long)20,st) ;

;

ptl.x = 1;
ptl.y - -10;

/* define place for text, and write command */

gm-$text-2d 1 6(pt 1,0.0, " YES ",(short)3,st)

ptl.y -ptl.y - 12;

gm-$text-2d 1 6(pt 1,0.0, "NO

",( short)2,st)

Se$ = segment-id;
return seg;

]
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;

;

l*._____-_-------------:
/* X shall make the view menu
int scroll_menu0

segment

------------* I

in the metafile */

{

gm-$segment-id-t segment-id

;

status_$t st;

gm-$pointl6-t ptl;
int

seg;

l*

Create view_menu segment

gm-$segment-create(

"S

*/
CROLL",
(short)6, segmenlid, st);

l*

Get the right text size and background color.
gm_$text_size(26.0,st) ;

gm-$text-background-value((lon

g) I 8,st)

*/
;

/* Red box prompt */
message("SCROLL TFIE GRAPH","OR QUIT");

/* Make

3 blue menu box

*/

menu_boxes(3);

/* Enter commands */
gm-$text-background-value((lon
gm-$tex t-value((lon g)20, st) ;

Ptl.x =

g) 1 8,st)

;

1;

Pt1.Y = -10;
place for text, and write command */
define
/*
gm-$text-2d 1 6(pt 1,0.0, " QUIT VIEWING",(short) 1 2,st)

ptl.y =ptl.y - 12;

/*

;

define place for text, and write command */
gm-$text-2d 1 6(pt 1,0.0, " S CROLL RIGHT",(short) 1 2,st) ;

ptl.y -ptl.y - 12;

/* define place for text, and write command */
gm-$text-2d 1 6(pt 1,0.0, " S CROLL LEF-[",(short)
seg - segmenlid;
return seg;

]
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1

1,st)

;

----------*l

l>k---------

/* I shall make ttre main menu and let YOU select an item */
int select_fro m_menu(i)
int i;
t
extern int pick_item0;
extern int main_menu0;
extern int add_menuQ;
extern int edit_menu0;
extern int purpose_menu0;
extern int size_menuQ;
extern int cancel_menuQ;
extern int run_of_river_menu0;
extern int delete_menu0;
extern int view_menuQ;
extern int lake_vw$;
extern int hydro_vwQ;
extern int inflow_vwQ;
extern int thermo_vw0;
extern int control_vw0;
extern int outlet_vwO;
extern int scroll_menuQ;
extern gm--$ segmen t_id_t segment_i d ; in t ch oice

;

/* declare all the wierdows */
gm-$segment-id_t segmen;
status_$t st;
Bm-$bound sreal-t bounds
long n_instances;

;

int seg;
gm-$pointl 6-t frans, size;

/* viewport I *l
gm-$viewport_select((sh ort) 1,st) ;

l*

Create and display appropriate MEbRJ segment

switch(i)

{

case 1:
seg

-

main_menu0; break;

seg

-

add_menu0; break;

seg

-

edit_menu0; break;

seg

- purpose_menu0;

case2:
case 3:
case 4:

break;
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*/

c¿Ne

5:
seg

-

seg

- cancel_menuQ;

seg

- run_of_river_menu0;

size_menu0; break;

case 6:

break;

case7:
break;

case 8:

seg = deleæ-menuO; break;
case 9:
Seg

= view_menuO; break;

seg

-

lake_vw0; break;

seg

-

hydro_vw0; break;

seg =

inflow-vwO; break;

case 10:
case 11:
case 12:
case 13:
seg

- thermo_vw0; break;

case 14:

seg =

confi'ol-vwo; break;

case 15:
seg

-

outlet_vw0; break;

seg

-

scroll_menu0; break;

case 16:

];
/* Display the MAIN_MENU segment */
bounds.xmin = -2.0 ; bounds.xmax = 42.0 ;
bounds.ymin = -85.0 ; bounds.ymax = 16.0 ;
segmen = Segl gm_$display_segment_part(segmen,bounds,st);

/* Pick an item */
gm_$segment_open(segmen,st); choice = pick_itemO;

/*

Close it */
gm-$segmenr-delete(st) ; check(st)

;

return choice;
]
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l*---------

/* I shall make

th";; ;;

int size_menuQ
t
gm-$segment-id-t

segmen

ü;;;t
t-id

-----------*l

in ttre metañte *t

;

status_$t st;

gm-$pointl6_t pt1;
int seg;

l*

Create SIZE_MENU segment */
Bm-$ segment-create( " S IZE-MENIj ",

(short)9, segment_id, st);

/* Get the right text size and background color. */
gm_$text_size(26.0,st) ;
gm_$text_background_value((long) I 8,st)

;

/* Red box prompt */
mes sage(

/* Make

"

ADIUS T TIIE S IZE OF", " TFIE ELEMENT"

3 blue menu boxes

);

*/

menu_boxes(3);

/* Enter commands */
gm_$text_background_value((long)
gm-$tex t_value((long)20, st) ;

1

8,st)

;

ptl.x = 1;

Ptl.Y = -3'

/* define place for text, and write command */
gm-$text_2d 1 6(pt 1,0.0, "GRO'W",(short)4,st)

;

ptl.y =ptl.y - 12;

gm_$text_2d 1 6(pt 1,0.0, "DECREASE SIZE",(short)

1

3, s t)

;

ptl.y -pt7.y - 12;

gm_$tex t_Zdl 6(pt1,0.0, " A C CEPT CURRENT

seg - segment id;
return seg;

i
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S

IZE ",( shorr)

1

9, s t)

;

l*_________

*t

/* prompt that consist of strl
int tell_user(strl,str2)

char
Í

srl[],

and sn'2.

*/

sfr2[];

I
status_$t st;

gm-$segmenÚd-t segment-id
gm-$boundsreal-t bounds;

/*

Select viewport no 1

;

*/

gm-$viewport_select(( short) 1,st) ;

/*

Open a temporary segment for the message

*/

gm-$segment-create("TEMPORARY",(short)9,segment-id,st)
bounds.xmin - -2.0i
bounds.xmax - 42.0;
bounds.ymin = -36.0;
bounds.ymax = 17.0;

/* Enter prompts to the picture */
message(str1,s12);

/* Display the whole thing */
gm-$

se g

ment_c

I

o se(

tru e,s t)

;

gm-$display-segment part(segment-id,bounds,st);
gm_$ segmen t_open(segment_id,st)
gm_$ segment_delete( st) ;

;

l
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;

/*---------

-----------*l

/* I shall make the view_thermo menu segment in the metafile */
int thermo_vwQ
{

gm-$segment-id-t segment_id

;

status_$t st;

gm-$pointl6_t pt1;
int segi

l*

Create TI{ERMO_VIEW segment */
gm-$segmenr_create( " TIffi,RMO_VIEW ",
(short) 1 1, segment_id, st);

/* Get the right text

size and background color.
gm_$text_size(26.0,st);

Bm-$text-background_value((lon g) 1 8,st)

/*

*/
;

Red box prompt +/
message("SELECT GRAPHS FOR","DISPLAY");

/* Make 1 blue menu boxes */
menu_boxes(1);

/* Enter commands */
gm-$text-background_value((lon
gm-$text_value((long)20, st) ;

/*

g) 1 8,st)

;

ptl .x = 1; ptl.y = -8;
define place for tex! and write command */
gm-$text_2dl 6(pt1,O.0,"BACK TO MAIN MENU",(short)1 7,st);
seg

- segment_id;

return seg;
]
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l* ________

*t

/* Routine that draws graphs reading data from file *filename */
time_graph(sc,fil ename)

int sc;
char *filename;
{

extern short viewport_idl

;

+ld;

FILE
char
double

ch;
y[ 1@] [6],yhelp[ 1@] [6]

float

;

xx,hi;

status_$t

SI;

int

gm_$pointl6_t

gm_$point_anayl6_t

short
gm-$string-t

8m-$segment-id-t
gm-$boundsreal-t

col,ploç,i j,numb,np,count,scr,ct,ffi
month[1@],year[1@];
pt;
grph;
n_short;
tug;
segment_id;
bounds;

Open the temporary segment for display */
hi = 48.0;
bounds.xmin = -150.0; bounds.xmax = 900.0;
bounds.ymin = -150.0; bounds.ymax = 850.0;
Bm-$segment-create( "TEhiIPORARY",( short)g,segment_id,st)

/*

Bm-$text-size(hi,st)

/*

;

Prepare filename and open

it */

ld = fopen(filename,"r");

/*

Read the titles
count = 0;

title:

*/

j = fscanf (1d,"7oc",&ch);
if(j>0&&ch>31 )[
tag[count] = çþ;
++count;
goto title;i;
n_short = count;
pt.x - 50; pt.y - 820;
gm-$ text-2d 1 6(pt, (fl oat)0. 0, tag,n-short,
count = 0;
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s

t)

;

;

ffi ,yy,

y_title:

j

= fscanf (Id,"%oc",&.ch);

if(j>A&.&.ch>31 ){
taglcount] = ch;
++count;
goto y_title;];
n_short = count;
pt.x - -1@;
Pt'Y = 0;
gm-$text 2d 1 6(pt,(fl oat)-90.0,tag,n-short,st)

;

/* l.{umber of curves */

j
j

= fscanf(Ld," %od",&numb);
= fscanf (ld,"%oc",&tch);

if(numb>6)numb=6;
/* Curve label */

i=0;
col -23;

Pt'Y = -100;
pt.x - -280,

while(icnumb)

{

count = 0;
curve_labels:

j

= fscanf(Ld," %oc",&ch);

if(j>0&.&Lch>31 ){
tag[count] = ch;
++count;
goto curve labels;];
n_short = count;

pt.x=pt.x+150;
gm_$text-value(co1,st) ;
gm_$text_2d 1 6(pt,(fl oat)0.0,tag,n_short,

++i,
--col; ];

col=20i
Bm-$text-value(col,st)
;l-Vr-n.

;
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sr) ;

curves:

if(j>0){
count = 0;

while( count < numb )[
j = fscanf(Id," Vof',&.xx);
Y[i][count] = xx;
++count; ];

j = fscanf(ld," Vod%od",&mm,&yy);
if(j >= I )fmonth[i] = mm;
++i;

Yearlil = YY;Ì;

goto curves;];

nP=i;
fclose(ld);

/* Make y axis */
make_y_axis (y,np,numb)
SCf = SC;

;

/* Prepare 24 points to be shown */
ct= scr*10;

i=0;
while( ct < np &"&.i<24){
count = 0;
while( count < numb ) {
yhelp[i] [count]
++count;];
++ct;

++i;);
ct = scr*10;

if(ct >- np) ct = np Ploç = i'

1;

tÌun = month[ct];
yy = yearfct];

time_x_axis(mm,yy);
count = 0;
col -23;
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- y[ct] [count] ;

whiie (count < numb){

'

i=0;
while(icplotp){

grphlil.y = yhelp[i]fcount] * 8@;

grphli].x=i*35;

/* Plus number of decimal spaces */
++i;];

gm_$draw_value(col,st) ;
n_short = ploþi
if(plotp > 1 ) gm_$polyline_2d
++count;

1

6(n_sh ort, grph,fals e,false,sr)

--col;];
gm-$viewport-select(viewport-id 1,st);
check(st);
gm_$display_segment_part(segment_id,bounds,st)
check(st);
Bm-$ se gmen t-cl o se ( true, s t) ;
check(st);
gm-$ segment-open(segment-id, st) ;
check(st);
gm-$ segment-delete(st) ;
check(st);
]
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;

;

l4<--------/* Draw the time x-axis, given the starting month and the year
time_x_axi s(month, year)

---------* I

*l

int month,year;
t

status_$t
gm_$pointl6_t

st;

gm-$point-arrayl6-t

int
char
gm-$string-t
float

pf;

point-arr;
ij,m,main_count,count,ct;
cl12l, ch[4];
str;
hight;

l* initialize what you'l need later *l
main_count = 0; pt.x - 0; pt.y = 0; hight = 40.0; m = month,
c[0] ='J'; c[1] ='F; c[2] -'M'; c[3] ='A'; c[4] -'M'; c[5] ='J'; c[6] ='J''
clTl= 'A'; c[8] ='S'; c[9] -'O'; c[10]='N'; c[11]='D';

l*

draw the axis line

*/

point_an[O].x = 0;
point_an[1].x = 840;
Point-arr[O].y = 0;
point-anfl].y = 0;
gm-$polyline*2d 1 6((short)2,poin t-arr,false,false,st)

l* ry it *l
while ( main_count

;

( 24 ){pt.x - pt.x + 35;
Pt'Y = 0;

gm-$circle- 1 6(pt, ( short)4,true,s

if(m=-

12)

t)

;

{m=0;

year-year+1;
i - year;
count = 0;
while ( i != 0 )[ j= i;
i = v10;

j=j_i*10;
ch[count]
++count;

=j+48;

ct=0; ];
while (ct < 4)[str[ct] = ch[3 - ct];
++ct;] ;
-60;
Pt'Y =
gm-$text-2dl 6(pt,90.0,str, (short)4,st)
);
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;

sû'[0] = clml;
Pt.Y = -30;

gm-$text-ZdI 6(pt,90.0,str,(short)

++main_count;

++m; ];
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1,st)

;

l* --------

/* Viewing conrolled outlets related data*l
view_control0
t
extern int pickconmol0;
extern short viewport_id

-----------* I

1;

FILE
char
status_$t
int
gm-$segment_id_t
Bm-$boundsreal-t
gm-$string-t
short
gm_$pointl6_t

gm_$command_type_t

gm_$data_type_t
float

ogf;

fln[80];
st;

ind,n,typ,count,scr,mn,indl;
segmentjd;
bounds;
name;

name_length,n_short;
pt;
command_type;
data_type;
hi;

/* Initialize string */
fln[0] ='c'; flnl1] ='o'; fln[2] ='n'; fln[3] ='t'; flnl4l ='¡''
fln[5] ='o'; fln[6] ='l'; fln[7] -'_'; fln[B] ='s'; fln[9] ='¡"
fln[10] = 'r'; fln[1 l) ='l':
/* pick control for deleting */
ind = pickconrrolO;

/* Ifpicked successfully - delete it */
try_again:

if(ind==1)[
gm-$pick-command(gm-$step,st) ;
gm-$in q-command-type(command_type,data_type,st)
if(command_type == gm_$ttag) {
gm-$inq-tag(name,name-length,st) ; ]
else { goto try_again; } ;
)

else { ind = 0; goto out;};
gm-$segment-close(true,st) ;

/*

Open a temporary segment for the picture */
gm-$viewport_select(viewport_id 1,s t) ;
gm_$segmenr_create( " TEMPORARY ",(sh ort)9,se gment_id, st) ;
bounds.xmin = -150.0; bounds.xmax = 900.0;
bounds.ymin = -100.0; bounds.ymax = 900.0;
pt.x = 20; pt.y = 840; hi = 50.0; gm_$text_size(hi,st);

;

/* Put all that i snecessary in it */
gm-$text-2d 1 6(pt,0.0,n ame,name-length,st) ;
Pt'Y = 870;
gm-$text_2d 1 6(pt,0.0, " CONTROLI-ED OUTLET: ",(sh ort) 1 B,st)

;

/* Display the whole thing */
gm_$segment-clo se(tru e,s t) ;
gm_$display*segment-part( segment-id, bound s,st)
gm-$segment-open( segmentjd,st) ;
gm-$segment-delete(st) ;
scr = 0;

;

again:

mn = 14;
ind = select_from_menu(mn);
move_gr:
if(ind != 1) {

if(ind

--

2)

{

flnll?) ='h'; flnl13] ='i'; flnf14] ='5''
fln[l5] ='t'; fln[l6] ='o'; fln[17] ='¡';
flnll8] ='i'; fln[19] ='c'; fln[20] ='-''

flnl21] = 'f ; fln[22f ='L'; fln[23] ='6';
f7nl24l = 'w', fln[25] = 's'; fln[26] = '[;
n -27;J;

count = 0;
while(count < name_length) {
fln[n + count] = namelcount]; ++count;];
n=n+name length;
fln[n] = Q;
time_graph(scr,fln);

mn=9;
ind 1 = select_from_menu(mn);

if( indl != 1 ){
if( indl -- 2) scr = scr + 1;
if( indi -- 3) scr = scr -1;
if(scr < 0) scr = 0;
goto move-€r;];
goto again; ];
ind =

1;

out:

return ind;
]
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l* --------

-----------* I

/* Viewing hydro stations related data*l
view_hydro0

{

extern int pickhydro0;
extern short viewport_id

1;

char
status_$t
int
gm-$segment_id_t
gm-$boundsreal-t
gm-$string-t
short
gm_$pointl6_t
gm-$command_type_t

gm-$data-type-t
float
l*

Inítialize, string

flnlO] ='h';

fln[80];
st;

ind,n,typ,count,scr,mn,ind

1;

segment_id;
bounds;
n¿une;

name_length,n_short;
pt;
command_type;
data_type;
hi;

*/

flnll] ='y'; f7nl2l ='d'; fln[3] ='r'; fln[4] ='o'; fln[5) -'..:

/* pick hydro */
ind = pickhydroQ;
name_length = 0;

/* If picked successfully ol
try_next:

if(ind==1){
gm-$pick_command(gm_$ step, st) ;
gm_$in q_command_type(command_type,data_type,st)
if(command_type -- gm_$ttae) {
gm-$inq-tag(name,name length,st); ]
else {
gm_$pick_command(gm_$cnext,st) ;
if( st.all == status_$ok ) goto try_next;];
]

else{ind=0;

goto out;];
gm-$

s

eg men

t-c

Io

se(tru e,s t)

;
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;

/*

Open a temporary segment for the picture

*/

gm_$viewport_select(viewporüd 1,st) ;
Bm_$segment_create("TEMPORARy ",(short)g,segment_id,st)
bounds.xmin = -150.0;
bounds.xmax = 9@.0;
bounds.ymin = -1@.0;
bounds.ymax = 9@.0;
pt.x = 20;
Pt'Y = 840;
hi = 50.0;
Bm-$text-size(hi, st) ;

/*

Put all that i snecessary in it *i
gm-$text_Zdl 6(pt,O.0,name,name_length,st) ;
Pt'Y = 870;
gm_$text_2d I 6(pt,0.0, "HYDRO STATION : ",(shorr) 1 3,st)

;

;

/* Display the whole thing */
gm-$ se gment-c lo se( tru e,s t) ;
gm-$display-segment_part( seg ment_id, bound s,st) ;
gm-$ segment-open(segment_id,s t) ;
Bm-$ segment_delete(sr) ;
scr = 0;
again:
mn = 11;
ind = select_from_menu(mn);

move_gr:

if(ind != l) {
if(ind -= 2) {
fln[6] ='e'; fln[7] ='f; fln[8] ='f ; fln[9] ='i'; flnf10] ='ç';
flnll1] -'l'; fln|T?l = 'e'; flnl13] = 'n'; fln[1 4] ='c'i fln[15] = 'y';
flnfi6] - '-'; fln[l'7f ='c'; flnt18] = 'u'; flnl19] = 'r'; f1n[20] = ;y;;
fln[21] = 'e'; fln[22] ='[; n = 23:];
if(ind == 3) [
fln[6] ='o'; fln[7] ='p'; flnl8] ='e'; fln[9] ='n'; flnfr0] ='_''
fln[l1] ='w'; fln[12] ='a'; flnll3] ='t'; fln[14] ='e'; flnl1j] ='r';
flnl16] -'-'; fln[17f ='t'; flnfi8] ='a'; fln[19] ='i'; fln[20] ='l';
fln[21] ='r'; flnl2lf ='a'ifln[23] = 'c'; fln[24f ='e'; flnl2il =,¡;
n-26;J;
if(ind == 4) [
fln[6] ='i'; fln[7] ='c'; fln[8] ='e'; fln[9] ='_'; fln[10] ='ç';
fln[11] = 'o'; fln[2) ='v'; fln113] = 'e'; flnIl 4) =,r,; fln[15] = '_';
flnll6] ='t'; flnl|7] ='a'; flnl|8] ='i'; fln[i9] =,1'; fln[20] ='¡';
f7n[21J =' a' ; flnlZ2f
-' c' : flnl?3l =' e' ; f7nf24] -, [ | n _ 25 ;] :
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count = 0;

while(count < name-length) [
fln[n + count] = namelcount]i
++count; ];

n=n+name_length;
fln[n] = Q'
graph(fln);
goto again; ];
ind = 1;
out:
return ind;
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l* --------

-----------* /

/* Viewing inflow related data*l
view_inflow0
{

extern int pickinflow$;
extern short viewport_id I ;

char
status_$t
int
Bm-$segment-id-t
Bm-$boundsreal-t
gm-$string-t
short
gm_$point16_t

gm-$command-type_t

gm_$data_type_t
float
l*

Initializ,e, string

fln[O]

flnl8Ol;
st;

ind,n,typ,count,scr,mn,ind
segment-id;

1;

bounds;
name;

name_length,n_short;
pt;
command_type;
data_type;
hi;

*/

='i'; flnll] ='n'; fln[2] ='f; fln[3] ='l'; flnla] ='o'; fln[5] ='w';

fln[6] ='s'; fln[7]

--'

l:

/* pick inflow for deleting */
ind = pickinflow0;
/* Ifpicked successfully */

if(ind==1)[

gm_$pick_c ommand (gm_$ s tep, st) ;
gm_$in q-command_type(command_type,d ata_type,st)

if(command_type -- gm_$ttag) {
gm_$inq_tag(name,name_length,st);

else{ind=0;
goto out;];
gm_$ segment_clo se(true,st)

/*

;

Open a temporary segment for the picture

*/

again:

gm_$viewport_select(viewport_id 1,st);
gm-$segment-create(" TEMPORARY ",(short)g,segment_id,st)
bounds.xmin = -150.0; bounds.xmax = 900.0;
bounds.ymin = -1ffi.O; bounds.ymax = 900.0;
pt.x = 20; pt.y = 850;
hi = 50.0;
gm_$text-size(hi,st) ;
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;

)

;

]

;

/* Put all that i

snecessary in

it */

gm-$text-2d1 6(pt,0.0,name,name-length,st) ;
pt.x = -100;
gm-$text-2d 1 6(pt,0. 0, " INFI-OW : ",(short)7, st) ;

/* Display the whole thing */
gm-$ se gment-clo se( tru e,s t) ;
gm-$di spl ay-segmen t-part(segment-id,bound s,st) ;
gm_$ segment_open(segment-id,st) ;
gm-$ se gment-delete(st) ;
scr = 0; mn = 12;
ind = select_from_menu(mn);

move-gr: if(ind != 1) {
if(ind == 2) [
fln[8] ='h'; fln[9] ='i'; fln[10] ='s'; fln[11] ='t';
fln[12] ='o'; flnl13] ='r'; flnl14] ='i'; fln[15] ='c';
flnl16] -'-'; fln[17) ='f i flnl18] ='1'; fln[19] ='o';
fln[20] = 'w'; fln[21] = 's'; flnl2/f -'[; n = 23; ];
if(ind == 3) {
fln[8] - 'E'; fln[9] - 'M'; fln[10] - 'M'; flnll1] - 'A';
flnl12] -'-'; fln[13] ='f; flnl14] ='l'; fln[15] ='o';
finll6] ='w'; fln[17] ='s'; flnltr8] ='/; n = 19;];
count = 0;
while(count < name_length) {
flnfn + count] = namelcount];

++count;];
n=n+name_length;
fln[n] = Q;
time_graph(scr,fln);

mn=9;
ind

I = select_from_menu(mn);

if( indl != 1 ){
if( indl -- 2) scr = scr + 1;
if( indl -= 3) scr = scr -1;
if(scr < 0) scr = 0;
goto move-gr;);
goto again; ];
ind =
out:

1;

return ind;
]
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l* --------

/* Viewing iake related

data

----------- *l

*l

view_lake0
{

extern int picklake0;
extern short viewport-idl

;

FILE
char
status-$t
int
gm-$segmenÚd-t
Bm-$boundsreal-t
gm-$string-t
short
gm_$pointl6-L
gm-$command-type-t

gm_$data_type_t
float
'

string */
flnlO] = 'l'; fln[1] ='a';

l* Initialize

*gf;
fln[80];
st'

inã,n,typ,count,scr,mn,ind
segmenÜd;

1;

bounds;
name;

name-length,n-short;
pt;
command-type;
data-type;
hi;

flnl}l = 'k'; f1n[3]

= 'e'; fln[4] = 's'; fln[5] = '¡;

/* pick lake for deleting */
ind = picklakeO;

/* If picked successfully - delete it */

if(ind==1)[

m-$pick-command ( gm-$ s tep, s t) ;
gm-$inq-command-type(c ommand-type, d ata-type,s t) ;
if(command-type -- gm-$ttag) {
gm-$inq-tag(name,name-length,st);
g

] else

{

ind = 0; goto out;);
gm-$ segment-close(true, st) ;

/* Open a temporary

segment for the picture

*/

gm-$viewport-select(viewport-id 1, st) ;
gm-$segment-create("TEMPORARY ",(short)9,segment-id,st)
bounds.xmin = -150.0; bounds.xmax = 900.0;
bounds.ymin = -100.0; bounds.ymax = 900.0;

pt.x=20 pt.y=850;
hi = 50.0;
gm-$text-size(hi,st)

;
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;

)

;

/* Put all ttrat i

snecessary in

it */

gm-$text-2d 1 6(pt,0.0,name,name-length, st) ;
pt.x - -100;
gm-$text-2d 1 6(pt,0.0, "LAKE: ",(short)5,st);

/* Display the whole thing */
gm-$segment-clo se(true,st) ;
gm_$di spl ay_segment-part(segment_id,bound
gm-$segment-open( segment-id,st) ;
gm_$ segment_delete(st)
scr = 0;
again:
mn = 10;

s,st)

;

;

ind = select_from_menu(mn);
move-gr: if(ind != 1) [
if(ind -= 2) {
fln[6] ='s'; fln[7] ='t'; fln[8] ='a'; fln[9] ='g', fln[10] ='e''
fln[1 1] = 's'; flnll2] = 't'; flnl13] = 'o'; fln[14] = '¡';
flnl15] ='a'; fln[16] ='g'; fln[17] ='e'; flnl18] ='c';
fln[19] = 'u'; fln[20] = 'r'; fln[21] = 'v'; fln[2Zf ='e';

f1nl23l='fin-24;];

if(ind == 3)

{

f1n[6] ='s'; fln[7]

='t'; fln[B] ='o'; fln[g] ='r'; flnf10] ='¿''
fln[l1] ='g'; fin[2] ='e'; fln[13] ='v'; fln[l4] ='¿';
fln[15] ='l'; fln[16] ='u'; fln[17] ='e'; flnl18] ='f; n = 19;];
if(ind =- 4) {
fln[6] ='h'; fln[7] ='i'; fln[8] ='s'; fln[9] ='t'; fln[10] ='s''
fln[l1] ='r'; f7nllZ) ='i'; fln[13] ='c'; fln[14] ='-''
flnl15] ='l'; flnl16] ='e'; fln[17] ='v'; fln[18] ='e';
flnl19] ='l'; fln[20] ='s'; fln[21] ='[;n -22;];

count = 0;
while(count < name length)[ fln[n + count] = name[count]l

+rcount;];
n=n+name_length;
flnfn] = Q;
if(ind != 4) [graph(f1n);]
else { time_graph(scr,fln);
rnn = 9; indl select_from_menu(mn);
if( indl != I ){ if( indl -- 2) scr = scr + 1;
if( indl -- 3) scr = scr -1;
if(scr < 0) scr = 0;
goto move-gr;];

];
goto again;];
ind = 1;
out: return ind; ]
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l*____________________:

/* I shall make the view menu segment in ttre metaÍtfe
int view_menuQ
t
Bm-$segment-id-t segment-id

-----------* I

*l

;

status_$t st;

gm_$pointl6_t ptl;
int segl

*/

l*

Create view_menu segment

l*

Get the right text size and background color.

gm-$segment-create( "VIEW",
(short)4, segment_id, st);

Bm-$text-size(26.0,st) ;
gm-$text-background-value((lon g) 1 8,st)

/*

*/
;

Red box prompt */
message( "CLICK ON BLLIE B OX", "TO CONTINLIE"

/* Make

3 blue menu box

);

*/

menu_boxes(3);

/* Enter commands */
gm_$text-background-value((lon
Bm-$text-value((long)20,st) ;

g) 1 8,st)

;

ptl.x = 1;
ptl.y - -10;

/* define place for text and write command */
gm_$text_Zdl 6(ptI,0.0, " QUIT VIEWING ", (sh ort) I 2, s t) ;

ptl.y =ptl.y - 12;
/* define place for text, and write command */
gm_$text_2d 1 6(pt 1,0.0, " SCROLL RIGHT",

(sh

ort) 1 2,st)

ptl.y = ptl .y - L2:
/* define place for text,

and write command */
gm_$text_2d I 6(pt 1,0.0, " S CROLL LEFI",(short)
seg

- segment id;

return seg;
]
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1

1,st)

;

;

l*_________

__________tfl

/* I shall let you pick

an element from the scheme and show you related

data*l

view_mode0
{

extern int view*lake0, view_hydro0, view_infl owQ, view_outlet0,
view_control0, view_thennal0 ;
extern gm-$segment id_t segment-id, s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6;

l*

Declare all the variables
gm-$segment id-t

*/
sg,sgl;

long
gm-$boundsreal-t
status_$t
int

n_instances;
bounds;
st;

ind;

/* Go to the main window */
please_draw_scheme0;

/* Pick ! */
pick_somethin g(0.5,0.5)
ind = view_lakeO;

;

if(ind!=1)i
/* Pick

the right segment

*/

gm-$pick-segment( gm-$clear,s g,n-instances,bound s,st) ;
gm-$pick-segment( gm-$setup,sg,n-instances,bounds,st) ;
gm_$pick-segment( g m-$down,s g,n-ins tances, boun ds, st) ;

/* open the segment */
doit:

if( sg == s2 ) ind = view-hYdrog;
if( sg == s3 ) ind = view inflowg;
if( sg == s4 ) ind = view-outletg;
if( sg == s5 ) ind = view-controlg;
if( sg == s6 ) ind = view-thermalg;
if(ind != 1) [
gm_$pick_segment(gm-$next,sg,n_instances,bound s,st) ;
if (st.all == status_$ok) goto doit;]

];
gm-$pick*segment(gm_$clear,s g,n_instances,bounds, st) ;
Ì
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l* --------

-----------* I

/* Viewing outlet relaæd data*l
view_outlet0
t
extern int pickoutlet0;
extern short viewport-idl

;

char
status-$t
int

fln[80];
st;

id-t
gm-$boundsreal-t
gm-$string-t
short
gm-$poinrl6-t

gm_$segment

gm-$command-type-t

gm-$data-type-t
float
l*

Initializn, string

ind,n,typ,count,scr,mn,indl;
segmentjd;
bounds;
n¿une;

name-length,n-short;
pq
command-type;
data-rype;
hi;

*/

flnll] ='u'; fln[2] ='t'; fln[3] ='l'; fln[4] ='e';
fln[5] ='t'; fln[6] ='s'; fln[7] ='¡'
flnlO] ='o';

/* pick outlet */
ind = pickoutlet0;

/* If picked successfully - delete it */

if ( ind --

1

) fgm-$pick-command(gm-$step,st);

gm-$inq-command-type(command-type,data-type,st)
if(command-type -- gm-$ttag) {
gm-$inq-tag(name,name-length,st); ] ;

I

ind = 0;
goto out;];
gm-$ s e g ment-clo se(true, st) ;

] else

i*

Open a temporary segment for the picture

*/

gm-$viewport-select(viewport-id 1,st) ;
gm-$segment-create( " TEMPORARY ",(short)9,segment-id,st)
bounds.xmin = -150.0;
bounds.xmax = 9@.0;
bounds.ymin = -1@.0;
bounds.ymax = 9@.0;
pt.x = 20;
Pt'Y = 840;
hi = 50.0;
gm-$text-size(hi, st) ;
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;

;

/* Put all that i snecessary in it */
gm-$text 2d16(pt,0.0,nalne,narne-length,sÐ; pt.y = 870;
gm_$text_ZdI 6(pt,A. 0, "NATURAI- OUTLET : ", ( sh ort) 1 5, st) ;
/* Display the whole thing n/
gm-$ segment-close(true,s t) ;
gm_$display_segment_part(segmenr-id, bound s,st) ;
gm-$segment-open(segmentjd,st) ;
gm_$ segment_delete(st) ;
scr = 0;
again:
mn = 15;
ind = select_from_menu(mn);

move_gr: if(ind != 1)

{

if(ind ==2) {
fln[8] = 'h'; fln[9] = 'i'; flnl10] = 's'; fln[11] = 't';
fln[12] ='o'; flnl13] ='r'; flnl14] ='i'; fln[15] ='c';
fln[16] -'-'; fln[17f -'f i fln[18] ='l'; fln[19] ='o';
fln[20] -'w'; fln[21] ='s'; flnl2Zf ='lin=23;];
if(ind == 3) {
fln[8] ='s'; fln[9] ='t'; flnl10] ='a'; fln[11] ='g';
flnl12] ='e'; fln[13] ='-'; fln[14] ='d'; flnl15] ='i';
flnl16] ='s'; fln[17f ='c': fln[18] ='h'; fln[19] ='a';
fln[20] -'r': f7nl21l = 'g'; f1nl22l ='s''
fln[23] ='[;n=24;]i
count = 0;
while(count < name_length) {
flnln + count] = name[count];

++count;];

n=n+name_length;
fln[n] = S;
if( ind -- 3) graph(fln);
if( ind -- 2) { timegraph(scr,fln);
mn=9;
ind 1 = select_from_menu(mn);
if( indl != 1 )[
if( indl *- 2) scr = scr + 1;
if( indl -- 3) scr = scr -1;
if(scr < 0) scr = 0;
goto move-gr;];

];

goto again; J;
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ind =

1;

out:

return ind;
]
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l* -------/*

-----------* I

Viewing thermal station related data*l

view_thermal0
{

extern int pickthermalQ;
extern short viewport_id1

;

FILE
char
status_$t
int
gm-$segment-id-t
gm-$boundsreal-t
gm-$string-t
short
gm_$point16_t

ngf;

fln[80];
st;

ind,n,typ,count,scr,mn,indl;
segment-id;
bounds;
name,

name_length,n-short;
pt;

gm-$command-type-t command-type;

gm-$data-type-t
float
l* Initialize

data-type;
hi;

string */

fin[O] ='t';

fln[6] ='¡;

fln[l] ='h'; fln[2] ='e'; fln[3] ='r'; fln[4] ='m'; fln[5] = 's''

/* pick thermal for deleting */
ind = pickthermal0;

/* If picked successfully ol

if(ind==l){

gm_$pick-command( gm-$ step,st) ;
gm_$inq-command-type(command-type,data-type,st) ;
if(command_type =- gm_$ttag) [
gm_$inq-tag (name,name-len gth,st)

];
]

else{ind=0;
goto out;];
gm-$ segment-clo se(true, st) ;

/*

Open a temporary segment for the picture

*/

gm_$viewport-select(viewport idl,st);
gm-$segment-create(" TEMPORARY ",(short)9,segment-id,st)
bounds.xmin = -150.0; bounds.xmax = 900.0;
bounds.ymin = -100.0; bounds.ymax = 900.0;
pt.x - 20; pt.y = 840; hi = 50.0; 8m-$text-size(hi,st);
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;

;

/* Put all that i snecessary in it */
gm-$ text-2d 1 6(pt,0.0,name,name-len gth, st) ;
PLY = 870;
gm-$text-2d 1 6(pt,0.0, " T'Iffi,RMAL STATION : ",( short) 1 6,st) ;

/* Display the whole thing */
gm-$ se g ment-c 1o s e(tru e, s t) ;
gm-$display-segmen t-pafi ( seg ment-id,bound s,st)
gm-$ segment-open( segment-id,st) ;
gm-$segment-delete(st) ;
scr = 0;
again:
mn = 13;
ind = select_from_menu(mn);

if(ind != 1) i
fln[7] ='5''
n=8;

count = 0;
while(count < name-length) {
fln[n + count] = name[count];

++count;];

n=n+name

length; fln[n] =0;

graph(fln);
goto again; J;
ind =

1;

out:

return ind;
]
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